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CBA.PTER I 
SIGNIFICA.NCE OF THE PROBLE+"i 
Money and credit management is a problem with which the teenager 
111ust c;:ope as a member of hh present family situation and~ in the not-
too-d:istant f'IJture, ot' a home pf hii:; own. It was estimated in 1966 
that teenagers were paying out some $15 billion annually on goods and 
f;,ervices. "The Teen .. Age Tide," an article appearing on October 9, 1964 
~ magazine, noted that one 17-year~old girl in five and two boys in 
five had their own charge accounts. ;rn additiop to buying on tlJ.eir 
own, teenagers' influence in the home contrc;,Ued the purchase of up to 
$30 billion more a year, . Thus teenagers bou~ht on their own and in-
fluenced the family's buying of goods and servi¢es that totpled an es-
t:Lmated $45 bHlion a year (Mendenhall, 1967, pp, 14-15), 
Marriages are occurring at increasingly earlier age$. Economists 
tell us that fifty percent of all first brides are under the age of 18. 
On the average, the first baby·is born about one year after marriage • 
. Male hi~h school gra.duate13 who .9:re one,.time fathers feather the nest 
with from.$3,500 to $4,400; tlJ.e college graduate will eirn from $S,200 
to $6,300 (Krustev, 1967, p. 52). These yo'l,lng people are faced with 
the problem of financing an ever-rhing standard of; living in an economy 
of spiraling costs. They are turnip.g to consumer credit as a means of 




Business, realizing that the early years is the period of greatest 
credit use, is slanting its advertising-and business practices to gain 
a share of the young consumer's dollar. A growing trend in many stores 
is to allow adolescents some kind of credit privileges. As early as 
1950, a survey of 183 department stores and specialty shops showed that 
60 offered credit plans to teenagers and 23 more were considering the 
possibility (Changing Times, Decerq.ber,., 1960, pp. 31-32). 
A vice president in charge of credit activities of a large chain 
of retail stores and mail order houses expressed his company's philo-
sophy of extending credit to young people in this way: 
Our responsibility in the Credit Sales Department under this 
program is to achieve and maintain complete understanding by 
all company employees of our credit policies and practices 
as they apply to the young new credit customer. Every cus-
tomer must open his first credit account some place--"LET'S 
MAKE IT L-OUR COMPANY" (Wheel~r, p. 1). 
It would seem that there is a need for education in consumer practices 
including the use of consumer credit for teenagers regardless of their 
socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds. In the preface of the 1967 
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School Principals, 
Briggs advocated the need for consumer education for all. He said: 
Since all of us are consumers and since relatively few of 
us will become maximally efficient without instruction, 
we ought to assume that consumer education is a universal 
need. Instead of being elected by a minority, mostly 
those in terminal programs, appropriate consumer prepara-
tion should be required of all students, of the college 
bound as well as those who drop out before graduation. 
They all need it (Briggs, 1967, pp. 1-2). 
In response to those who would argue that consumer education should 
be the responsibility of the home, Briggs is of the opinion that "some 
important learnings can no longer be reliably passed on by home or just 
picked up (Briggs, 1967, pp. 1-2) :• He believes that without instruc-
tion, a person is likely to go through life c;:rippled by inefficiency. 
From childhood and adolescence on every person is a consumer. 
In sp;ite of the great hue and cry about the negative aspects o:f; 
credit, the economic facts of life are that the amount of credit out-
standing will continue to grow. When discussing the place of consumer 
credit in the economy at a workshop for home economists, Mitchell ex-
pressed the opinion that "As L sight the future of consume;r credit, it 
is here to stay in financing the acquisition of consumer durables 
(Mitchell, 1968, p. 20). 
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It has become standard practice for young married couples to place 
heavy mortgages on their future earnings in order to $tart out with a 
package of durable goods at a time when they feel that the goods are 
most needed to create a satisfying life .. 'l'he pr·ospect of present .need 
or enjoyment seems·so import1;1nt that the inevitability of eventual pay-
ment may be lost in the distant haze of the :f;uture~ 
Then there are those whose income just will not meet their needs. 
Credit becomes the somewh<;tt unsatisfactory answer to their problem. In 
a study of low-income fam;i.lies in New York, Caplovitz·found that poor 
people not only use credit~.but pay more for the privile~e because they 
are poor risks. Not only are credit rates high, they are stated in 
complicated terms which are difficult for the consumer to understand 
(Caplovitz, 1963, p. 2). Week!:i' findings that three-fourths of the 
families in a low-income housing developmeQ.t in Massachusetts used tn-
stallment credit and pa;id more for it supports the findings o:f; Caplo-
vitz (Weeks, 1965, p. 439). 
On the other hand, Caplovitz says that the middle class has 
adopted the pattern of credit use :f;rom the poor and has made it a part 
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of the American way of life (Caplovitz, 1963, p. 1). Evidence present-
ed in the 12.§Z. $4rvey .£!. Consumer Finances conducted by the University 
of Michigan conterids that debt is a phenomenon mainly of the middle-
and upper-income brackets (Katona, et al, 1968, p. 16). Others agreed 
that installment buying was most commonly practiced by middle-income 
famUies (Morgan, 1968, p. 21, Whyte, 1956, pp. 13, 133-137). 
Authors of the Vocational Amendments of 1968 forcefully expressed 
the clear intent that consumer education become an important compgnent 
of the Vocational Homemaking Education job. ~ccording to Tuttle and 
Portwood 
Part F of th1;:1 Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 (Pub-
lic Law 90-576) makes it clear that the Congress of the 
United States intends that more emphasia be put on the c:on-
sumer aspects of the home and family education. Efforts to 
educate the consumer mqst be increased. · Learning opportun-
ities must be provided for individuals trying to cop~ with 
increasingly comple~ consumer problems. While our nation 
is dedicated to providing employment for its citizens, it 
must also be dedicated to educating people to make maximum 
use qf their resources. Learning to earn and learning to 
use more wisely what one. earns contributes greatly to the 
quality of our way of life (Consumer Education Curriculum 
Guide, 1969, p. iii). 
According to Pratt (1970, p. 61) more than 200,000 individuals--
the majority of them more confused than conniving•,-accepted bankruptcy 
as a last resort for solving financial problems in 1969. Obviously 
credit is a subject deserving of study, 
The irresponsible use of cons1.,1mer credit has been cited as a major 
cause in the rising number of personal bankruptcy filings. A member of 
the Consumer Bankruptcy Committee of the American Bar Association, 
speaking before the Thirteenth Annual National Consumer Credit Confer-
ence about the relationship of consumer credit to bankruptcy, said: 
consumer credit bears some relationship to our bank-
ruptcy problem. But let's try to keep it in its proper 
perspective •••.. 'l'he relationship is not between consumer 
credit and consumer bank.ru.pt;cy ••• It is this irrespon-
sible use that is one of the many causes for the·substan-
tial increase in bankruptcy filing (~runner, 1965, p. 7), 
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. J;ntelligent as the modern teenager is,, his very young years neces-
sitate subtle guidance to develop his unbridled eagerness into mature 
judgments. lf the young person is to.learn to manage hi$ money and to 
live with credit, he must be educated in.its proper use. He must be 
taught that the ~seful tool of credit can, through misuse~ lead to 
financial problems. 
Teachers seem to experience difficulty in getting money and credit 
management units underway. Thal and Guthrie (1969, .P• 764) have pin-
pointed two problems which.limit the effectiveness of consumer eduGa• 
tion in the secondary schools. 'l'he first of these is that teachers 
tended to teach consumer education within their own value systems 
rather than those of the stµdents, thus reducing student motivation and 
relevance of the subject matter. Secondly, homemaking teachers tended 
to teach buymanship practices that first of all were economical and 
secondly, were isolated from other real-life values which determine tl:te 
life style of tl:te individual. Paolucci and Thd (1964, p .. 23) list 
four areas in which teachers experience difficulty: (1) motivation of 
students, (2) teaching methods, (3) resources and materials, and (4) 
concepts to be included. 
Statement of the Problem 
The basic problem with which this investigation was concerned was 
the development of a simµlation game for teaching money and credit 
management to eleventh and/or twelfth grade Vocational Homemaking 
students in the secondary school. 
A second aspect of the proqlem was to use the game in the class-
room to: (1) find out teachers' ppin:l.ons about using the game as a 
teaching method; (2) determine the students' attitudes about using the 
game as a learning experience; and (3) assess the effectivenes~ o~ the 
simulation game as compared with other teaching methods traditionally 
used, 
Objectives of the Study 
It was the intent of this study to investigate the proqlem of 
teaching money and credit management in the secondary ~chool and to 
develop meaningful teaching materials to help the teenager become a 
knowledgeable consumer for himself and h:l.s future family. 
Specific objectives were: 
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. l, To write a simulation gam(;3 incorporating selected conc1;3pts and 
generalizations for use in teaching money and credit management at the 
eleventh and/ or twelfth grade level o{ Vocational Homemaking .classes 
in the secondary schools. 
2. To determine the effectiveness of the simµlation game as a 
method of teaching as c:.ompared with teaching, methods traditionally used 
in terms of student achievement of the selected concepts and generali-
zations. 
3. To determine student attitudes and opinions of the simulation 
game as a learning experience. 
4. To determine teacher attitudes and opinions of the simulation 
game as a teaching tool. 
s. To recommend areas for revision and improvement of the simula-
tion game and recommend areas for further study. 
Basic Assumptions 
The validity oJ the findings of this study was subject to the 
accurateness.of the following assumptions: 
1 •. Vocational Uomemaking teachers in,the classroom are qualified 
to assess the effectiveness of teaching methods. 
z. Simulation games are a bona fide teaching tool. 
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3 •. The evaluation of the simulation game by the teachers and stu-
dents of the experimental group were ~andid, conscientious expressions 
of their at.titudes and opinions of the l;amily Finance Gai;ne. 
Delimitation of the Problei;n 
This study was Limited to·16 Ok,lahoma secondary schools whose 
Vocational Homemaking teachers were planning ~o offer unit$ in consumer 
education during.the second semester of the 1969M70 school term. ,The 
population was confined to students from four schools from each superM 
visory district as defined by·the State Department of Home Economics 
Education. Two of the schools from each district were requested to 
participate in. the· study as the e:i,cperime;ntal group and two were re-
quested to serve as the control $roup, · 
The use of the simulation game as a teaching tool was limited to 
the·area of money and credit management in·tbe Vocational Homemaking 
classes at the eleventh and/ or twelfth grade leveL It was used by 
teachers who had a minimum of instruction in the use of the simulation 
game technique. 
Definition of Terms 
Simulation Game. A simulatiqn game is a technique for studying 
complex, real-life phenomena under controlled conditions. The tech-
nique consists of designing a representative model of the phenomena of 
interest, manipulating various aspects of the model ac.cording to· some 
plan, and assessing the outcome, J:t is expected that the knowledge 
gained by working with the model in th;i.s way wiP be applicable to the 
real-life phenomena from which it was derived" (Ryans, 1962, p. 2), 
Money~ Consumer Credit Manasement. Money and Consumer Credit 
Management. is the way the individual or family uses money and consumer 
credit to·satisfactorily achieve life goals. 
Experimental Group •. The experimental group was composed of those 
Vocational Homemaking teachers and students who used the simulation 
game as a part. of the Money and Cpnsumer Credit Management unit. 
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Control Group. The control group was composed of those Vocational 
· Homemaking teachers and students who used methods traditionally .'em-
ployed to.learn. about money and con$umer credit management in Vocation-
al Homemaking classes of secondary.schools of Oklahoma. 
District of.~ Economics Education. :Oistrict of Home Economics 
Education.is the division.of Oklahoma, within demographic and. geograph-
ic limits,. into four districts for purposes of supervision of Vocation-
al Homemaking . programs •. 
State Department of Home Economics Education. The State Depart• 
ment of Home Economics Education,is the agency responsible for the 
supervision and administration of the Vocational llomemaking program in 
Oklahoma. 
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Famil~ Finance~. The Family Finance Game is a simulation game 
developed by the writer to teach money and credit management to eleventh 
and/ or twelfth grade students in Vocational Homemaking classes. An 
attempt was made to create realistic situations for financial decision~ 
making. 
Achievement Test. The achievement test is the evaluation instru-
ment designed by the writer to assess student achievement of the con-
cepts~ generalizations~ and behavioral objectives for the Money and 
Consumer Credit Management unit. 
Student Rating Scale for Family Finance Game, The Student Rating 
Scale for Family Finance~ is the instrument designed by the writer 
to collect data pertaining to student attitudes toward and opinions of 
the,Family Finance Game as an activity for learning about money and 
credit management. 
Teacher Evaluation of the Family Finance Game. Teacher Evaluation 
of the Family Finance Game is the instrument designed by the writer to 
collect data pertaining to teacher attitudes and opinions of the value 
of the Family Finance Game as a teaching tool. 
Procedure 
An objec,tive of this study was to develop curriculum mater:lals for 
teaching consumer credit. Interviews with business people concerned with 
the use of credit by young consumers and with young homemakers who use 
credit were the means to delineate the situations which might be incorp-
orated into a simulation game for teaching consumer credit. The game 
was developed~ revised, and field-tested in vocational homemaking classes 
in Oklahoma. 
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The value of the game as a teaching tool waa; measured by analysis 
of the responses of vocational homemaking teachers to a Likert type 
rating scale. Responses to a student rating scale revealed the opinions 
of students relative to the value of the simulation game as a learning 
device. Achievement test scores of students experiencing the simulation 
game were compared with the scores of students experiencing teaching 
methods traditionally used in vocational homemaking to determine if one 
group scored significantly different from the other groupo 
Organization of the Study 
This chapter has presented the problem with which this study is 
concerned, the overall purpose of the study along with specific objec-
tives. a plan for the procedure to be followed. and other information 
of importance for the completion of the research. Chapter II will con-
tain a review of the literature of consumer education, of the role of 
consumer education in home economics. of some principles of learning as 
they relate to the use of simulation games in the classroom, and of 
simulation games=-their design and use as a teaching tool. 
The third chapter will focus on the designing and structuring of 
the game and on the testing of the game before 1ising it in the high 
schools of the experimental group. The philosophy basic to the Family 
Finance~. a description of the model. and the empirical tryout of 
the game are included. 
Chapter IV describes th,:e instruments used to assess student 
achievement and to collect data regarding student and teacher attitudes 
toward the use of the simulation game. Chapter V will present an analysis 
of the findings of the study, A summary of the study, conclusions 
reached as a result of the study, and recommendations for further re-




This study involved the development of curriculum mater i als for 
teaching consumer education in the high school. The specific material 
to be developed was a simulation game to teach money and credit manage-
ment. The review of literature will be presented in four sec tions: 
The first section covers consumer education and its his tory as 
a subject in the high school curriculum. The second area re-
viewed is the role of consumer education in home economics . A brief 
look is taken at concepts included in consumer education in its early 
stages as compared with those now included . 
Literature related to some generally accepted principles of learn-
ing is the third area to be reviewed. Simulation games a r e 
suggested as an innovative technique for communicating the subject 
content of consumer education. Germane to the development of a simu-
lation game for educational purposes is the consideration of how learn-
ing takes place. Knowledge of learning principles can also be valuable 
in isolating desirable and undesirable characteristics of games and in 
planning for the use of games in the classroom. Literature r elevant 
to the history of games, the advantages claimed for games, t he design, 
the use, and the evaluation of games will be presented in the fourth 




Consumer education has assumed increasing importance i.n our socie-
ty. in the past few years. A major factor contributing to the emphasis 
to enlighten.the consumer is the large variety of products and the many 
forms in which products appear on·the market. 'l'o deci,de on the kind of 
potatoes to serve for dinner is no longer a simple task. After the de-
cision.is made to serve potatoes,.the homemaker mu~t decide which of 35 
kinde,. i.ncludi,ng different brands and prices,. wi.ll be purchased (counted 
by writer). These potatoes may cost from a few pennies to about 25 
cents per serving, depending on whether one choose.s the raw, frozen,. 
canned, dehydrated, or ready-to-serve form. The second factor is the 
bewildering variety of forms of c.redi t and the common use of credi. t: in 
.the United States. There are thousands of sources of credit (Oppenhien, 
, 196~, p. 54). The variety of "buy now, pay later" plans is matched 
only by the wide difference1;1 :i,n the annual percentage rates of paying 
for the privilege to use credit •. In addition, buying ori credit is much 
more complicated than pay:i,ng cash for commodities. 
History 
This is·the·second time since the Great Depresi;;ion that there has 
been widespread interest in the educat;i.on of the consl,l!ller. .. Some time 
after 1930,, small groups, including.laymen and educatore,. urged that 
consumer education be provided for all students, especially at the high 
school level. . It was difficult for co1,1sumer educat:i,on. to gain a foot-
hold for several reasons. The curt;iculum was already crowded; instruc-
tional materials and teachers were hard to :l;ii:J.d; college-bound students, 
impressed by the prestige of traditionai courses, were reluctant to 
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enroll in consumer education courses; and parents, unaware of t:he ur-
gent need for consumer education, showed little interest in their 
children's study of wise money and credit manqgement (Briggs, 1967, p. 
1). 
Some elective courses o;E con~mmer education were offered; however, 
the general practice was to,incorporate consumer education into such 
courses as home economics 1 business education, social studies, or 
mathematics. Most of the classes were an exercise in the study of 
business practices that were detrimental to the consumer, such as mis-
leading advertising, confusing packaging, over~stressed brand names, 
and exorbitant charges for money borrowed to pay for installment buy-
ing. 
The Consumer Education Study sponsored by the National·Association 
of Secondary/School Principals·in cooperation with th~ National Better 
Business Bureau in 1942, stressed a positive and copstructive set of 
attitudes and emphasized personal and social goals as a guide to money 
and credit decision making (Wilhelms, 1967~ p. 11) . 
. Home Economics and Consumer Education 
Home Economics instruction has 'been a source of much·. of the formal 
consumer education which has been offered in the high schools, Here 
and there schools offered eiective courses; but 1 for the most part, 
such instruction as has been given was incorporated into courses in 
home economics, Briggs (1967 1 pp. 1-2) aµd Spafford (1942, p. 74) 
noted that units on buying food, clothing, home furnishings, equipment 
and family financing were taught by home economics teachers for the 
teachers of other courses in the high school. 
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. A form of consumer education has long been integrated in other 
units of home economics classes. In the main, these units stres~ed 
good buying practices such as checking labels, grading of products, and 
cost comparisons. With the advent of dual roles for women, the evalua-
tion of time for family activities versus the saving of money has 
gained impetus. As an example, the homemaker may buy ready made cloth-
ing and use what would have been sewing time for participating in 
family.activities. 
Home economists, family financial counselors, and others have come 
to understand that consumer education is more than developing a set of 
good consumer practices. This is not to say that good buying practices 
are not of value; however, we must recognize decision .. mal<ing as an i,n-
tegral part of money and credit management.· Our shopping decisions are 
made within the context of our life style •. Consumer buying has been 
taught as though every choice has to be a rati,onal .one forgetting that 
certain choices·are made because certain goods have an intrinsic value 
and meaning to the consumer. It is often forgotten that meeting emo-
tional needs is as important as meeting physical needs (Committee for 
Economic Development,. 1961, p. 9). 
Thal and Guthrie (1969, p. 767) emphasized the trend away from 
teaching good buying practices when they stressed that the life style. 
of the family or individual is central to consumer decisions. They 
discovered in an interview with a group of teachers, that the teachers 
were attempting to mold a style of life for their pupils that conformed 
to what the teachers believed it ought to be rather than the style and 
quality which the students considered to be desirable. As a result of 
this kind of an approach, students were unmotivated. The subject 
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matter was irrelevant as far as they were concerned. Thal and Guthrie 
suggested that the consumer education program shol,l,ld include certain 
processes necessary to the development of a personal life style. These 
processes include management, spending, saving, borrowing, protecting, 
sharing, and investing. They conclude with 
We would have it understood that our students are needful 
human beings, already e~perimenting with consumer activi-
ties that furnish them a means of self-expression and 
social acceptability, They are unwittingly in the first 
stages of developing their own Ufe styles. As .1;:heir 
teachers, our responsibility rests in teaching them to 
engage in consumer activities that will enhance their 
life style and enrich the quality of their lives (Thal 
and Guthrie, 1969, p. 767). 
The concept of managing resources to make possible a chosen style 
of living was presented by Wilhelms in this way: 
The purpose of education in buymanship and money management 
is not (as so many seem to thinl<) to teach young people to 
buyless, to snuff out their dearest desire~, and scrimp 
along in ~iserly fashion. Consumer education makes no 
sense-•especially to vigorous adQlescents, with their keen 
desires••unless it opens the road to getting more of what 
one thinks contributes to, a good life. • . The real goal 
is to improve the quality of his wanting (Wilhelms, 1967, 
p. 6). 
During the Great Depression and again in World War II consumer 
education programs were undertaken by home economists to help people 
meet the scarcity of money and material resources that affected the 
family living unit. There are those in our secondary schools today who 
need help to make ends meet; there are others who need help in learning 
to make rational decisions; all need guidance in using resources to en-
hance their life style and to enrich the quality of their lives. 
Home economics received the mandate to assume the responsibility 
for consumer education when Congress specified consumer education in 
Part F of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 (PL 90-576, 1968, 
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p. 22). The challenge is to strengthen cons1.l!,ller education in the home 
economics programs of the nation •. The chief concern is to guide young 
people·in the establishment of money and credit management practices 
that will help them achieve their life goals. Oppenhiem believed that 
consumer education for adolescents is e~tremely important because the 
consumer J?ractices of the teena~er are likely to become the consumer 
practices of the adµlt (Oppenhiem, 1965, p. 29; Smith, 1965, p. 72). 
Nearly all states and most cities had, or were in the process of 
developing, curriGulum guides for home economics t;eachers' use when 
planning consumer education units; however, teachers seemed to be hav-
ing some difficulty in deciding on the best approach to teach consumer 
education. ln its report of 1961, The National Task Force on Economic 
Education maintained that the most important step toward understandit).g 
economics is the replacement of emotional, unreasoned judgments by ob-
jective, rational analysis •. They recommended that central emphasis on 
the problem solving approach to economic problems be a J?rime objective 
of teaching economics. The report elaborated by saying: 
There is research evidence to substantiate the claim that 
analysis is beneficial to everyone, not merely to those 
of high ability. It is true that studeqts of high ability 
can be expected to learn more in less time. But this 
should not mean analysis for the bright and mere memori-
zation for the less able (Committee on Ecoµomic Develop-
ment, 1961, p. 72). 
Use of the concepts learned was looked upon as the key to effec-
tive teaching of consumer education. Topics must cover realistic 
experiences and represent attainable goals. What teachers need to do 
is to try to stimulate the conditions in which the questions that have 
to be asked, the facts that need to be assessed, and the judgments that 
have to be made in relation to individual needs and wants, will provide 
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some insight into the kind of approach that buying and using goods and 
serv;i.ces involve in adult life. The techniques employi:d in teaching 
consumer education should be as practical as possible so as to enable 
the .individual to relate the materials directly to his own problems. 
Morgan supported the practical approach to teaching consumer education 
with the follpwing statement: 
Finally, if we are to educate people as to the complexities 
of modern merchandising and credit systems, somethi.ng.more 
than dull books, teaching, and panel discussions will be 
necessary (Morgan, 1967, p. 19). 
Methods tradi.tionally used for teaching consumer education and 
homemaking in hi~h school have been reasonably.successful; however, 
the opportunity t9 involve students in making d~1cisions relevant to 
consumer credit and money management may be m;i.ssing. The introduc.tion 
of simulation games as a part of the teaching )llethod in money,and 
credit management units may provide the opportunity for i;;tUdents to 
make financial decisions whi.ch at"e relevant to their use of money and 
credit in real life situations. Pertinent to the development of a 
simulation game for educational purposes is an understanding ot the 
relationshi{> of the principles of learning to meaning:f;ul curriculum 
materials. 
Princ;i.ples of Learning 
The diversity of ideas about learning have not yet produced a 
coherent set of explanations, laws, and principles to guide education. 
Those studies concerned with learning deal with much simpler phenomena 
than those faced by,schools. Spence classified types of learning and 
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behavioral situations into six groµps: (l) conditioning; (2) selective 
learning;. (3) verbal or serial learning, which includes rote learning; 
(4). learning of skills·,. both perceptual and motor; (5) ·symbolic· learn-
ing,. including reasoning and thinking; and (6) social learn;i.ng, which 
involves the learning of attitudes,, interests, and feel;i.ngs. Precise 
.laws are a,yailable for only the first three types. Only some very low 
level laws are available onthe last three which copstitute the bulk of 
learning that concerns educators (S~ence, 1959, pp.-92-93). 
In spite of the lack of unified theory._ about learning, it is 
possible to single Ol,lt from the diverse views several commonaUties • 
. These up.derstandings can be consolidated into descriptive principles 
about learning. Hilgard (1956, pp, 486~487) developed fourteen points 
·of agreements among the t,heor;i.es. These points are II\ai~ly concerned 
with: ·. (1) · the capacities of the learner; (2) motivation of the learner; 
(3) inyolvement of the learner; and (4) the feedba.ck available to the 
learner. Schrnuller (1959, pp. U0-111) presents essentially the same 
ideas in four broad principles of learning. He summarizes the princi-
ples wh;i.ch are areas of agreement among theorists as tallows: 
. 1 •. Learning proceeds most effe~tively and tends to be most 
permanent when the learner is motivated;. that ;Le, when 
he has a stake, as it were,. in the activity being under• 
taken. 
2. Learning.proceeds most effectively.and, tends to be most 
permanent when the activity·involved is geared to the 
learner's physical and intellectual level. 
3. Learning proceeds most effect;i.yely and tends to be most 
permanent when.the learner is able to perceive meaning-
ful relationships am\'.>ng the elements of a goal toward 
which he or she is working. 
4. Learning proceeds most effectively and tends to be most 
permanent when the learner has some means by which to 
judge his own progress. 
Schmuller's four principles of learning and their relevance to 
curriculum development and simulation game$ will be discussed in the 
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order of listing. The first principle, "Learning proceeds most effec-
tively and tends to be most permanent when the learner is motivated'' is 
supported by Kingsley and Garry (1957, p. 191). They maintained that 
motivation is equally as important as capacity in the learning process • 
. Without the desire to attend school and to engage in learning activi-
ties little behavioral change is achieved, especially in the desired 
direction. HaU and Paolucci (1963~ p. 129) succinctly stated their 
regard for motivation in learning when they held that motiyationis the 
key to behavioral change • 
. Motivation is the primary· task of the teacher aq::01;ding to Gagn~ 
(1965, p~ 247). Learning itself take!:! place with;i.n the learner, but 
some conditions must direct this activity. Motivation may be main-
tained by removing the my1:1tery of the objectives of the course. "Why 
are we-learning this?" is a question that always needs to be answered 
as thoroughly and precisely as possible (Gagn~, 1965, p •. 247). 
Availab;i.lity of feedback which allows the student to asses!:! his 
progress is one effective means of motivating the lear.ner. Some means 
must be provided during instnicti9n for the student to perceive the re ... 
sults of his activity and to receive from the learning environment some 
/ 
measure o;l; the correctness of his performap.ce (Gagne,. 1965, pp. 224 ... 
225). When principles are being learned, feedback may come from the 
concepts or principles recalled by the learµer himself. Mottvation.re-
sults from the feeling of having achieved •. In addition, feedback !!lay 
result from the interaction of the· learner with h;i.s pe_el;'s? especially 
in situations where group work or team work prevails. This external 
source of evaluation is often more effective than that forthcom;i.ng 
from the teacher. 
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Simulation games with clearly stated behavioral objectives provide 
an excellent vehicle for providing a classroom environment for motivat-
ing learners. By the use of a simulation game the teacher provides the 
conditions for the learning experience and for self-evaluation by the 
learner. The simulation game provides an opportunity for students to 
apply concepts and principles of a "lower order" to the solving of pro-
blems. Hopefully "higher order" principles will be the result. The 
motivational characteristics of relevance of content, learner involve-
ment, a sense of direction for the learner, and feedback, are all 
present in well designed simulation games. 
The second principle presented by Schmuller (1965, pp. 110-111) 
states that "Learning proceeds most effectively and tends to be most 
permanent when the activity involved is geared to the learner's physi-
cal and intellectual level. To support this belief, Schmuller ( 1965, 
The essence of learning lies in the relevance to human needs. 
Learning should reflect experiences which the individual 
meets in society. To make the individual competent and self-
reliant requires much more effort than· it ever did before. 
The individual needs to become aware of the relationship be-
tween learning and his role in s9cie:ty. 
Fleck (1968, p. 91) and Hatcher and Andrews (1963, p. 81) believed that 
learnings tend to occur more rapidly and to be more enduring if they 
are related to the individual's life goals. 
Relevance of learning is influenced by the environment and the 
maturity of the learner. The student learns by doing what he is cap-
able of doing, not by doing what is beyond his grasp. Havighurst 
(1952, Ch. 5) has set down developmental tasks which the individual 
strives to accomplish. A person must be sufficiently mature physically 
and intellectually to make mastery possible. To achieve an appropriate 
dependence-independence pattern is a developmental task that must be 
accomplished by degree for a greater part of our life. · It is of parti-
cular importance to·the learner in senior high school. To ach,ieve 
economic independence is a developme;!ntal task of the·seventeer:i.- and 
eighteen-year-old; therefore,. a unit having to do with the JI1anagement 
of money.and credit will have relevance for him. If the subject con'." 
tent is provided in a realistic·setting such as that provided in simula• 
tion games, the learning experiences will be more meaningful for the 
·learner. This subject matter,. which is of importance to the teenager 
now and in the future, presented in a simulated situation wiH allow 
the st1.,1dent to observe the relationship between pis present. situc;t.tion 
and the decisions which he has made in the past. The abstraction of 
social processes in •. simulation games provide the opportunity· for · the 
·student to become aware of the relationship between his learning in 
school and his role in society. 
The third principle according to Schmuller is "Learning proceeds 
most etfectivdy and tends.· to be more permanent when thfi! learner is 
able to perceive meaningful relationships among the elements of a goal 
toward which he or she is working." L,earning will proceed best in a 
/ 
sensible step-by-step procedure •. Gagne (1965, Ch. 2) has listed the 
conditions of learning in eight steps to form a hierarchy.of learning. 
' ' ' 
'J;'he distinct:Lons that he makes l;l.re: Type 1: Signal Learning; Type 2: 
. Stim1.,1lus-Response Learning; Type 3: .Chaining; Type 4: Verbal Associa-
tion; Type 5: Multiple Discrimination; Type 6: Concept Learning; Type 
7: Principle Learning; and Type 8: Prqblem Solving. The most impor-
tant class of conditions that distinguishes one form of learning from 
another is the initial state of each. The conditions for chaining 
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require that the individual have previously learned stimt,1lus-response 
connections available to him, so that they can be chained. This princi-
ple applies to the varieties of learning which have been stated as 
follows: 
Problem Solving (Type 8), 
requires as prerequisites: 
Principles (Type 7), 
which require as prerequisites: 
Concepts (Type 6), 
which require as prerequisites: 
Multiple Discriminations (Type 5), 
which require as prerequisites: 
Verbal Associations (Type 4) or, Other Chains (Type 3), 
which require as prerequisites: 
Stimulus•Response Connections (Type 2), (Gagn~, . 1965, p. · 60). 
It does not seem possible, wrote 
, 
Gagne, to conclude that S-R Connec-
tions (Type 2) require Signal Learning (Type 1) as a prerequisite. 
The re,lationship between the kinds of learning, whether as in 
~ Gagne's hierarchy or some other relationship, is an aid to the achieve-
ment of goals by the student. The individual needs to understand con-
cepts such as "finance charges" and "time payment" before he can make a 
rational decision about using credit. When he understands the con-
cepts, he is then able to perceive principles or generalizations which 
will be applicable to a wide variety of situations, hopeft,1lly, both in 
school and out of school. 
The problem of transfer of learning is central to all education. 
It is hoped that whatever is taught in school is somehow used in the 
individual's later life. Since no program can teach everything, the 
task of all education is to teach for maximum transfer (Bruner, 1960, 
p. 11). 
Kingsley and Garry were unequivocal in,their statement that 
Transfer of training occurs when the results of learning in 
one situation affect our performance in different situations 
or when training in one activity affects other forms of 
activity. The nature and conditions of transfer are of 
prime importance to education both with regard to what sub-
jects shali be taught and to how they shall be taught 
(Kingsley and Garry, 1957, .. p. 519). 
They believe:lthat transfer is greatest when situations have greatest 
similarity; however, they went on to say 
Transfer also takes place through generalizations developed 
during training when the learner·sees the applicability of 
a principle, rule, or method of attack to a new.situation or 
problem (Kingsley and Garry, 1957, p. 520). 
Simulation games afford the opportunity for several different 
kinds of learning. The learning of facts, the learning of cause and 
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effect relationships, and the use of strategies for problem solving may 
proceed simultaneously. The problem.situations incorporated into 
simulation games affords the student the opportunity to use the simpler 
learnings as tools for the more complex activities of discovering more 
complex principles and decision-making. 
One of the goals for using simulation games for teaching is that 
transfer of learning from the simulated situation to real life experi-
ences will take place. This has been found to be successful in skill 
training such as the use of the link trainer for pilot training. Trans-
' I 
fer of learning from one situation which does not require motor skills 
to another situation of the same category is hard to prove. Some evi-
dence of transfer of ttaining,from the Legislature Game to the Parent-
. ' 
; ! j l; I ' 
Child Game was noted by Schild (Schild in Boocock and Schild,. 1968, p. 
152). 
The fourth principle of Schmuller is "Learning proceeds most ef-
fectively and tends to be most permanent when the learner has some 
means by which to judge his own progress!' Learning requires a sense of 
direction. There is need for the learner to·have an idea of where he 
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is going and some idea of the progress he has made in that direction. 
An aid to the student's assessing his progress is objectives 
stated in behavioral terms as a part of the learning situation. Be-
haviorally stated objectives will give a sense of direction to the 
learning process and provide criteria for learner assessment of his 
progress in achieving the goals of the unit (Mager,. 1962). 
Problem solving, stated in a variety of forms all of which go back 
to Dewey's theories~ is based on previously acquired knowledge (Gagn~, 
1965, p. 57). The use of this knowledge inyolves a process of evaluat-
ing the knowledge through feedback provided in the previous learning 
, 
situation and a process of thinking and decision-making. Gagne says 
The major condition for encouraging the learner tothink is 
to besure that he has something to think about. Learning 
by problem-solving leads to new capabilities for further 
thinking. Included among these are not only the "higher 
order" principles we have emphasized here, but also·"sets" 
and "strategies" that serve to determine the direction of 
thinking.and therefore its productiveness (Gagn~, 1965, p. 
57). 
In addition to and probably part and parcel of strategic thinking 
is the abilit~ to evaluate the results of decisions. Problem solving 
experienc;es provide feedback which may be used by the learner to answer 
the questions, "How am I doing?", "Where am•I going?", and "What is my 
next move?" 
Simulation games provide another approach to problem.solving. The 
problems included are often those in whi.ch failure might be quite cost-
ly in real life. Simulation games afford the opportunity for trying 
out alternate decisions and weighing the costs and the benefits in a 
safe environment situation. The learner can experiment with alternate 
decisions under the guidance and with the assistance of a more know;,. 
ledgeable person. Problem solving in the game situation enables the 
student to apply principles and concepts learned through other class-
room and life experiences. 
Simulation Games 
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A growing number of schools are finding that the use of simulation 
games can be helpful in teaching a variety of subjects. Simulation 
games have been called an educatia:ialinnovation which is being used to 
teach personal and social problems in a more realistic manner; however, 
when one delves into the background of games~ he finds that they have 
been used since the mid~seventeenth century to study war maneuvers. In 
the 1950's, business management began to use a combination of simula-
tions and the gaming technique to teach management principles and to 
study decision~making in business and induistry (Wigderson, 1968, p. 1). 
Coleman~ a sociologist at J1ohns Hopkins~. has been the· stimulus to the 
design and much of the research on simµlation games for educational 
purposes (Boocock and Schild~ 1968~ p. 11), 
Definition of Simulation Games 
A simulation game as defined by Coleman is a game in which life 
processes are expliieitly mirrored in the structure and functioning of 
the game. The simulation game is an abstraction of social processes, 
making explicit certain of these social processes that are ordinarily 
implied in our everyday lives. A game constitutes a kind of caricature 
of social life. Even those games which are played for our entertain-
ment or the entertairunent of others exemplify this, A boxing or a 
wrestling match abstracts frorn,its context the direct physical violence 
that resides in social life and recreates this violence under a set of 
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explicit rules (Coleman in Boocock and Schild, 1968, p. 8). 
Simulatio~ games combine two different techniques according to 
Boocock: (1) the game structure with its rules of play and a method of 
determining a winner; and (2)·the simulated environment with its crea-
tion of key elements of the outside or future world within the class-
room.so that the student must make decisions and act as if he were 
actually operating in this environment (Boocock and Schild, 1968, p. 
63). Cruickshank succinctly defined simulation games as the creation 
of realistic games to be played by participants in order to provide 
them with life-like problem solving experiences related to their pre-
sent or future work (Cruickshank, 1966, p. 23). 
Ryans (1962:}'1-'P~ 2). describes simulation as a 
• ~ .::tec:lm:ique for studying complex, real life phenomena under 
controlled conditions. The technique consists of designing 
a representative model of the phenomena of. interest, mani-
pulating various aspects of the model according to some 
plan, and assessing the outcome. It is expected that the 
knowledge gained by working with the model in this way will 
be applicable to the real life phenomena from which it was 
derived • 
. A presentation of what a simulation game is would be incomplete 
without some mention of what a game is not. It is the view of Green-
law, Herron and Rawdon (1962, p. 5) that the choice of the term game is 
in many ways unfortunate, since to many not familiar with gaming it 
suggests entertainment rather than a serious educational tool. Games 
are not a fad, but a serious educational technique~ often requiring 
much study and work on the part of the student both in class and out-
side of class • 
. A clear distinction should be made between simulation games and 
the so-called "theory of games" developed by von Neumann and Morgenstern. 
The latter is a highly complex theoretical branch of mathematics and 
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bears little relation to·simulation gaming. Simt1lation games niay or 
may not involve computational procedures (Greenlaw,·Herron and Rawdon, 
1962, p. 6). 
Kinds of Games 
Four basic types of simt1lat,;ion games are mod.eled afte:r the four 
types of human.dechion making. The fi:rst type :i.s identified as 
puzzles. In this type of game, the player can manipµlate the environ-
ment, .but the environment does not manipu,late the player. The second 
type is the game of chance. In·this instance the environment manipu-
lates the individual. 
The aesthetic game.is the third type. This is not a board game, 
but involves the application of a set of rl.1,les to som~one's behavior • 
. Judgment is indicated. 
The fo1,1rth type h the· game of· str1:1-tegy. ··As t:he name. indicates, 
, this type of game requires the use of strategic tactics in making de-
cisions •.. Thi':! environment and the controlling. rules are designed to re.-
present a social detision•making sit1.1ation. It is this type of si,mµla~ 
tion game that has been developed by the writer for use in teaching 
consumer education. -A,n attempt has·been made to simµlate the financial 
situation and some of the problems of a young married couple as they 
use their income and credit to create a satil,fying life style, Deci-
. sion-making in the use of family resources has·long been.based on·ver-
bal training. The simulation game has been developed to provide a 
problem splving environment in which the financial decisions of one 
period influence financial decisions of a futui;-e period (Fleck,. 1968, 
p. 159). 
Advantages of Simulation Games for Teaching 
.One of the main problems faced by the high.school teiicher is the 
students' sense of relevance of the offerings of the school to their 
present and future act:i,vities •. :Motivation must be maintaineo beyond 
the immediate rewards of gr/ides and c9llege admission for some stu-
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.dents; for other students motivation must be maintained for staying in 
school until they are prepared to enter the world of work. Students 
must believe that what they learn is irµportant to their, present world 
and will be important to them in their adult world. Importance should 
be defined to include not only useful career guidance and training, but 
also a sense of meaningful ;i.dentity and. tqe appreci!ltion of general 
intellectual, social, and cultural values. The clearest advantage of 
sirm.ilation games ;i.s incr~ased stu(;ient motivation. (Boocock and Schild, 
.. 1968, p. 81). 
Irelan {1968, p. 45) is of the opinion.that for those childrep who 
need additional incentives to remain in school, the use of short term 
rewards will tend to increase both intelligence and need for achieve .. 
ment scores •. The use 9f group work techniques as a m1eans of maximiz-
ing peer support has proved helpful as a part of the remedial programs 
for older low~income children. There is evidence that students prefer 
to work together in pairs, threes, or small groups and that this type 
of experience results in higher achievement (Fleck, 1968, p. 91). Sim~ 
ulation games, with their rapid feedback and opportunity for group 
work, provide another method by which teachers may_ be able to motivate 
those students with lower predhpositions to learn. 
Play and work are not really antithetical to one another as both 
are active occupations. The ll;lajor difference h that play is i,ts own 
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end while work has ulterior ends with rewards external to itself. Play 
as its own end is the source of intrinsic motivation which is an advan-
tage of usin~ games as a method of teaching. Abt expressed the opinion 
.that 
Educational games that simulate reality can present the great 
problems of contemJ?orary society on a level of specUic human 
action that directly relates the student's decisions to the 
larger world. The relevance of educational games perceived 
by,students is both substantive and methodological. Games 
dealing w;i.th econc;>m:lc, political~ !:locial~ and scientific pro-
blem$ on the adult scale are of obvious sµbst,antive relevance 
to the student's future aduit ,activities. But the education-
al games and simulations also encourage the studei:it to makE) 
systel"!latii;: rational cost-benef~t calct1-lations in face of un-
certa;i.nty,.and use intuitive heuristics (Abt in Boocock and 
Schild~ ,1968, p. 80). 
Educational games convE)rt the abstract impersonal solution of pro-
1:>lems in conventional school situations to include t];ie interpersonal 
aspects of most of the decision problems faced by adults. The stud~nt 
not only needs to make his own decisions, but !11USt persuade others tc;, 
the effect:i.veness of his dechions or be persµaded to view their deci':' 
sions as more meaningfµl, There is a realistic foretaste of competi"'.' 
tion and cooperation which is characteristic of real-life situations. 
Deviant behavior is piinhhed in a non·:f~tal way in· games through group. 
member ;interactions. Tl;le second advantage of games is that the players 
learn something about the give and take of human relations (Boocock and 
Schild, 1968, p. 80). 
·A third. advantage of simulation games over real-life experience) is 
their relative safety •. Students can test alternatives and an~lyze the 
consequences of their actio?s in an objective way, and may make mis-
takes w;i.thout haying. to pay. real-life. consequences. There is. aho the 
opportunity to playthe gai;ne over, testing and eyaluating alternative 
decisions •. Th'll,s comparisons of alternate decisions may.be made which 
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help increase learning without the cost which would probably accompany 
a real-life situation (Kibb~e, et al, 1961, p. 3). 
That simulation is less complex than real-life, facilitating adap-
tation to the crucial factors which are included in the game, is a 
fourth advantage. Simulation games pluck out of life a certain aspect 
and attempt to reconstruct the principle rules by which behavior in 
this isolated aspect is governed and the principle rewards that it 
holds for the participant (Schild in Boocock and Schild,, 1968, p. 143). 
Feedback, the·fifth advantage of simulation games, is usually more 
rapid than in real life, thus reinforcing the judicious decisions or 
revealing errors in the behavior of the participant •. Rapid feedback is 
essential to effective learning. It enables the student to assess the 
results of his decisions in an objective manner. · Since the instructor 
does not have to judge the quality of the decisions the results offer a 
common focus for student-instructor discussion (Kibbee, et al, 1961, p. 
92; McKenney, 1967, p. 18). 
Games help develop problem-solving abilities by engaging the stu-
dent in an interesting and understandable problem which demands solu-
tion. They allow him to experience succ.ess in forming strategies and 
making decisions (Abt in Boocock and Schild, 1968, p. ao). Farran (in 
Boocock and Schild,, 1968, p. 199) related the instance in which a group 
of four boys who decided to·treat the Life Career Game as a joke found 
that they had their subject in trouble as far as his life career was 
concerned. They then became serious about the game and spent the re-
mainder of the game play getting him established in a career, That 
conventional teaching would not have provided the opportunity for 
assessing the results of decisions is highly probable. 
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Another advantage of simulation games is their r'equirernent for 
active participation on the part of the student •. One only has toob .. 
serve a group of people playing or reminisce to perceive the advantages 
of active involvement in most any activity. There is the tendency to 
greater interest and more learning when individuals are actively en-
gaged in an experience (Zaltman in Boocock and Schild, 1968, pp. 205-
214). 
Closely akin to~ and perhaps a result of, active participation is 
the ability of games to focus attention. Most·students of all ages 
b'Efrome completely absorbed in what they are doing. Those who may with-
draw are usually drawn back into participation by the team members. ln 
the conventional classroom withdrawal of a student will likely goun-
noticed (Colema.n in Boocock and SchUd~, 1968, p. 29). 
One of the major advantages of simulation game$ is that they show 
good results with heterogeneous groups of students. Abt (in Boocock 
and Schild, 1968, pp. 65-8;3) and others have found that where student 
motivation may be low.due to,socio-economic factors, and wherestudents 
find that much of the ~urriculum lacks relevance to their own life ex-
\ 
periences, educational games can make previously uninteresting material 
fascinating. The tentative conclusion is that the poorest students 
show greater improvement when learning with games (Abt in Boocock and 
Schild, 1968, p. 78). 
The socio-economically deprived students seem.to be at. less of a 
disadvantage in educational games than i,n conventional classrooms. ln• 
teraction provides the opportuni t:}'> fol;' the· slow leiarners to · learn sub-
ject matter from the faster learners. A further benefit from this 
interaction is the promotion of crosscultural understanding (Carlson, 
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1967, pp. 62-64 and 82-83; Abt in Boocock and Schild, 1968, pp. 65-83). 
Research has found that the deprived individual appears to learn most 
readily through a physical, concrete approach and that, though he is 
often slow, he is persistent when content is meaningful and valued 
( Black, 1965, p., 465 ) , Educational games present concrete problems 
in a simplified, but dramatic form. For those who are inept at dealing 
in the abstract, educational games translate the student's primarily 
concrete, intuitive thinking into a sequence of dramatized possibili-
ties. that expand his awareness of hypothetical alternative and funda-
mental relations. 
Novel use of time dimension is a feature which makes simulation 
games a worthwhile teaching method. When planning strategies, the 
player must consider the present and the future, As the student views 
the results of his decisions, he can understand, often without assis-
tance, that present decisions can limit, guide, or dictate future ones. 
The ability of students to comprehend this cause and effect relation-
ship was cited as the reason for students learning content that was not 
included in the games. After considerable study, it was concluded that 
the games furnish a frame of reference for uniting various ideas which 
students had learned prior to encountering the game (Farran in Boocock 
and Schild, 1968, p. 198). 
Learning to make a strategic decision, to see relationships be-
tween events, to understand cause and effect, and to piece together 
ideas all lead to the ability to formulate and carry through a plan, 
Experience in strategic planning is one of the most fundamental exper-
iences that games provide for the student and is particularly valuable 
for the underachiever. Kibbee thinks that this characteristic of games 
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may. be of particular significance for those people who lack orientation 
toward the future (Kibbee, et al, 1961, p. 42). 
Disadvantages of Sim1;1lation Games 
in the Classroom 
Those who,look upon learning as a "serious business" view with 
suspicion the use of simulation games in the classroom. Cherryholmes 
(1966,. pp. 4-7) believes that the desire of the players to win the game 
may. cloud the real goals of learning claimed for this technique,, 
. The validity of sim1.;1lation games in the classroom. is unproven •. An 
evaluation of the results of several studies on the educational impact 
of simulation games proved to be disappointing to·Cherryholmes (1966, 
pp. 4-7). He found no evidence to·support consistent or significant 
differences in learning, retention, critical thinking, .or attitude 
change • 
. There are those who feel that fhe co4t in money, time, and person-
nel is out of proportion to the benefits which accrue from the use of 
siml)lation games •. Games do not reduce the time that the teacher spends 
in preparation for clas~work;. the~~o change the kind of preparation 
the teacher does as well as alter his role·. in the classroom. (Kibbee, 
. et al,. 1961, Ch. 1). 
Neglect of the individual student has been offered as an objection 
.to the use of games. It is felt that ipdividl)al needs may be lost in 
group participation. Game play often requires an informal arrangement 
of the classroom; classes may become noisy when players become ab-
sorbed in their activities (Twelker, 1969, p. 68). 
Kraft (1967, pp. 71-72) was particl)larly critical of the use of 
the Legislative Game for social studies classes. · It wa~ his judgment 
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that Coleman "has applied a modestly useful teaching device to·inappro-
priate•subject matter--social studies." 
Kinds of Learning :Promoted by 
.·Simulation. Games 
Boocock (1968, pp. 111-130) describes three different kinds of 
learning which res1,1lted from the use of the Life Career Game and the 
Legislative Game. The simulated games served as a vicarious experience 
for the players. They,felt that the games afforded a more vivid or 
"real" understanding of the problems and goals of people faced by.life 
decisions such as education, career, and marriage. 
Secondly, these games produced evidence of factuaL learning. 
Evaluation revealed that players learned facts about various careers 
plus such concepts as "higher education goes hand-in-hand with higher 
pay and a better job." 
An attitudinal change having·to do with the students' feeling of 
effectiveness was the third type of learning mentioned. This feeling 
of being able to understand and to some extent control the world around 
., 
him promotes mental he,1-th generally and seems to be related to a per-
son's participation and performance in a variety of situations. A 
group of researchers (Coleman, 1961, Ch. 11) found that one of the most 
powerful predictors of school success is feeling that one's share of 
the rewards of the school system is not controlled by luck or other 
forces,.but that one's own efforts will be rewarded. The implication 
is that if students can be instilled with the feeling that they can 
control their environment, therefore, making it worthwhile to make an 
effort to understand it, the level of student performance can be 
raised, regardless of other features.of the school and its student 
body. This feeling of efficacy is especially important to the less 
able and socio-economically and culturally disadvantaged student. 
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It was found that feelings of efficacy occur along with the reali-
zation of the difficulties of making decisions in a complex society. 
Decision making in simulated games gave some players greater confidence 
in their ability to control social situations at the same time that 
they acquired a more realistic view of the complexity of the simulated 
situation and the necessity for further knowledge about it (Boocock, 
1968, p. 126Ml27). 
Farran agrees with Boocock that games help the student develop a 
sense of control over his environment. After participation in decision-
making exercises in simulation games, the student is no.longer con-
vinced that things just happen, but, that through planning and rational 
decision-making, he can achieve certain goals which he may set for him-
self. The element of uncertainty is us1,1ally.introduced into games to 
encourage students to anticipate and plan for the unexpected (Farran in 
Boocock and Schild, 1968, p. 201). 
Zaltman (in Boocock and Schild, 1968, p. 213) investigated the 
effects of active player participation on the amounts of learning ac-
quired by the players •. Evidence, statistically·significant at the .Ql 
.. level, supported his hypothesis that experienced-induced. learning is 
associated with the degree of participation in the basic game processes. 
Kibbee,. et al (1961, p. 37) · found that active participation is essen-
tial to learning from the play of simulation games. 
Whereas Boocock was concerned with the learning of content and 
attitudinal changes of students,. Schild was concerned with what he de-
signated as the elementary learning of strategies and skills conducive 
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to winning. in simulated games. A systematic change of strategies is 
learning the give and take of interpersonal interactions. The question 
of whether or not this learning of. strategies and skills. will transfer 
to real life situations is problematical. Evidence was found that 
strategies learned in playing the Legislative Game were transferred to 
the Parent-Child Game· (Boocock and Schild,. 1968, p. 143). 
Schild's view that a major value of educational games is learning 
the strategies of problem solving was supported by Farran when he said 
Game play has a value which goes beyond the content imparted 
to the player. The content in a game could be taught in a 
number of different ways, but there is a combination of ele-
ments inherent in games, regardless of their content, which 
cannot be imparted by any other means; strategic decision-
making, relational thinking and planning (in Boocock and 
Schild, 1968, p. 198). 
The impact of a .simulation experience as compared with that of 
conventional teaching methods was investigated by,Baker (i,n Boocock and 
Schild, 1968, p. 135). He was concerned with the immediate learning, 
the retention of material learned, and attitudes toward issues perti-
nent to the pre-Civil War p~riod of 131 eighth graders with above 
average intelligence. He concluded that the simulated technique for 
teaching American History was more efficient than traditional methods 
for communicating historical facts, concepts, and attitudes to the sub-
jects of his investigation. 
Simulation games are efficient learning devices because they allow 
three.levels of learning to occur simultaneously without ability group-
ing of students. These levels are: (1) efficient learning of facts; 
(2) learning of cause and effect relationships by substituting gaming 
for personal experience; and (3) learning of strategic thinking con-
cepts by considering results of alternative courses of action (Boocock, 
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19681 pp. 111~130). 
It was the opinion of several authorities that a good deal of 
learning can occur through the use of simulation games. PerhapsBoocock 
(Boocock and Schild, 1968,p ... 130.) expressed the idea· best when she said that 
her findings in the studyof simulation games supported the·basic tenet 
of the philosophy of educational gaming--that students can have fun and 
learn.at the same time. 
Designing A Simulation Game 
The•simulation game is an educaifona]. tool •. While a game is not 
an end in· its.elf, the manner in which a game program is organized and 
administered will have significant bearing on the educational value de-
rived. Developing a game continually involves compromises, deciding 
what to include as well as what to, leave out. These decisions will be 
facilitated by considering the following factors: 
1. Purpoae. Many questions relevant to designing a game can be 
answered by considering the purpose of the game, the purpose usually 
being the fulfilling of certain educati9nal objectives. 
2, Simplicity. Simplicity.is extremelyimportant and can often 
make it difficl;llt to· satisfy all requirements of the model. Four fac-
ets are: · simplicity of participation; simplicity of computation (if 
computation is involved); simplicity of administration; and simplicity 
of construction-. 
3. Verisimilitude and Realism. Verisimilitude is the appearance 
of reality to th~ player •. It does not necessarily imply reality of the 
model;.an illusion of reality can sometimes be more \:Onvincing .than 
reality itself. The degree of reality;depends on the educational 
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objectives of the game. If a·game is designed to teach specific proce~ 
dures, established facts, or quantitative relationships, realism is im-
portant •. Realism is of less importance in games designed to teach 
general principles (Kibbee, et al, 1961,. Ch. 7) • 
. Steps for Developing Simulation Games 
Developers of games have listed the·steps necessary for designing 
a practicable simulation game. Some games may require that all of the 
steps b.e incl:ucled; other games will require only part of the steps • 
. Following is an adaptation of the·steps which Abt considers necessary 
for developing an education game: 
. 1. Define operationally the behavior which the student should be 
capable of after the game that he was not capable of before the game. 
2 •. Determine the scope of the game--simulated duration, geograph-
ic scope, and issues that are to be exercised or decisions that are to 
·. be made. 
3. Identify keyactors or roles in the game sitl!-ation. 
4 •. Identify actors' objectives in terms .of their Objective for' 
the game and resources for achieving these objectives. 
5. Determine the,interaction sequence. 
6. Determine decision rules or criteria for action. 
7. Identify constraints c;m actions. 
8~ Identify win criteria. Games usually are a mixture of compe-
tition and cooperation as in reality. Often there is more than one 
.winner and/or degrees of winning. 
9 •. Choose the form.of the presentation of the problem. 
10 •. Chance elements are l!-sually included to dramatize the lim~ta-
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tions of effort and skill. Although the goal of most games is to make 
the player feel that he can manage his environment through his own 
effort and skill, he must also realize that there are unexpected events 
and emergencies with which he must learn to cope. Chanqe elements add 
to the drama of the game because of.the element of uncertainty (Green~ 
law, Herron, and Rawdon, 1962~ p. 23) • 
. Test plays, wl;lich are o.f major importance, follow the designing of 
the game. Test plays· serve three :6.mctions: 
• 1 •. Testing the computational scheme, 
. 2. testing the operability of the game, and 
3. testing .the administrative procedure (Kibbee, et al, 1961, Ch. 
7~;. Twelker, 1969, p. 70 ). 
There are ordinarily, two methods of incorporating the environment 
into the structure of the game. On~~of these is to.let each player in 
the game act as a portion of the enviro~ent of each of tbe other play .. 
ers. The rules of the game establish the obligations of each rol.e and 
the players,.acting within these roles~. interact with each other. 
A .second way of incorporating ~he 13nvironment into the game is in· 
the rules themselves. The rules may contain contingent responses of 
the environment representing the actions·of.persons who are not Ph:Y'" 
ers, but nevertheless relevant to the•individual's actions • 
. Most games use a combination o;rthese two means of, incorporatlng 
the environmentinto the structure of the game. A portion of the 
environment is represented by.other players~ and a portion·is repre .. 
· sented by the environmental response rules. Types of; piles included in 
sim1.,1lation games are: (Coleman ;i.n Boocock and Schild, 1968,. pp. ~2 ... J.i);; 
.ll ,1- I 
1. ·Procedural rules which de~cribe·how the game.is pµt into play 
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and the general order in which play proceeds. Procedural rules must 
follow roughly the order of activities in the phenomenon being studied, 
A subtype of procedure rule is the mediation rule. This is a set of 
. j 
rules which specify how an itnpasse·in play o:t a conflict of paths is 
resolved. 
2, The behavior constraint rules correspond to the role oqliga-
tions found in real life and specify, what a player must do and what he 
cannot do. 
3. A third type of rule is the rule specifying the goal and means 
of goal achievement of each type of player. The goals must correspond 
roughly to the goals that individuals in the given role have in real 
life. Insofar as the theory underlying goal specification is correct 
and behavior constraints are correct, the behavior of the player should 
correspond to the behavior of the individual in real life. If the be-
havior of the players deviate greatiy, it is very likely · .. that the 
theory about goals of persons in that role is defective. 
4. The environmental response rule specifies how the environment 
would behave if it were present as a part of the game. The environmen-
tal response rules are of special importance; since a simulation game 
is an abstraction from reality, these rules give the probable response 
of that part of the environment which is not incorporated in the action 
of the players. 
5. Police rules give the consequences to a player of breaking the 
game rules. 
Most all games are constructed and played so that there is a 
winner, whether it is an individual or a:team. The players' scores may 
be determined by "satisfaction points" as used in the Johns Hopkins 
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games or by,the highest dollar profit as used in business management 
games. 
The no-final score, no..;winner varietyof game, which has been used 
in some instances, was criticized by_Coleman. He said 
The principal defect of the no-winner variety of the no-
final score approach is that it assumes what is hardly true: 
that the player can understand and internalize the goals of 
persons in the role he.is playing :ln the game, and when 
those goals are not given to him by the rules of the game, 
and then evaluate his performance on the basis of these 
assumed goals, For if he cannot,.his behavior will be aim-
less, that is wit):wut a goal, or will be directed toward 
incorr.ect goals, thus destroying the value of the simulation. 
Parenthetically, l should say t;hat this anti-competitive 
view apparently is a misdirected generalization from the 
harm that puni$hment through low school gr,;1des, and punish-
ment from adl;llts generally, does to children. The idea of 
winning and losing in a game, and accepting defeat, is an 
early element in the, soc:l.alization of a child. Children 
unable to accept defeat. in a game are as·Piaget's re-
searches suggest, at a very early state of socialization, 
approximately the four to,six year age level (Coleman,, in 
Boocock and Schild, 1968, p. 49). 
Evaluation of Simulation Games 
Siml;llation games are designed to give stQdents realiStic insights 
into the forces producing a situation •. This does not imply reality of 
the model, and the game design should not be evaluated with this cri-
terion in mind. 
Games should be. evaluated for their operability, motivational ef-
fectiveness, intellectual content, and relevance. Operabil;f;ty i.s eas-
ily tested in actual play. If the instructions are unclear, the rl,lles 
are incomplete or unreasonable, some roles are boring, and outcomes are 
difficult to score, it will be apparent after a few plays • 
. :t4ot;ivational effectiveness is partially made Qp-of the dramatic 
qualities of the game. Uncertain outcomes and interesting roles are 
the primary methods for achieving dramatic and exciting decision• 
making situations to arouse student interest • 
. Intellectual richness·is evinced by·the number of times the game 
can be played without exhausting its possibiliqes •. Relevance to 
specific educational objectives desired as outcomes can be tested by 
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. conventional objective exall\inations and creative problem~solving assign-
ment$ (Abt,. 1967, pp. 92-93 and U8). 
Administration of Simulation Games· 
The capability.of the·person in charge of gaming.sessions was 
;found to·be,more important than hacf been suspected, especially/in games 
that are not self-administe:re<;l •. Kibbee~. et al,, (1961,, Ch •. 4 and 5) 
,emphasized that,. in the final analysis, the skill with which the in-
structor uses the game is possibly the greatest factor in its success. 
While a game i1;1 not an end in itself, the manner in wh:i.ch the game 
exercise is organized and administered v1;ill have significant bearing on 
the educational value derived. Briefing and critiquingof game ses• 
sions leave· the greatest impression on;:the participants. 
Briefing is the familiarization of the pa~ticipants with the simu• 
lation game •. Theyshol.;lld be informed of the objectives to be sought, 
the decisions to be made,.r\lles to·be followed, and any other special 
procedures •. This is usually.accomplished through the distribution of 
players' manuals followed by an oral briefing. The potential value of 
the·exe:rcise can be.l9st inu;nediately if the pro¢edure and the data are 
not understood by the participants (Kibbee, et al,, 1961,. Ch. 2). While 
the overall reaction of students·is generally positive, it is quite 
possible to reduce the amount of negative reaction.to the e~perience by 
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proper presentation of games and handling of the sessions (Coleman, in 
Boocock and Schild, 1968, pp. 29-51). 
The critiquing session consists of an analysis and discussion of 
the appropriateness of the actions taken and/or decisions made by par-
i 
ticipants in performing the problem situation. This analysis and dis-
cussion of decisions affords the opportunity for relationsqips such as 
the effect of present decisions on future decisions to be made more 
vividly. The critiquing sessions seem to be most effective when the 
topics to be discussed are identified at the beginning of the·session. 
Kibbee~ et al (1961, Ch. 2) believe1J that the critique is the most im-
portant part of the gaming session because it is in the critique that 
the lessons are driven home. 
Uses of Simulation Games 
Games are not a substitu.fe for, but a complement of, conventional 
study methods. Background information must :.still be carefully studied 
through such methods as reading, writing, and discussing. Abt (in 
Boocock artd Schild, 1968, p. 83) proposes that the best use of games is 
in conjunction with background reading before the game play and class 
discussion afterwards. 
Game play has been found particularly useful when played on the 
first day of a unit of study. The game serves to arouse interest and 
to motivate students for further study. It may set the stage or ini-
tiate a way of thinking about a problem. If the problem is social, it 
may raise issues pertinent to the problem. ·It will likely establish 
rapport between the instructor and the students and act as a focus for 
discussion during the remainder of the unit (Kibbee, et al, 1961, Ch. 
2). 
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Simulation games may be played on one or more occasions to unify 
the course. When played discontinuously the game tends to weave a uni-
fying thread throughout the course. Kfbbee, et al (1961, p, 9) sug-
gests that the effectiveness of simulation games appeared to be strength-
ened by splitting the game plays into at least two·sections. The 
participants had an opportunity to evaluate their performance of the 
first session of play, discuss what they had learned about decision-
making, and change strategies accordingly. This evaluation and dis-
cussion may provide some of the most important educational outcomes in 
the form of improved interpersonal relations and interaction. 
The use of game play as the culminating activity has proven valu-
able. It provides the opportunity for summarization of the unit and as 
a laboratory for trying out new tools, principles, and techniques ac-
quired during the unit. It provides the chance for the teacher to 
strengthen weak points in the students' understanding of the subject 
i 
matter. It may also afford a means of evaluating the unit of instruc-
tion. 
Whatever the use and whenever used, the simulation game should be 
utilized only with a clear understanding of the objectives to be 
attained. Asstgnments, if in consonance with the simulated environment, 
seem to induce more conscientious involvement in the game and do not 
detract from the objectives. In fact, assignments are essential if the 
exercis~;c·is to achieve its potentiai as a learning experience (McKenney; 
The general educational implication is that games, by way of their 
carry-over potential, may make conventional instruction more effective. 
A further implication is that to use a simulation game alone.is to make 
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only part;ial use of its learn,ing potential. By supplementing the game 
with reading and other conventional learning activities~ the additiqtral 
potential can be utilized (Kibbee, et al, 1961, Ch. l; Cherryholmes, 
1965, pp •. 227~281). 
Summary 
. Educational theoristl3 have provided basic principles by which 
learning experience13 can be evaluated and the understanding of the 
leaI;"ning process·improved. Nothing from·thi.s bqdy,of knowledge wquld 
discredit interesting, effective learning experiences regardless of the 
approach, Worthwhile learning may result· from ''furi,11 experiences, 
. The innovative techniqlJe of; gaming can be viewed as ari approach 
;for supplementing .other teaching methods, · Simulation games have been 
adjudged as effective in bringing learning principles to'bear on a 
learning·situation. The use and p.evelopment of simi.Jlation games must 
give attention to bu:ild:i,.ng c;rn, the· studep,t' a past knowledge and exper .. 
ienc~~; l'he knowledge may be as recent as· last week's learning expert~ 
ences or prip,ciples and concepts learned from past experience. 
The responsibqity :£;or creating conditions for learning 1:i,.es wi,th 
the teacher and/or the game designer. The'following c;:hapter refers to 
learning principles rev:i..eweq in this chapter as·bases for evaluating 
pouibilitie13 and limitations of the Family Finance .Game. 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE FAMILY FINANCE·GAME 
The Family Finance~' a simulation experience, was designed to 
add relevance to and practical learning experiences for consumer educa-
tion units emphasizing consumer cred~t and the management of money as 
it relates to the use of consumer credit. The Family Finance~ re-
presents an attempt to bring reality and the classroom together (See 
Appendix A). 
The following discussion will include the various decisions in-
valved in designing the·simulation game. Procedures listed in Chapter 
II on pp.38-41 and the steps illustrated in Figure 1, p.4;7 served as ,t;'/ 
guidelines for the development of the game. As defined in Chapter I, 
the problem of consumer education has been placed in the hands of voca-
tional homemaking teachers as specified by Part F of the Vocational 
Amendments of 1968. Authorities (Paloucci and Thal,.1964, p. 23)·in 
the field listed the problems of homemaking teachers who were initiat-
ing units in consumer education as (1) motivation.of students, (2) 
teaching methods, (3) resources and materials, and (4) concepts to be 
included in the units. 
A survey of the literature revealed that the greatest users of 
credit range in age from.25 to 44. A characteristic of the typical 
person claiming personal bankruptcy was a husband twenty-eight years 
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Figure 1. Steps in the Design of an Instruc-
tional Simulation System 
(Twelker~ 1969, p. 66) 
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For these reasons it seems feasible to plan units of consumer education 
emphasizing consumer credit for Homemaking III and Homemaking IV clas-
ses in high school. 
In an attempt to further delineate the problem of consumer educa-
tion for vocational homemaking pupils a banker, a loan officer in a 
savings and loan association, two managers of retail businesses, a loan 
officer of a finance company~ the manager of a small loan company, the 
manager of the Credit Bureau, and the loan officer for an insurance 
company were interviewed to discover the financial management problems 
of young people. The findings of these interviews were used to aid the 
writer in determining a feasible method for teaching a phase of finan-
cial management in vocational home economics classes in high school. 
The interviews centered around four questions: (1) What do you con-
sider to be the most urgent financial problem of young people? (2) Do 
you extend credit to teenagers? (3) What problems of businessmen are 
the result of the use of credit by consumers? and (4) Do you have 
suggestions of activities and methods for teaching financial management 
to high school students? Questions one and four were also discussed 
with a group of four young homemakers to obtain their reactions and 
opinions of their most urgent financial problems. 
Summarized, the results of the interviews were: (1) Both the 
businessmen and the young homemakers agreed that the major problem of 
young people is the lack of money to finance the standard of living 
which they desired and, in many cases, to which they had become accus-
tomed in the parental homeo (2) Bankers and retail businessmen do ex-
tend credit to teenagers using somewhat different regulations, (3) The 
most recurrent problem for those who extend credit to consumers is the 
failure of people to think through their financial decisions, and (4) 
Both businessmen and young homemakers suggested teaching financial 
management in such a way that students could see the results of poor 
management of financial resources. 
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A simulation game seemed to afford several advantages over methods 
traditionally used to teach consumer and homemaking education. It 
appeared that the use of the game as developed would cost no more than 
the methods traditionally used. The possibility of presenting infor-
mation in an innovative and more meaningful way was considered to out-
weigh the fact that more information might be presented in less time 
by more traditional means of instruction, 
The advanced level of vocational homemaking classes was chosen as 
the target population. Advanced level vocational homemaking classes in 
Oklahoma include Homemaking III and Homemaking IV in which both eleventh 
and twelfth grade pupils may enroll. Some schools alternate Homemaking 
III and Homemaking IV from year to year, hence the decision to develop 
this unit for eleventh and/or twelfth grade vocational homemaking 
classes. 
The use of a simulation game as a teaching tool for a unit on 
consumer credit and money management as it relates to credit was based 
on the following factors: 
1. The opportunity for active involvement of students in deci-
sion-making (problem-solving) activities relevant to family financial 
management. 
2. The opportunity afforded for self-paced instruction. 
3. The opportunity for student-student interaction and student-
teacher interaction based on objective problem situations. Interaction 
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has possibilities for promotion of cross-cultural understandings (Schild 
in Boocock and Schild, pp. 93-102). 
4. The opportunity to build an experience of sequential learning 
in which more complicated learning activities build on previously 
learned facts and simpler principles. 
5. The opportunity to include knowledge of subject matter, devel-
opment of cognitive processes, orientation to the real world, and 
attitudes in the same learning activity. 
6. The opportunity to provide meaningful learning experiences 
related to the learner's life goals and commensurate with his intel-
lectual and physical development. These characteristics of learning 
activities are basic to learner motivation which has been described by 
Hall and Paloucci (1961, p. 129) as the key to learning. 
7. The opportunity to provide a means of self-evaluation for 
students through feedback provided from the results of their decision-
making. 
8. The opportunity to provide learning experiences in a simulated 
situation which hopefully will transfer to real life situations. 
9. The opportunity to provide rewarding learning experiences for 
heterogenous groups of students. Poor students especially seem to 
benefit from relevant, concrete learning experiences and interaction 
with other students. 
10. The opportunity for experience in the strategies of formulat-
ing and carrying through planned decisions. 
11. The opportunity for students to learn from experience with-
out paying the price that would result from wrong decisions,made in 
real life. 
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The content to include in the unit on management of financial 
resources was limited to the concepts and generalizations which could 
be taught in two weekso The decision to place the main emphasis on 
consumer credit was based on two factors: (1) Both businessmen and 
homemakers specified the use of consumer credit to maintain a desired 
standard of living as one of the major problems of young people, and 
(2) Making credit purchases is much more complicated than making cash 
purchases. However, teaching the use of consumer credit in a unit such 
as this cannot be completely isolated from the management of money, 
The content for the unit was planned to include both money and credit 
management with emphasis on the use of consumer credit, 
Content to be included in the unit was selected from Consumer 
Education: The Management of Personal and Family Financial Resources 
(1969, pp. 94-95), a curriculum guide developed by the Department of 
Home Economics Education in Oklahomao The following generalizations 
were chosen for emphasis: 
1. The use of credit involves definite responsibilities and ob-
ligations. 
2, The ease of obtaining credit encourages spending which may not 
always be advisable. 
3. The use of credit increases the cost of the product. 
4. The acquisition of goods and services may be limited in the 
future (including emergencies) if credit is over-extended. 
5. Credit is a valuable tool for individuals who are able to 
control it and use it cautiouslyo 
6. A good credit rating is a valuable asset for the consumer. 
In addition to the content delineated above, behaviorally stated 
objectives were included in the unit and game materials for the stu-
dents. Behaviorally stated objectives developed for the game were: 
When you (student) have completed this unit you should be 
able to: 
1. Compare costs of cash and credit buying by computing 
the total cost of goods bought on credit and comparing 
the total credit price with the cash price of the same 
goods. 
2. Compare interest costs by computing the dollar costs 
and the annual percentage rates of interest. 
3. Identify the terms and conditions of an installment 
contract in order to sign a contract with terms and con-
ditions most beneficial to you. 
4. Specify your financial situation by referring to your 
records kept on the Cash Flow Statement. 
5. Figure your net worth at the end of each year. 
6. Demonstrate an understanding of terms used in money 
and: credit inp:nagement 'by' scoring 80% on an: achievement 
test. 
7. Demonstrate an understanding of the principles of money 
and credit management included in this unit by a minimum 
score of 70% on an achievement test (See Appendix E, 
p.163. 
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The outcomes of simulation are more difficult to evaluate because 
of the human processess that are modeled. This should not deter the 
game developer from the attempt to devise an instrument to measure out-
comes. 
Criterion measures, generated by the behavioral objectives, were 
developed for assessing the learning which resulted from the unit 
simultaneously to the development of the objectives. Student achieve-
ment of the objectives was measured in three ways. 'True-'false ques-
tions were developed to measure student knowledge of facts and some 
principles. 
A typical question measuring knowledge of facts was 
T F 21. The cost of credit is sometimes called interest 
and sometimes called carrying charges. 
Questions such as number 15 were used to measure knowledgE:! 6'f principles. 
T F 15. Shopping for the best credit deal may save 
more money than shopping for the best bargain 
in merchandise. 
The true-false section of the test was designed as a partial measure-
ment of student achievement of Objective 7. 
Multiple choice questions were constructed to measure student 
knowledge of the characteristics of various kinds of consumer credit 
and his ability to interpret credit documents. A sample question was 
36. The statement, "My installment payments shall be applied 
as follows: in the case of items purchased on different 
dates, the first purchased shall be deemed the first 





all goods must be paid for before the buyer 
receives title to any of the goods. 
payments will be applied to cost of purchases 
in the order purchased. 
the buyer may choose the goods he wants to 
finish paying for first. 
the seller may determine the order in which 
goods are paid for. 
Questions thirty-eight through forty-five (See Appendix E, p. 166) 
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were developed to test the student's ability to apply his knowledge of 
credit and money management to a simulated situation. The multiple 
' 
choice items were designed to measure achievement of objectives 1, 2, 
3, and 7. 
A matching test of twenty-three terms (answers) to be used for 
matching with twenty definitions (questions) was the means for assess-
ing student achievement of Objective 6. The number of terms exceeded 
the definitions to counteract somewhat the effects of guessing. The 
purpose for the achievement test was to assess student achievement of 
the objectives for the unit. The unit was so developed that the know-
ledge of these facts and principles and application of these learnings 
were some of the desired outcomes. This instrument, which would be 
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classified as a "teacher made" test, has many of the discrepancies 
found in such tests; however, it was deemed valid because it was de-
veloped specifically to measure the behavioral objectives listed on 
p. 63. 
Objectives 4 and 5 were measured by performance of the student in 
using Forms F and G provided in the game materials. Teacher observa-
tion of student performance in the use of these forms provided the 
feedback for assessing the achievement of these objectives. 
To collect data pertinent to the development of the game model, a 
second interview was scheduled with the banker, the two managers of 
retail businesses, the loan officer of a finance company, the manager 
of a small loan company, and the manager of the Credit Bureau to ex-
plain the proposed simulation game to teach consumer credit and manage-
ment of money as it relates to the use of consumer credit. Because 
· . • ,-~. a ·'-i~i.i)t ,_7;::: ·· · • 
loans of insurance companies and savings and loan association!:!, are not 
classified as consumer credit, a second interview was not necessary. 
Information was solicited in these areas: (1) regulations and proce-
dures followed for making loans or extending consumer credit to young 
people; (2) the business forms used for making loans or extending 
credit; (3) ways and means of collecting delinquent payments and penal-
ties assessed; (4) conditions affecting the rate of interest or carry-
ing charges; (5) the role of the Credit Bureau.in the credit business. 
Each business furnished forms used for consumer applications for credit 
and/or loans and loan contract forms used in their business with per-
mission to use the form or an adaptation of the forms in the game. The 
data compiled from these interviews was used to simulate the environ-
ment of the model in the form of "Rules and Regulations for Obtaining 
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Consumer Credit" and business forms included in the game materials. 
Simplicity of game construction is extremely important and can 
often make it difficult to satisfy all requirements of the model, Four 
facets of simplicity which must be considered are: 
1. Simplicity of participatibn. 
2. Simplicity of computation especially applicable to hand com-
puted models. 
3. Simplicity of administration••simple rules are desirable so 
that briefing may be short, but adequate. 
4. Simplicity of construction-·the tendency is to complicate 
games beyond the needs of instructional objectives (McKenney, 1967, p • 
. 12; Kibbee, et al~ 1961, Ch. 3). 
Computation for the Family Finance ~ was simplified by using 
whole numbers for all incomes and expenses, by including sales tax in 
the total price of the goods, and including line•by•line directions 
for filling out the game forms. The simplification of arithmetic pro-
cedures also simplified participation for the players. 
The "Installment Sales Contract," and the "Application for Credit" 
were adopted with only minor changes; however, retyping the forms re-
sulted in changed spacing and size of the forms creating a less compli-
cated appearing form. The forms were also easier for the students to 
read and to fill out. A maximum of two "Application for Credit" forms 
and two "Installment Sale Contract" forms were filled out to speed the 
play procedure and to prevent the players from becoming mired in de-
tails. 
Two kinds of directions for students were included in the game. 
Procedural directions such as "Collect your cash from the teacher at 
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the beginning of each month of play, 11 were primarily concerned with the 
mechanics of the game. However, the direction "Use a minimum of two 
lending agencies," though procedural in nature, was included to promote 
participation in the use of credit. Zaltman (in Boocock and Schild, 
1968, p. 205-214) found that learning from simulation game activity. is 
dependent on participation in the activities. 
"If a team is found to have more money than is rightfully theirs, 
the amount which does not belong to them will be subtracted from their 
net worth," is an example of police rules. Police rtJles were included 
to inhibit dishonest activity which might result from the players' de-
sire to win. 
The activity of the Family Finance~ centers around the finan-
cial activities of a young couple beginning to establish their house-
hold and the life style which they consider desirable. A description 
of their source of income, housing, furniture, and clothing was in-
cluded in the "Profile of the Couple." All of the information neces-
sary for completing the application for credit and other business forms 
was included. The "Financial Statement" furnished all of the informa-
tion relative to their income and e:,cpenses. "Periodic Expenses" such 
as car insurance were included to encourage financial planning to meet 
these expenses. Also, pupils who had failed to make appropriate plans 
might realize the consequences with much less serious penalties than 
would be experienced in real life. The description of the couple and 
their financial status was based on the writer's knowledge of real life 
situations of young married couples. The encouragement of players to 
assume the roles of the couple was a goal of the writer, however, 
successful play of the game did not hinge on role play. 
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.Merchandise·for purchase was supplied in the form of "Merchandise 
Cards" (Figure 2). Alternative sets of credit terms were described on 
approximately half of the cards to create a situation for players to 
choose the more favorable terms. In all instances, players were 
allowed to pay cash for merchandise. This provision for choice and 
decision-making simulates the situation in which consumers shop for 






Trade-in old refrigerator 
$25.00 
I. Smith Furniture Company 
Easy Payment Plan: 
Payments of $20.00 per month for 30 months. 
II. Norman's Appliance Store 
Easy Payment Plan: 
Payments of $15.00 per month for 30 months. 
Figure 2. Sample Merchandise Card 
Decisions regarding the merchandise to include were based on the 
needs and desires expressed by four homemakers in their early twenties 
and on items selected by a gainful employment homemaking class which 
included tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade pupils. Merchandise in-
eluded recreation equipment such as a boat and ski rig~ household 
durables such as a refrigerator~ and miscellaneous items such as a 
French poodle. 
YOU BACKED OUT OF YOUR DRIVEWAY AND HIT A 
CAR PARKED ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STREET • 
. DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR WAS $21.00; DAMAGE TO THE 
OTHER CAR WAS $72.00. YOUR CAR INSURANCE 
WILL PAY FOR THE DAMAGE TO THE OTHER CAR. 
Figure 3. Sample Unexpected Event 
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An element of chance was injected into the game in the form of 
"Unexpected Event" cards (Figure 3). "Unexpected Events" were in-
cluded in the game to add realism to the financial planning of the game 
and to create interest which results from suspense created by the un-
known. Unexpected happenings should create in the student an aware-
ness that there are financial emergencies that must be met and that 
these emergencies occur in spite of the very best financial planning. 
The term "Unexpected Events" was used because both unexpected expenses 
and unexpected income were included. 
"Unexpected Events" were introduced in the form of cards to be 
drawn by the team members. The directions for the players were: An 
"Unexpected Event" card must be drawn at the beginning of the fourth 
month of play. Thereafters draw an "Unexpected Event" card each month. 
The unexpected event may be settled before or after monthly purchases 
and payments have been made, 
The sequencing of tasks in the game was based on an analysis of 
tasks which are performed by consumers when purchasing goods. The 
players were directed to select merchandise and decide on the method of 
payment. If a cash purchase was made the players paid for the goods 
and recorded the purchase; if credit was used to make the purchase the 
players decided on the terms» filled out.the appropriate application 
for credit (Form A or B)~ filled out the appropriate credit contract 
(Form C or D), .andrec.otded the purchase. 
Form E, "Record of Purchases," (Figure 4), was devised by the 
writer for two purposes. First~ the record was to provide a means for 
the players and the teacher to keep track of each team's purchases. 
The second purpose, especially applicable to Column II» credit pur-
chases, was to create a situation that forced players to an awareness 
of the length of time that payments would have to be made. 
FORM E 
I Mo. Cash II 
RECORD OF PURCHASES 
Sales Credit III Cash Credit 
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1 Product Product _______ Cash Price$ ___ Amount of Loan ______ ~~ 
Down Payment$ __ mo. payments of$ ____ _ 
Cost$ _____ mo. payments~$ ____ per mo. per mo. 
Date of last payment ____ ~---- Date of last payment __ __ 
OR Single payment of 
-$-- due 
Figure 4. Record of Purchases 
The purpose of the "Cash Flow Statement," Form F~ (Figure 5) was 
to guide the players in summarizing their income and expenses. Hope-
fully, this would create an awareness on the part of the players of the 
manner in which they were managing their income and credit resources. 
Form F was also a means to help players evaluate their decisions and 
to gain insight into the cause~effect relationship which resulted from 
their decisions. 
The "Cash Flow Statement" used the bank statement as a model. Be-
sides the feedback in relation to their decisions, the players might 
become familiar with the style in which bank statements are written 
and thus facilitate their reading of them. 
Provision for a summarization of the yearly financial status was 
supplied by the nNet Worth Statement," Form G (Figure 6). A portion 
of the "Comparative Analysis Statement" found in the Farm Management 
Game used for senior management classes in the Department of Agricul-
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tural Economics, Oklahoma State University~ was the model for Form G 
(Schneeberger,. 1968, p. 60). In essence, this form served the same 
purposes on a yearly basis as those served on a monthly basis by Form 
F. The total liabilities figured on a yearly basis were subtracted 
from the total assets. The concept of depreciation of durable goods 
was introduced. A simplified procedure for computing depreciation and 
its use in calculating net worth appear on page 123~ Appendix A. 
FORM F 
Month 





CASH FLOW STATEMENT 
$150.00 
b.Deductions-Bob's Salary$ ------ -----c. Deductions - Other Income -----
d.Fixed Living Expenses 
e·-----~--------~------ -------f. ~------------~------~ 
g·~---------------------- -------h, ~---------------------
Figure 5. Cash Flow Statement 
.a..$150.00 
b. -------c. ___ _ 
d. ----e, ___ _ 
f. ----g. ___ _ 
h, ----
In addition to the evaluation role~ the "Net Worth Statement" provided 
the results which determined the winner(s) of the game, 
Money improvised for the game was printed on green paper with the 
value indicated on each piece. To simplify the handling of money~ only 
discretionary income (the money remaining after fixed monthly expenses 
were paid) was issued to the players. This breach of realism is perhaps 
not too great since that segment of income is already committed in real 
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life; however, it did prohibit players from experiencing lack of money 
to meet necessary expenses due to overspending for unnecessary merchan-
dise. 
Manual for Teachers 
The "Manual for Teachers" was written in two parts. The Intro-
duction defined the target population and the purposes of the game. A 
brief explanation of the model for the Family Finance~ was follow-
ed by an explanation of the· sitnplification of the game. 
The second part,. "Instructions," guided the teacher in the admin-
istration of the game. Some of the instructions were specific and 
concerned the mechanics of the game. "Supervise the drawing of 'Un-
expected Events,' 11 was such a statement of directions. To prepare for 
game play the teacher was instructed to review the player's manual. 
The teachers were charged with promoting pupil discussion of questions 
and problems generated by playing the game. The post discussion or 
critique of the game play provided the opportunity for teachers to 
stimulate pupil analysis of financial decisions and, hopefully, to 
reach an understanding of the generalizations specified as basic to the 
unit. 
Simulated game activity alters the role of the teacher in the 
classroom. Because Forms F and G serve to help the student evaluate 
his own activities, the teacher is relieved of the role of "judge" and 
may serve as a catalyst to student learning. He will find that he may 
discuss the problems resulting from game play with the pupils in an 
objective manner. The provisions for each team to work at its own 
pace with instructions and objectives to guide them, may free the 
/ 
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teacher for supervisory activities and to give individual attention to 
those who learn more slowly than other members of the class. 
Resource Materials for Teachers Using the 
Family Finance Game 
A packet of resource materials was furnished to the teachers using 
the Family Finance Game. To quote :Popham, "The easiest course of ac-
tion for a teacher to take in discharging his instructional responsi-
bilities is to adopt the ready made structure provided by curricular 
materials (1969, p. 1)." Selected curricular materials were included 
to insure that references and media were conveniently available for 
teaching the con.tent outli.ned for the unit and included in the Family 
Finance~. Eight overhead transparencies thought by the writer and 
the homemaking teacher of the empirical tryout to be of most value to 
the teachers participating in the field test of the game were included 
I 
in the resource materials. Masters for additional transparencies were 
included for the teacher's use if they so desired. For a list of re-
source materials included, see Appendix A, p. 148. 
Empirical Tryout of the Family 
·· Finance Game 
An empirical tryout of a simulation game is mandatory. The try-
out should be limited in nature to allow close monitoring of the 
learners as they work with the model. If a formal classroom situation 
is not available, the game developer's colleagues may be utilized for 
the empirical testing. 
Arrangements were made with the teacher of the gainful employment 
class of vocational homemaking in the local high school for the empiri-
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cal tryout of the Family Finance Garrie in two classes. Students in both 
classes were described as non-achievers with poor attitudes toward 
school by the teacher and the school_principal. Burns and Brooks 
(1970, p. 12), developers of programmed instruction, support the choice 
of such a class for testing new educational methods and materials. 
They relate their experience thusly 
In the development of PI, it was quickly.discovered that 
the brighter student should not be used to test the adequacy 
and effectiveness of the materials being developed, for al-
most any• method, any material, any sequence woµld "work" 
with these stµdents. Rather, average and below average 
learners should be utilized to empirically test new methods 
and materials. 
The investigator taught one class while·the locaL homemaking 
teacher taught the other class. Each class contained both boys and 
girls from the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades. 
Lesson plans formulated for a two weeks unit by the investigator 
included the concepts and generalizations to be taught, behavioral ob-
jectives for the unit and the Farriily Finance~,- illustrative and 
resource materials to be used for each lesson, and an achievement test. 
The Family Finance~ was scheduled to be played the third, fifth, 
seventh, and ninth days of the unit. An introduction to the unit and 
some background information preceded the game play. Game play which 
began as scheduled on the third day of the unit soon revealed that more 
directions were needed and that they should be more specific and con-
crete. The following day the investigator played the game along with 
the students. One cash purchase and one credit purchase were made. 
Procedures for game play were discussed. Transparencies were used to 
illµstrate the use of game forms. As the play preceded, the investiga-
tor noted areas of difficulty which were used as a basis for writing 
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directions that would help students to use the game with less direction 
from the teacher. 
As the unit proceded, both the investigator and the teac~er ob-
served that the lesson plans as developed by the investigatoriwere not 
particularly fitted to the unit, since much of the content to be pre-
sented as formal lessons was presented during game play. Clo'se moni-
toring o~ the problems, successes, and comments of students was under-
taken by the investigator and the teacher. These ideas were discussed 
in a conference at the end of each class session and proposed changes 
in class activity and game structure were noted. 
The achievement test was administered at the close of the unit. 
Raw scores on the achievement test of forty-five items ranged from one 
score of twenty-seven along the continuum to forty-three. Three items 
which all students marked correctly were deleted from the test; how-
ever, the major purpose of the test was to measure whether or not 
games do indeed teach subject matter rather than a test which discri-
minated between the able and less able students. 
In addition to the achievement test students filled out a Likert-
type scale to express their opinions of the Family Finance Game as a 
learning experience. Since this type instrument was somewhat confus-
ing to the students, the form was changed before field testing the 
game. Two open-ended questions on the evaluation form solicited stu-
dent opinion as to the additions to or deletions from the game that 
they felt would improve the quality of the game. Their suggestions of 
unexpected events, merchandise to be purchased, and improved directions 
were incorporated into the game before field testing. 
Changes made in the unit and the Family Finance Game as a result 
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of the empirical tryout were: 
l, Because of the differences in the speed with which teachers 
teach and classes learn, the specific lesson plan was changed to an 
outline form of content to be taught; however, it was suggested that 
there be at least four plays of the game with a time period of five 
years if possible, It was also suggested that two class periods of 
instruction precede game play to acquaint students with some basic 
learning with whi9h to begin play. 
2, The student evaluation of the Family Finance Game was complete-
ly ·· rewritten in a form thought to be more compatible with teen-age 
thinking, 
3, Some additions and deletions were made to the teacher evalua-
tion of the game, however, the original form was maintained. 
4. Some questions requiring application of knowledge of facts 
and principles were added to the achievement test, 
5. A decision was made on which transparencies would be of most 
benefit to the teachers using the game materials. 
6. Directions for the game forms were rewritten and other direc-
tions were clarified, 
7. Game forms were developed to facilitate record keeping chores. 
8. Simplification of arithmetical procedures by computing inter-
est and stating terms on merchandise cards, including sales tax in the 
cost of the product, and rounding costs to whole dollars. 
· Orientation Workshop for Teachers Field Testing 
the Family Finance Game 
Seven vocational homemaking teachers who agreed to field test the 
Family Finance~' three state supervisors of Home Economics 
Education, a consultant on simulation games, and the investigator met 
in the offices of the State Department of Home Economics Education to 
discuss and plan for the proposed field test of the Family Finance 
Game. The goals of the workshop were to: 
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1. Orient teachers to the concept of simulation games. The term 
"games" leads many to expect activity other than a serious educational 
experience. 
2. Acquaint the teachers with the Family Finance~' the rea-
soning behind some of the game forms and game activities, and the 
mechanics of administering the game. 
3~ Present the unit of study and the utilization of the game as 
a teaching tool in the unit. 
4. Distribute resource materials for the unit, copies of the 
game for each student, and extra forms as necessary for playing the 
game. 
Information related to the status of simulation games as a teach-
ing method and the features which prompted the choice of this method 
for teaching consumer credit and money management were discussed by 
the investigator •. The opportunity to teach consumer credit usage and 
money management in a realistic manner and the motivation of students 
were stressed as two benefits of using simulation game~. The investi-
gator related pertinent information collected from the interviews cited 
previously which prompted the aspiration to develop an innovative 
method for teaching the use of consumer credit and money management. 
Utilizing the principle that we learn best what we experience, it 
was decided that actual play of the Family Finance~ would be the 
most efficient and impressive method for acquainting the teachers with 
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the technique. Both state supervisors and teachers participated in 
the game activity which centered around the purchase of a refrigerator 
on credit. The teachers learned from playirtg the game why the game 
forms were included, why simplification of some forms and procedures 
was necessary even at the sacrifice of some realism, the philosophy 
basic to the model, and that, though the activity was not "easy," it 
was interesting and a feasible method for teaching principles of con-
sumer credit and management of money. There was some discussion of the 
arithmetic involved, but the consensus of the group was that the arith-
m.etic processes included are basic to the management of credit and 
money. 
An outline of "Content for Consumer Credit Unit" (Appendix A, p. 
143) was prepared for teachers in lieu of day-to-day lesson plans. 
This decision resulted from finding in the empirical tryout of the 
game that flexibility in lesson plans to allow for adapting to a new 
kind of activity is highly desirable. 
Teachers were asked to play the Family Finance Game the third 
class meeting of the unit. Two days were allowed for introduction of 
the unit and some familiarity with the language of credit. Game play 
on the third class meeting should create in.the student an awareness 
of the need for further information necessary for playing the game 
successfully. Learning how to play (the mechanics) the game was also 
a part of the learning activity. The use of knowledge should serve to 
reinforce that knowledge and perhaps the realization that knowledge is 
insufficient will serve as motivation for students. 
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Swnmary 
A simulation game for teaching consumer credit seemed to afford 
several advantages over methods traditionally used for teaching consumer 
and homemaking education. The Family Finance Game was developed in-
corporating selected concepts and generalizations as the basic ·subject 
content. 
Behavioral objectives were defined in student terms and included 
in the game material for the students. Criterion measures were develop-
ed at the time that beha.vioral objectives were developed. 
Activities of the game centered around the financial activities of 
a young couple who were establishing a household. In addition to forms 
developed by the writer, forms furnished by businesses were used to add 
to the realism of the game. Records whereby students could evaluate 
their decisions were included. 
An empirical tryout of the game pointed up weaknesses which were 
used as the basis for revising the game before it was field tested. 
Preparation of teachers for field testing the game was accomplished 
through a workshop. Resource materials for each teacher and her stu-
dents were distributed. 
CHAPTER IV 
METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 
The primary purpose of this study was to develop a simulation game 
for use in teaching consumer education in high school vocational home-
making classes. A secondary purpose was to field test the simulation 
game in vocational homemaking classes in Oklahoma with the regular home-
making teacher using the simulation game as a part of her teaching 
methods for the money and credit management unit. 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the design of the study, 
t:he method by which the population for the field test was determined, 
instruments used for data collection, and statistical procedure for 
analysis of data. 
Design of the Study 
The posttest-only control group design was used to test the effec-
tiveness of the simulation game for teaching consumer education in high 
school vocational homemaking classes. The selection.of the posttest-
only control group design for this study was based on: (1) the decision 
to use eight intact classes for the experimental group and eight intact 
classes for the control group;. and (2) the experimental situation was of 
only two weeks duration, hence use of posttest-only would avoid the 
effects of taking a pretest on the scores of the posttest. 
The posttest-only control group design is disturbing to many in-
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vestigators in education because the concept of the pretest has become 
firmly fixed in the thinking of many such workers; however, the pretest 
is not actually essential because randomization without the pretest is 
the most adequate all-purpose assurance of lack of initial bias between 
groups (Goodj.1963 1 p. 457; Gage~.1963~ pp. 195-196; Fisherj.1951) • . , 
A criticism of the posttest•only control group design is its vul-
nerability to selection bias, e$pecially where random assignment is not 
possible. Good (1963~ p. 457) suggests that~ where naturally aggregated 
units such as classes are employed intact 9 these·should be used in 
large numbers and assigned at ra.ndom to· the experimental and control 
conditions. The implication is that 1 ff more than'.three or four intact 
classes are used for each group~·; the groupt,; are large enough for using 
the posttest-only control group design. The posttest-only contrbl 
group design has the advantage of avoiding an experimenter introduced 
pretest session which may .result in the "giveaway" repetition of iden-
tical or highly similar content in the posttest. 
The Population 
The population for this study was sixteen vocational homemaking 
teachers and their eleventh and/or twelfth grade students enrolled in 
Homemaking III or IV. The provision to include eleventh and/or twelfth 
grade classes in Homemaking III or IV resulted from.the practice of 
alternating Homemaking III and IV in several schools in Oklahoma; both 
eleventh and twelfth grade students may be enrolled in either Home-
making Illar IV. 
I 
The population sample was made with the assistance of the state 
supervisory staff of the State Department of Home Economics Education 
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of Oklahoma, The state supervisor from each of the four supervisory 
districts furnished a list of teachers who had tentatively planned to 
teach a unit in consumer education in the spring semester of 1969-70 
school year; from this selected group, sixteen teachers were randomly 
chosen to participate in the study. The selection was made by blindly 
drawing the names of four schools from a box containing the names of 
the schools in the district. This was repeated until four schools had 
been selected from each district, Prior to drawing the names it was 
arbitrarily decided to assign the first and third schools drawn to the 
group using the simulation game; the second and fourth names drawn were 
assigned to teach the money and credit management unit using methods, 
resources and materials, and learning experiences traditionally em-
ployed by vocational homemaking teachers to teach the unit, One of the 
teachers in the control group had already taught the unit, thus reduc-
ing the control group to seven schools and making a total of fifteen 
schools included in the study. 
The teachers and their administrators were contacted by telephone 
to acquaint them with the study and its purposes and to secure their 
cooperation in the study. An expanded explanation followed by mail 
with return cards enclosed to confirm their willingness to p~rticipate 
in the study. 
The population furnishing data for the study was further reduced to 
twelve schools by the failure of two experimental and one control group 
to furnish evaluation data; however, each of the four supervisory dis-
tricts of Oklahoma was represented in the study--two districts by two 
schools each and two districts by one school each, 
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Students participating in the study were limited to eleventh and/or 
twelfth grade vocational homemaking classes. No attempt was made to 
equate the sizes of the schools or classes in either the experimental 
or control groups; neither were the intellectual abilities or the sex 
of the students considered. Teaching experience of the teachers was 
not considered important as acceptance of innovation in teaching is 
probably not a matter of length of teaching experience (Williams, 1968, 
pp. 12-21). 
Data Collection 
Data were collected in three areas: (1) teacher evaluation of the 
Family Finance Game as a teaching tool; ·(2) student evaluation of the 
Family Finance~ as a learning activity; and (3) student learning of 
the selected concept and generalizations and achievement of objectives 
for the unit. The instruments developed for evaluation were based on 
the teachers' and studentsu opinions of and attitudes toward the Family 
Finance Game. 
An understanding of the methods for assessing attitudes is germane 
to the understanding of the instruments. An attitude is a predisposi-
tion to think» feel, perceive~ and behave toward a cognitive object 
according to Kerlinger (1966~ p. 483)0 Another definition found in the 
Educational Dictionary which agrees with that given Joy Kerlinger is: 
Attitude: a readiness to react toward or against some sit= 
uation, person or thing, in a particular manner» for example, 
with love or hate or fear or resentment~ to a particular de-
gree of intensity (Good, 1959, p. 48). 
Two methods for evaluating attitude~ of the individual are (1) 
direct observation and (2) attitude scaleso Attitude scales, a type of 
self-report inventory» are designed to measure the extent to which an 
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individual has favorable or unfavorable feelings toward an object or an 
idea. It is feasible to use an attitude scale where the individual has 
little reason for distorting the results. A common research use is in 
the study of attitude changes or attitudes toward a particular exper-
ience (Gronlund, 1965~ pp. 354·355). 
Thurstone (1959, p. 216) defines opinion as a verbal expression of 
an attitude. Since an opinion symbolizes an attitude, we may use state-
ments of opinion as a means of measuring attitude; however, it must be 
acknowledged that opinions are merely indexes of an attitude. Thur-
stone stated that "It must be recognized that there is a discrepancy, 
some error of measurement, as it were, between the opinion or the overt 
action that we use as an index and the attitude that we infer from.such 
an index (1959, p. 217)." 
Three types of attitude scales are: summated rating scales often 
called Likert-type scales~ equal appearing interval scales, and 
cummulative (Guttman) scales. A summated rating scale is a set of 
attitude items, all of which are considered of equal "attitude value." 
Responses, usually made on a five point scale are summed and averaged 
to yield an individual's attitude score. 
Thurstone's equal appearing interval scales are built so that each 
~ is assigned a scale yalue and the scale value indicates the 
strength of attitude of an agreement response to the item, The items 
of the final scale to be used are so selected that the intervals be-
tween them are equal (Thurstone and Chave, 1929, pp. 61-63, 78). 
The cumulative, or Guttman scale, consists of a relatively small 
set of homogenous items that are unidimensional which means that the 
scale measures only one variable. The cumulative scale is so named be-
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cause of the cumulative relation between items and the total scores of 
individuals. If one knows a person's total score, he can predict his 
pattern of responses. 
Of the three types of attitude scales 9 the summated rating scale 
seems to be the most useful in behavioral research. The summated rat-
ing scale~ sometimes called the Likert technique, is a set of attitude 
items, all of which are considered of approximately equal attitude 
value, and to each of which subjects respond with agreement or dis-
agreement9 thus expressing the intensity of his feeling toward the ob-
ject in question. The scores of the items are summed~ or summed and 
averaged to yield an individual's attitude score. The purpose of the 
summated rating scale is to place an individual somewhere on a continu-
um.: of the attitude in question (Hall, 1967, p. 114; Kerlinger, 1966, 
p •. 483-484). 
Characteristics of the summated rating scale are: 
1. The universe of items is considered to be a set of items of 
equal "attitude value.II There is no scale value as such; one item is 
the same as any other in "attitude value." 
2. Summated rating scales allow for intensity of expression. 
3. They are relatively easy to construct. 
Disadvantages of the summated rating scale are: (1) the response 
set variance of respondents (tendency to respond to the extreme) and 
(2) the scale permits the use of attitude statements which may not be 
manifestly related to the object-being examined. 
·Teacher Evaluation of the Family Finance~. This evaluation 
instrument included twenty-two statements and two open-ended items for 
measuring the favorable and unfavorable feelings of six teachers toward 
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the FamilyFinance Game as a teaching tool. A survey of the literature 
did not disclose an attitude scale which could be usedj therefore the 
writer developed a Likertwtype scale which included seventeen positive 
statements and five negative statements. The response for each state= 
ment was assigned a numerical value. In scoring favorable statements 
the alternatives were weighted 50 4 0 3 0 2 0 and 1~ going from "strongly 
. agree" to ''strongly disagree." In scoring unfavorable statements, the 
weights were reversed. Each .teacher's score on this scalte is the sum 
of the scores on all items. with the higher score indicating a more 
favorabie attitude toward the simulation game. 
Accorcltng to Abt (1961 0 p. 118) motivational qualities. operability. 
and relevarice of the simulation game are areas to be evaluated. A 
n~inber ~f s~atements were constructed 0 discussed with Hopkins (1970) an 
instructor who had had experience using simulation games to teach a 
senior course in farm management in the Department of Agricultural 
Econo!llics~.:Oklahoma State University. An attempt was made to eliminate 
ambiguous and repetitious statements 4nd those statements thatfailed to 
assess an attitude. 












An example of the numerical values assigned to the positive and to 
the negative statements follows: 
SA. A N + : :5<. 4 3 
D 
2 
SD The Family Finance Game allows the stu-
1 dent to experience over-extension of 
credit without having to suffer the con-
sequences he would experience in real 
lifeo 
SA A N D 
1 2 3 4 
SD The Family Finance Game used time that I 
5 could have sp~nt using teaching methods 
which I have found to be more effective • 
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. As will be noted~ the value of five for SA on the first (positive) 
statement reflected a positive attitude toward the Family Finance Game; 
the value of five for SD on the second statement (negative) also re-
fleeted a positive attitude toward the Family.Finance Game. Scoring in 
this manner allowed the totaling of scores for all statements with the 
resulting score indicating the teacher 0 s opinion of the value of the 
Family Finance Game as a teaching tool. 
Two open-ended questions were included to allow teachers to make 
any remarks·or suggestions to improve the simulation model or note 
difficulties which they or the students experienced in using the game. 
Student Rating Scale_for _the Family Finance~. This instrument 
was constructed on a Likert~type model using a three point scale. The 
scale was written in question form with three possible ranges of re-
spouse to allow the student to express positive, sometimes, and nega-
tive feelings. An example of the questions and the possible responses 
used is given below: 
Since completing the unit on money.and credit management, 
would you feel more capable if you needed to use consumer 
credit? 
3 Yes,. I learned sufficient principles to feel capable 
when using consumer credit. 
2 Sometimes, but I would still feel unsure of my abil-
ity to use consumer credit. 
1 No, I still don't understand about using consumer 
credit. 
The student was to place an X in the space provided before the 
statement that best described the way, he felt.about the Family Finance 
~. Numerical values assigned to the responses were Yes= 3, Some-
times= 2, and No= 1. The responses to the statements may be totaled, 
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with the highest score indicating the most favorable attitude toward the 
game. 
Three open-ended questions were provided for students to express 
any feelings or opinions of the simulation game that were not provided 
for in the list of statements • 
. After revising the rating ·.scale the instrument was submitted to the 
writer's major adviser and colleagues. Their suggested revisions were 
incorporated in the evaluation scale before use in the experimental 
group of schools. 
The Student Achievement~ •. The achievement test was devised to 
meas.ure the effectiveness of the Family, Finance ~ as a teaching tool. 
The purpose for this test was to determine whether or not the Family 
Finance~ as developed by the writer was an effective way to teach 
money and credit management concepts in high school vocational home-
making classes. The test was administered to both the experimental and 
control groups •. The achievement test scores of the students in the 
control group served as a point against which to check achievement of 
students in the experimental group. In other words, a comparison was 
made to determine if the students who experienced the simulation game 
achieved.. differently than those students who were taught by 
methods traditionally used by vocational homemaking teachers • 
. The test consisted of items developed by the writer and items 
adapted from Hawver, Burkhart, and Peterson (196~, National Consumer 
Finance Association (1962), and Anderson (1969, pp. 92-102). The first 
draft of the test was used to evaluate the learning of students in the 
classes which participated in the empirical tryout of the game. An 
indication by the students of the questions which they did not under-
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stanQ. helped locate ambiguity in the questions. The achievement test 
was revised before it was used in the final testing of the simulation 
game (Appendix E, p. 163). 
Analysis of the Data 
The Mann~Whitney U test, a non~parametric statistical procedure 
which may. be .used with ordinal dat~ was used to analyze the data col-
lected from the student achievement tests. The U test is based on the 
notion that, if scores of two·similar groups are ranked together, there 
will be a considerable intermingling of the two groups rankings; how-
ever'' i.f one group significantly,· exceeds the other' then most of the 
superior groups' rankings will be higher than those of the inferior 
group •.. After the combined ranking of the two groups, the value of U is 
computed bY· concentr~ting on the lower grouped rank • 
. . . According·· to Siegel 
The.Mann-Whitney U test assumes that the·scores represent 
a distribution which has an underlying continuity. With 
verypr~cise measurement of a variable which has underlying 
continuity, the probability of a tie is zero •. However, with 
the relatively crude measures·which we typically employ in 
be)1ayi9ral scientific research, ties may well occur ••• When 
ti~<;i scores occur, we give each of the·tied observations the 
ayerage of the ranks they WO\,lld have had if no ties had 
occurred (1956, pp. 123-124). 
He enlarged on this statement by saying that the effect of tied 
ranks is to change the variability of the·set of ranks,. therefore he 
recommends that a correction factor be applied to the·standard devia;,. 
tion of the sampling distribution of U. 
When the correction factor is employed~ .it tends to· increase the 
value of z slightly, thus making it more significant. · It is especially 
important to correct for ties .if the proportion of ties is quite large. 
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The following formulas were used in this study: 
where n = 1 number of students in the control group 
.n2 = number of students in the experimental group 
R2 ;:: sum of ranks assigned to group whose sample size is n2 
For large samples (n2 larger than 20) significance of an observed 
value of U may be determined by calculating z which is possible because 
as the sample increases in size the sampling distribution rapidly 
approaches a normal distribution. Since there were a large number of 
ties the correction factor was applied, The formulas used for these 
calculations were: 
where N = n
1 
+ n2 
T = t 3 .. t 
12 
z = 
(Where tis the number of observations tied for a 
given rank.) 
Tis found by summing the T's over all groups of tied observations. 
Numerical values assigned to the attitude scales were summed to 
measure the intensity of attitudes expressed by both teachers and stu-
dents. 
SUMMARY 
Chapter III includ~d a description of the design of. the study, tbe 
procedure for selection of the population, instruments used for data 
collection, and the statistical procedure used for analyzing the data. 
CHAPTER V 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
One aspect of the study was to evaluate the simulation game de-
veloped by the writer and used by the six teachers and eighty-five 
students who participated in the study. Results of the evaluation of 
the Family Finance~ are presented in Chapter V. 
In order to evaluate the opinions of teachers and students about 
the value of the Family Finance~ developed in the study, two in-
struments were developed and sent to eight teachers and the·. students in 
their classes who used the Family Finance Game in the study. Three-
fourths of the teachers returned the evaluation instruments along with 
the evaluations completed by their students. A third evaluation in-
strument in the form of an achievement test was developed and sent to 
eight teachers using the Family Finance Game to teach selected content 
in consumer credit and money management and to seven teachers who were 
to teach the same content using methods, resources, and materials tra-
ditionally used by vocational homemaking teachers. Six teachers of 
each group administered the achievement test at the close of the money 
and consumer credit management unit and forwarded the results to the 
writer. 
Teacher Evaluation of the Family 
. Finance Game 
Teacher evaluation of the Family Finance Game as a teaching tool 
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was based on the reactions to twenty-two statements and two open-ended 
questions by·six vocational homemaking teachers. The motivational 
value, the operability, the relevance, and the utility of the game were 
evaluated. 
Table I is a summary of the response of the teachers to four state-
ments pertinent to the motivational qualities of the Fami1¥ Finance 
Game. 
TABLE· r 
SUMMARY OF OPINIONS OF SIX TEACHERS 
REGARDING THE MOTIVATIONAL QUALITIES 
OF THE FAMILY FINANCE GAME 
Item from Questionnaire 
The unexpected events created interest in the Family 
Finance Game. 
The Family Finance Game motivates students to learn about 
money and credit management. 
Students of differing socio-economic and cultural back-
grounds and differing levels of ability found the Family 
Finance Game an interesting way to study money and credit 
management. 
The major value of the Family Finance Game is motiva-
tional. 
Total Items 











In order to arrive at an average response for each statement, 
numerical values were assigned to the response categories as follows: 
·Positive Statements Ne6ative Statements 
Strongly Agree = 5 Strongly Agree = 1 
Agree= 4 Agree= 2 
Neutral = 3 Neutral :::: 3 
Disagree = 2 Disagree = 4 
Strongly Disagree = 1 Strongly Disagree = 5 
The numerical values of the negative statements were reversed to 
allow the investigator to sum all statements. A negative statement 
which receives a "strongly disagree" rc:!.ting reflects a positive atti-
tude. The numerical values of all teachers' responses to each state-
ment were summed an,d averaged. Prior to analysis the investigator 
decided that the actual numerical value for each response category 
would be assigned as follows: strongly agree--4.6 to 5.0; agree--3.6 
to 4.5; neutral--2.6 to 3.5; disagree~-1.6 to 2.5; and strongly dis-
agree~-1.5 and below. 
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As shown in Table I, mean responses range from 3.8 t;o 4.8 with a 
total mean response of 4.3 indicating that the teachers generally 
agree that the Family Finance~ does have motivational qualities; 
however~. the mean response of 4.6 to the statement "The Family K.!,-
nance Game motivates students to learn about money and credit management" 
indicates that these teachers "strongly agree" that the Family Finance 
~ has motivational qualities. One source of the motivational po• 
tential is the "Unexpected Events" as indicated by the mean response of 
4.8 .. Teachers agree that a major value of the Family Finance~ is 
motivational and that students of different socio-economic and cultural 
backgrounds and levels of ability found the Family Finance Game an 
interesting way to study money and credit management. ..., i .,. 
t" {I 
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The motivational potential of the Family Finance Game is'"'barne out 
by this participating teacher's comment on her evaluation instrument: 
Five students of one class were unfamiliar with reading any 
type of a bank statement. I spent a class period talking 
about writing checks, stubbing checks, and reading bank 
statements. These five girls had been exposed to this in-
formation last year, but I guess it didn't take~ Perhaps 
it will be more meaningful this year because they wanted 
to know. 
In a later informal interview this teacher remarked that the unit took 
more than the planned two weeks because playing the game raised ques-
tions or revealed deficiencies such as illustrated above that needed to 
be taught as the students realized their need :for the information. 
TtBLE II 
SUMMARY OF OPINIONS OF SIX TEACHERS 
REGARDING THE OPERABILITY OF THE 
FAMILY FINANCE GAME 
Item from Questionnaire 
The Family Finance Game is too complicated for eleventh 
and/or twelfth grade VocationaL Homemaking students. 
The forms included in the game are too complicated for 
student use. 
I found it hard to keep track of each team's activities. 
Sufficient directions for playing the game are incl1,1ded. 
Total ):terns 












'l'he operability of a simlllation game is concerned with the me-
chanics of the game f'iUCh as the instructions~ roles of players, rules, 
and scoring of outcomes. reacher opinions of the operability of the 
Family Finance Game are summarized ;in Table II~ The average response 
of 3.9 indicates that the teachers agree that the game is appropriate 
for use with the target popµlation and that, in general, they fou1,1d the 
directions, rules, and instructions satisfactory; however, the average 
response of 3.0 on the statement "Sufficient directions for playing the 
game a1;e included" indicates the need for more directions that are 
stated more clearly. 
The fact that teachers had some trouble keeping track of team 
activities as indicated by the mean response of 3.3 in Table II may be 
an indication of inoperability of the game or it may be que to the less 
restricted atmosphere of the classroom during game play. Students may 
not be in their regular places because of freer movement in the class-
room. ·An alternate cause might be that the word "game" suggests a.less 
serious learning activity and students fail to keep accurate records. 
The first play of the game should convince students that playing the 
game is a serious but "fun" type of learning activity. 
Teachers strongly disagreed with the statement that the Family 
Finance~ is too complicated for eleventh and twelfth grade stu-
dents; they disagreed that the forms included in the game are too com-
plicated for student use, Strong disagreement with a negative state-
ment reflects a positive attitude on the part of the teachers. 
Teachers' opinions of the relevance of the Family Finance~ to 
the unit on consumer ~redit and money management as it relates to con-
sumer credit and the needs of the students ;is summarized in Table Ille 
The mean response for the entire list of statements was 4.4 which 
indicated agreement by the teachers that the Family Finance Game adds 
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relevance to the .teaching of consumer credit and money management. 
A survey of the individual statements reveals that teachers strongly 
agree that the Family Finance Game adds relevance to con~umer credit and 
money management units. They aho strongly agree that realistic situa-
tions are provided for students to apply principles of consumer credit 
and money management and that the "Un,expected Events" add realism to the 
game. 
TAijLE lII 
STJM;MARY OF OPINIONS OF SIX TEACHERS REGARDING 
THE RELEVANCE OF THE FAMILY FINANCE GAME 
TO TEACHING CONSUMER CREDIT AND 
~ONEY MANAGEMENT 
Items from Questionnaire 
The use of the Family Finance Game adds relevance and 
meaning to the teaching of money and credit man1:1gement. 
TheFamily Finance Game provides realistic situations for 
students to apply the principles of money and credit 
management. 
The simulation game technique would be one means of add-
ing relevance to other areas of vocational homema~ing in 
secondary schools, 
The unexpected events add realism to the Family Finance 
Game. 
Purchases provided for in the Family Finance Game are un-
realistic for high school students. 
The Family Finance Game allows the student to experience 
over-extension of credit without having to suffer the con-
sequences that he would experience in real life. 
Students were able to see the cause and effect relation~ 
ship between their purchasing decisions and their finan-
cial situation in the game. 
The game forms add a sense of realism to the game. 
Total Items from·Questionnaire 
















The teachers agreed ~hat the Family Finance Game allows ~he stu-
dent to experience over~extension of credit without having to suffer 
the consequences of real life. One teacher explained that very few of 
the students in her classes over~extended their credit. She suggested 
that their study of credit prior to playing the game may have caused 
them to be more cautious in their u~e of credit. Another teacher from 
a rural area commented that the parents of the students in her classes 
use credit to make capital purchases such as land and machineryi but 
they do not use consumer credit for household durables and non-durables 
described in the game. These students were very cautious in their use 
of credit. Another related the incident of the student who assumed the 
role of the husband in the game who placed his "wife'' on an unrealis-
tically low allowance. When they had saved quite a sum of money they 
"went out" and bought everything they could pay cash for. The teacher 
felt that this was a reflection of the resource management habits of 
the home. 
The teachers agreed that students were aQle to see the cause and 
effect relationship between their purchasing decisions and their finan~ 
cial situation in the game, Though the teachers agreed that the credit 
and record keeping forms add realism to the ~ame their comments reveal 
that~ because keeping records is tedious and the ar:tthmetic involved 
adds to the difficulty of game play~ some students became discouraged 
and bored, hence failed to participate fully in the game activities.· 
Teachers felt that purchases provided for in the Family Finance Game 
were realistic for high school students. 
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The opinions of teachers regard:i.ngthe utUity of the Fam;i.ly 
Finance Game as a teaching method are Sµtt1Illarized in rable IV. rhe mean -
response regard~ng the 1,1tility of: tth.e game was 4.3 indii:;:ating tll,at the 
teachers believed that the Fam:Uy Finance Game had uti.lity as a te,;ieh .. 
ing method for c;onsumer credit and m,oney management uni1:s, They,st;rong• 
ly.agreed that they would us~ the game again to teach money and consu,:n-, 
er credit management. The nega1:ive statement "Tj:le family.Finance Game 
• ' "j • ' ' . ' -.,,.,,._ 
used time that I co'l.llc;i have·spent uaing tea.chin~ wethods which 1 have 
fou,nd to be more effective," was an e~fort to assess the op;i.nions of 
the tE:achers regarding t4e utility qf the Familx Finance Game as com"" 
pared. with i;netliods they have tradit~qnally used to teach.. 'l'he mean 
response of 4.7 indi.c;;a.tes that tliese teai:;:heri;; have hvorable ,;1tti.tudes 
towal;'d usin1; tp.e Family Finance Game fqr t(;!ach,ing consumer credit and 
money management • 
. The mean response of 4,3 indica1:es that teachers feel at ease us-. 
ing the Family.Fina.nee Game. Experiei:i-c:l..ng.the new and different creates 
a sense of inaecul;'ity, ii;i. any situation. In sp:ite of the workshop or;i.ern~ 
tat;;i.on to the game, preparation on the part of the teachers for us~ng 
the Family Finance Game would have been greater tJ:ira11i had they used more 
' ... ~
familiar methods •. It is the belief of the investigator that as the 
teachers become more famqiar with the U$e of the Famil}'.• Finance Game., 
the}' will feel more·at ease using thh met;hod for teaching. 
Although teachers agreed that the Family. F;i.nanee Game is effective 
for 1:eaching facts a1;1d principl~s related to money and cred;;i,.t manage-
ment, they favored th~ teacµip.g of principles sH~htly. 'l'he r~sponse 
to the statement "I wouLd prefer t;:o l,l.se the Fc:i.mi.1~ Finance Ga!lle as the 
culminating e~periei;,,c;e fol;' the un;;i,.t on rqoney ari.d credit m,a,n,agement~" 
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concerns how the Family Finance Game could be used in a unit. The mean 
. -
response of 3.8 indicates a low degree of agreement with the statement, 
Free response reac;tions indicat~d that the teachers preferred to·use 
the game not later tha.n the third day <;>f the unit to moti,.v.ate students, 
They. s.aid that students became aware o~ their need for further know-
ledge and skilh necesl:)ary to play the game and t4at tqe·stucle11.ts were 
more receptive to the coritent presented by other teaching methocle. One 
teacher etressed that: the Famil>:Finance Game was e1;1pecially useful ;!:or 
the evaluation of the teaching of credit and consumer b1.J.ying. ·Another 
teacher described the game as a "painless evaluati,on device." 
TA'.aLE IV 
SUMMA~Y OF OPINIONS OF SIX TEACijERS REGARD!~G 
,THE UTILITY OF THE S!MULATIO~ GAME AS 
A TEACHING METHOD 
Item from Questionnaire 
I wovlcl use the FamilyFina,nce Game again to teach money 
and credit; ma11.a~ement. 
The Family. Finance Game usec;l time that I could have·spent 
using tefl.ching methods which I '/lave fouri.d to be more 
effective. 
I feel at ease using the Family Finance Game to teach 
management of money and credit • 
. J>layed periodically, the Fam:Uy F;i.nance Game can be used 
to emphasize prini;:ipl~s of money and credit management, 
. The Family Finance Game is an effective method for tea.ch-
· ing facts • 
. I would prefer to use t;he Family Finance Game as the cul-
.minating experience for the unit on money and Cfedit 
management. 
Total Items 














Two open~ended statements were provided to so~icit teacher opin-
ions of additions to or improvements of the Family Financ;e Game and 
the material in the game was needed. 
The addit;i.ons to the game are su,;runa:dzed in 'l'able v. AU of the 
teachers fdt that add;i,t;i.onal unexpected events we:t;'e needed. Student.s 
became bored aµd somewhat frustrated when they d;rew the same ''Unexpeqt"' 
ed Event" several t;i.mes. 
'.I'wo thirds of the teach,ers believed that add:ll;ional and mqre ex-
pensive merchandise should be included. ·One third of the teachers 
Additional direction~ included in the game materiais for the 
teacher was a need expressed by one half; of the teachers. One teacher 
stated thc;1t additional instructionswolalld be needed to :replace the 
o:i:-ientation wol;'kshop held for the teq.chers usip.g the Family Finance 
~-
TABLE V 
SUMMAR,Y OF ADDJ;TIONS 'l'EAC;HERS WOU~D :MAKE TO 
· THE FAMILY FINANCE GAME 
"re.;1.c:he:i;-
Iterp. 
Additional, and more costly "Unexpected Events·." 











The overall mean response of 4.2 regarding the ·value of the 
Family Finance~ as a teaching method indicates that the teachers 
who used the game tliought it to be an effective means for teaching con-
sumer cred;i.t and moneymanagement • 
. Student Opinions of the Family finance Game 
A summary of sti,ident responses to the questions on the "Student 
Rating Scale .for the Family Finance Game" appears in Table VL . Re-
. I 
sponses to the questions were the means used to arrive at sti,ident 
opinions of the game. Answers to the questions were categorized as 
follows with numerical values assigned to each: 
Yes= 3 (Strongly favorable opinion of the game.) 
Sometimes= 2 (Moderately favorable opinion of the game.) 
No= 1 (Unfavorable opinion.of the game.) 
Numerical values were assigned to each response category to allow 
the investigator to arrive at a,;mean rating. for each response. Prior 
to analysis, the investigator decided that the actual numerical value 
for each response category would be ·as.signed, thusly: no--1 to 1.5; 
sometimes .... 1.6 to,2.5; and yes--2.6 to 3.0 • 
. The,;fY,,'rilean,· response to, the Family, Finance Game was42.6 which in-
dicates a strongly favorable opinion of the game (Appendix E, p.170). 
Table V presents a breakdown·of opinion .into three categories. Seventy-
two and nine-tenths percent .of the· students indicated a strongly fav-
orable opinion toward the game; 24.7% .of the students held a moderately 
favorable opinion of the game while only 2.4% of the students viewed 
the game with disfavor. 
. TAl3I,,E VI 
SUMMARY OF OPINIONS OF STUPENTS REGARDlNG 











21 24. 7 
2 2,4 , 
85 100.0 
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Th~·students rated the game h;l,~hest in the area of adding rele ... 
vance to the µnit on consl,lnler credit and money m.p.n1;1,gement as indicated 
by the average respon~e of 2. 7 .· 1:1hown iQ. · Ta.l>le VlI. The mean response of 
2.8 :i.:odicates that students developed ~n appreci,ati.on for the knowledge 
and skills necessary for management of famUy money, and creclit an,d that 
they., believed that they would have occasion to use the kpowl.edges and 
skill1:1 learned while .pbyirtg the Fami,lyFinance Game. One student 
commented~. "1; l;tked best its (game) relationship wHh the act4a.l game 
of living/' while another stuchmt said, ''This was really, true to, life. 
These experiences can very likely happen in real life l;>ecause you.don't 
know what will happen next." Another·student's remarks conce:r;ni.ng t;he 
~eal:i.ty of "Unexpected Eventi,;" was, "I don't like them for the game, 
t);i.ou.gh · :C know thing1;1 like that happen in i-ed li.:l;e. '! 
That students enjoyed playing the F1;1mi1yFinance Game is shown i,n 
· Table VII. 'l'hey, felt that tb,e "Unexpected Events" added to· the interest 
of the gart1e, but were only modera,t;ely :l;avorable toward illustrations of 
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merchandise to be purchased, Remarks of students relative to the mo~ 
tivational qualities of the games were of interest. One student mad.e 
this statement: "I t):J.ink.it (game) is an excellent way to learn money 
management and use of credit without a lot of memorizing and excessive 
testingw". Other stl,ldents expressed the opinion that the Family ;Finance 
Game was a more interesting way t~an books to learn about money and 
credit management. "I think that, in spite of the fact that yol.l have 
to work ha:rd in playing it, the game reaUy was fun," was the opipJpn 
of another student. 
TA:j3LE VU 
SUMMARY OF OPINIONS OF STlJPENTS REG~RDING 
THE R~LEVANCE OF THE FAM~LY 
FINANGE GAME 
Item from Questionnaire 
Pid t;he Family F~nance Game give you an appreciation for 
the knowledge and skills needed to manage famqy money and 
credit? 
Do you bel~eve that you will have occasion to use the 
information learned while ~laying the Family finanoe Game? 
Do you think that the "Unexpected Events" are incidents 
that might occur in "real life?" 
Since completing the qnit on money and credit management, 
would you feel more capable if you needed to use consumer 
credit? 
Total Items 













OPINIONS OF STUDENTS REGARDING THE MOTIVATIONAL 
QUALITIES OF THE FAMILY FINANCE GAME 
Item from Questionnaire 
Did you enjoy, playing the Family Finance Game.? 
Did the "Unexpected Events" add interest to the game? 
Did the drawings of the merchandise make the game more 
interesting? 
Total Items 











"It was fun when I got the hang of it," was the remark of a student 
about the game and interpreted by the investigator to refer to the op-
erability of the game (Table IX). The mean response of 2.5 regarding 
the operability of the Family Finance~ indicates that students had 
some difficulty in playing the game. Reference to Table XI)p.96» reve,als 
some:Lp~ . ssibleY·s.ources of difficultj,· The parfs of lhe game. liked least by 
students were the arithmetic (41%), filling out the forms (22%) and 
insufficient directions (12%). All teachers pointed out that arithme-
tic was a problem; one teacher indicated that an improvement of the 
game would be to reduce the arithmetical procedures involved. 
TABLE IX 
OPINIONS OF STUDENTS REGARDING THE OPERABILITY 
O;F THE FAMILY FINANCE GAME 
Item.from Questionnaire 
Do you feel that the "Cash Flow Statement" is a practical 
way for th~ individual cir the family to keep track of'in-
come and e~penditures? 
.Was the Family Finance Game easy.to play? 
Were there sufficient directions for.playing the game? 
Total Items 











Students mean response of 2.8 indicated that a form such as the 
"Cash Flow Statementi• would be a practical way for an individual or 
family.to keep track of income and expenditures. The response to this 
statement possibly causes the rating of operability to be unrealistic. 
The statement "If given the chance to <;:hoose the·teaching methods 
for a money and credit management unit, would you choose the Family 
Finance Game over other teaching methods you have experienced?" was an 
attempt to discover student opinions of the value of the Family Finance 
Game as a teaching method as compared to teaching methods traditionally 
used. The strongly favoraple mean response of 2.6 indicates that the 
students would prefer using the·Family.Finance Game to,learn about 
consumer credit and money management. 
Summary of Responses to the Open-Ended Questions 
on the Student Evaluation of Family Finance Game 
A summary of student remarks concerning the part of the game that 
they liked best is presented in Table X. The statements were categor-
ized under the headings of unexpected events, learning to use credit, 
planning use of money and buying merchandise, filling out the game 
forms, and balancing income and expense~. Seventy-nine students re-
sponded to the open-ended questions; however, the total number responses 
to the statement will total more than seventy-nine because some stu-
dents specified two or more parts of the game that they liked best; the 
same situation resulted in percentage totals of more than 100%. 
The Family Finance~ activity liked best by forty (47%) of the 
students was planning the use of money and buying merchandise. ·Other 
students (27%) liked the "Unexpected Events" best because, as they ex-
pressed it, they.liked the excitement and suspense of drawing for the 
events. Both students and teachers expressed the need for a greater 
variety.of "Unexpected Events." 
TABLE X 
SUMMARY OF STUDENT RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED 
STATEMENT~·"THE PART'I LIKED BEST ABOUT 
THE FAMILY FINANCE GAME· WAS:" 
Students 
N '7o 
Planning use of money and buying merchandise., 40 47 
Unexpected events,, 23 27 
Learning to use credit, 12 14 
Filling out the game forms" 5 6 
.Balancing income and expenses, 2 .2 
N=79 
~: Six students did not respond to the open-ended state· 
ments. Total exceeds total students because some 
students listed two·"parts liked best." Percentages 
do not total 100 due·to rounding and some·students 
listed two "parts U~rd best. II 
Twelve of the students (14%) liked the part of the game about 
learning to use credit the best. In addition, two students commented 
that learning to use credit was "the most useful part of the game." 
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Five (6%) of the students reported that they preferred the activity.of 
filling out the business forms of the game 1 while two (2%) preferred 
the experience of balancing income and expenses. 
The arithmetic was high on the list of·least liked activities. 
Thirty-five·students (41%) reported having problems with the adthme-
tic involved (Table XI). One student qualified her statement of dis-
like for the arithmetic in the game bythe statement that though she 
disliked the math. processes~ she knew that understanding.math was 
necessary for managing money and credit. 
Arithmetic. 
TABLE XI 
SUMMARY OF STUDENT RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED 
STATEMENT, "THE PART I LIKED LEAST ABOUT 
THE FAMILY FINANCE GAME WAS:" 
Liked Least 
Filling out forms, 







Unexpected events (their effect), 9 10.5 
Lack of variety of merchandise to buy" 6 7 
Keeping records. 5 6 
Boring"> 2 2 
Having to pay for merchandise and unexpected events,;, 1 1 
N=79 
~: T6tal,exceeds total students because some students listed two 
"parts liked least." Percentages do not total 100 due to round-
ing and some·students listed two "parts liked least." 
Filling out the game forms was the activity least liked by nine-
teen (22%) of the students. Insufficient or confusing directions was 
disturbing to ten (12%) of the ,students, whereas, the effects of the 
unexpected events were most disliked by nine (10.5%) of the students. 
As one student said, "You just get started when you have two unlucky 
_ "Unexpected Events" and have to work yourself out of a hole." 
Keeping records was disturbing to five (6%) of the students, while 
lack of variety in "Unexpected Event:s" and merchandise was the criti-
cism of six (7%) of the students. Two-students found the game quite 
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boring wh;i.le one disl;i..ked haying to spend her money fo-r mercha:a,dise and, 
' . ' 
especially, "Unexpected Evente. •i As in the case of the· best liked 
parts of the game, six 1;1tudents faUed to resppp,d to the open .. ended 
statementf::!. 
Identification of 'l'each:i.ng Methoda TraditionaUy 
Used by.Vocational Homemakin& Teachers 
To determine the e;f:l;ectiveness of tqe ·. simulation garQe as a method 
o-J; te1;1ching as compared with teachi'Ag 1,11ethods traditiona;ny used in 
terms of student achievement of selected concepts and generalizations 
was the third opjective of the study. Two ~ypes of activity were ~ec• 
essary to ac.compUsh 1;;hh goal: 
1. .Methode of teaeh:i.ng tra.4i Honally used were :l.dentified, and 
2. An, achievement test was devdop!:!d to as1;1ess achievement of the 
concept and generaJiza tions, The first tQJ;1:i.C to be cona;i.dered h the 
:i.dent;i.f:i.cation of teachillg methods t,;-ad:i.tionally used, An ap.al;Ys:l.s of 
the results of the achievement test will follow. 
Seven teachers wpo were assigned to the c;ontrol group were asked 
to keep a l;'ecord of teaq.hing methods 1 . learning ell'.perience1;1, and pe ... 
sources anq materials used in teaching the selected co11c.ept and geqeral ... 
izations. S:i.~ teachers actually.participated in the study by keeping 
records and adm:i,pistering the achievement test. Teaching wethoc;is used 
];leading, teacher lecture, and discussion were the most frequently 
used teaching methods, being used l;>y all si:K; teachers. These methods 
were followed closely by student reports which were employed 1:;,yf:l,ve of 
the teache-rs. four teachers used outs;Lde sp~aker~, while roll;! pl'8.y and 
skits were each used by three teachers. Two teachers 1,1,sed mc;>c;k. radio 
programs and two u,sed pa,nel discu$Sions •. Case ·studies,. a f;i.eld t;rip, 
and a pre-.test were each used by one teacher. A total of ~!even c:iif .. 
ferent m1;1thods of teaching were used. This seemed to the investigator 
to be a fair range of teaching methods with all teache:rs U$iP.g some 
ver;i,ation•in their teach;i.n,g methods. 
1J 
l'A.:a~E XU 
Sl,JMW\.RY OF TEAC!llNG METHODS TMDlTION/\LtX 
USEO BY VOCATIONAL HO?iEMAf<ING TEAGllERS 
AS REPORTED BY SIX TEACHERS 
Teaching Method Teache:i;-
N .% 
Discu1:1s:l.011 6 100 
Reading 6 100 
Lecture 6 100 
·Repprts 5 83.3 
Outs id~ Speakers 4 67.7 
Role Play .3 50.0 
Skits 3 50.0 
Mock Radio Program 2 33.3 
Panel Di$C\lSli!iOn 2 33.3 
Case Studies 1 16.6 
Field Tdp 1 16.6 
Pre .. 'l'est 1 16.6 
N=6 
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Learning experiences for students as reported by the teachers and 
summarized in Table XIII shows greater variety than that of teaching 
methods used by the teachers. All six teachers employed reading and 
student discussion while five provided for students to give oral re-
ports. 
TABLE XIII 
SUMMARY OF LEARNING EXPERIENCES TRADITIONALLY USED 
BY VOCATIONAL.HOMEMAKING TEACHERS~ AS REPORTED 





Compared interest rates charged by various sources of 
crediL 
Checked local stores for types of credit and its 
cost., 
Compared cost of credit and cash buying~ 
Filled out applications for credit. 
Skits 
Role Playing 
Figured interest costs, 
Study of advertisements of credit in newspapers. 
Made a budget 
Participated on panels, 



































Approximately si,ct.:y-sevep. per9ent of the teachers employed le,arning 
activities such. i:l-S compar;Lson o;f interest :rates c;ha:pged by. various 
source1;1 o:f; credit, .checked the ~oca1 stores for types and cost of 
credit, and compared the costs of cre4it and cash b~yin~, One-ha1f o:f; 
the teachers reported learning activiEies such as :f;illing out applica.-
ti,;ms for credit, :Eigurin& interest costs, fU~ing. oµt cJ:1edit cont1;acts, 
student skits;, c1.ni;i student role pby.aati.yit;y, 
Stwfy;i,ng c1.dverti,sements of cred:i,t iq the newspape;r,. making a 1:n,ic;l-
get, an,d participat~on in mo9k fadi,q program$ were eaqh ~sed 'l;>y·two 
te;acherfh One teacher provi<;led the oppo;rtun,ity for· stqdents to pal:'U"' 
·solve. 
'l'he most popµla:r resoul:'ce1;1 usad were t;he ~ati<:ma.l Cons'l,lmer F1nance 
/ 
packet, transpar$nc;i.es, films· and film ,str:i.ps,. imd budnesses and 
businessmen of the community (Ta.bh XI.V). All Eii,c teacher$ utilized 
these re.sources for tqefr '1nits pn consumer CJ;'edit and money management, 
Five of t:he teachet11;1 used the aomsumer ed.ucat~on r,natedals of th,e 
·Ho1,2sehold Finance CoJ;'poration and periodicals. 
· 'l'e:ictbooks, qredi,t a.pplic;:ations, and credit co:otract;.1;1 were used by 
app;roximatdy si,cty-sl;lve.n percent of the tea~her$, Thetextbook1;1 u1:1ed 
were a gene;ral bui;t~ess t;exJ:, The Wodd of Work,.a bus:i,p.ess law te;x:t~ 
and the Han,dboo~ ~ G.a1:1e Probleme Related !£ l!'amiiX F:i,nance which wa1:1 
obtdnep from the State Pep~rtmel').t of liome Economics Ed1,2c~tion,.GeoJ;"g:la. 
f:il,lranc;:e were used by. ~me·hdf of the teachers; ~ croE1~w<:>rd p1.,1,u1e an.cl 
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materials from Sears was reported by one teacher while two teachers re-
ported asking two homemakers to participate in classroom activities. 
TABLE XIV 
SUMMARY OF RESOURCES AND :MATERIALS USED AS 
REPORTED BY TEACHERS USING METHODS 
TRADITIONALLY USED 
Resources and Materials 
National Consumer Finance Packet" 
Transparencies, Films, and Filmstrips. 
Businesses and businessmen of the community, 




Credit applications and installment contracts. 
Consumer education materials of the Institute of Life 
Insurance. 
Homemakers?: 
Crossword puzzle, "Credit Cautions", 
Case Studies. 
Co-Ed magazine consumer education materials .. 
Department Store·in the Classroom, Sears 
Handbook of Case Problems Related to Family Finance, 



















The siK :reporting vocat;i.ond homemaki,ng teachers used a variety of 
teaching the eonsl,U\ler credit a1;1d money ml:lna.gemenf,: unit~ Although all 
of them reported 1,1s;i,pg methods usuaUy thoµ,~ht of as traditional, e,;ich 
used some rather innovative teaching techniques. 
Analysis of Achievement. Test,Res~lts 
An achievement test was developed to use as a measi,ilie for ,deter•. 
mining th,e eff;ectiveness o~ the !i!irl)U¥; E'ina.nc'i? Game as a method of 
teaching as compared with teaching methods traditionally used, ~terns 
we:re developed to assess three a:l:'eas; ·. knowledge of ;facts a.nd lower 
order i;>rinciples, the 1;1ppli,cation of :!;acts and pri.p.c:lpbs, and t;he 
knowledge of the vocill:)ulary of i;:tedit. A c:lescript:ion of the test anc:l 
its development mc1.y l:>e seen on pp. 63 ... 64 of Chapt;.e;r J;V; the test 
appears in·Appendix E, p~ 163. 
Retµ,rn ca1;ds were maUecl t;;o the. teaqhers using th.e f','l~~li Finance 
Game and to the teachers usiµg metli.ods that they tradit:ionaUy us~ for __,..._. 
teaching hqme ec;.onomicl.:l asking for the ~OmJ?letion date of the 1.mtt anc;l 
the num'ber of st1,1c;lents in t;he cl;:i.ss. Tests ~or each st\.ld@nt•were 
. . 
maUec:l to the tei;!.cher four days prior to the date :tnd:i.ca.ted'~ th1;1 re,. 
tu:i;~ card as the approx;l.mate closing date of the uµit. '.J:'ests were f#s .. 
tdbuted in·tg.:J,.s manner in an attempt to avoid the bii;!.S of teach,ing the 
tef;lt;. 
Scores ;for e1ghty~five stud,nts were returned by six teachers 
using the Fa,;nilyFin,;1nce Game wh:i.!e 1 si:;.ores for eighty .. three·student;s 
we:i;-e i:eturned by the·si,x teachers usini methods trc:l,cj.it,i,onaUy used for 
tea,ching u1!i.its in hom~ E\conomics. 
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The Mann-Whitney U statistical procedure was used to test whether 
or not one group scored significantly better than the other groupo The 
U test is based on the notion that, if scores of two similar groups are 
ranked together, there will be considerable intermingling of the two 
groupus rankings; however, if one group significantly exceeds the other, 
then most of the superior groupus rankings will be higher than those of 














The value of U was computed after the combined ranking of the two 
groupsu scores. Because of a large number of ties, the correction fac-
tor was applied. The z was found to be significant at the .22 level 
for a two tailed test which, in essence, tells the investigator that 
the two groups came from the same population. In other words~ the 
group using the Family Finance Game did not score significantly differ-
ent on the achievement test than did the group taught by methods tra= 
ditionally used o 
A graphic representation of the scoring of the two groups of stu-
de.uts::is!pre;;s,entedi, h!i JFigures 6 ,and 1. Sc.ores for students experiencing the 
simulation game ranged from 38 to 64, whereas scores for students who 
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Raw Scor~s 
Figure 7 • Game :M;etl;).od 
St1mmary 
Chapter V has presented a.n evalt,1a tfon of the· Famil~ ·. Fin'1lnc:e Game 
dev~loped by tl\e writel." for use in teaching consYmer c:redit and money 
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mana~ement units in vpaational homemaking classes, Two insti;-uments 
were developed to ascertai:i;,. the opinion~ of teachers and students rel- .. -
ative to the motivational qualities 1 relevance, operability, and util~ 
ity qf the game; a third instr4ment was developed to measure the achieve-
me:i;,.t of students who experienced the game as a teaching method as com-
pa,J;'ed with the achievement Qf students who we·re ta,ught by methodi; t?;a .. 
ditionallY used by vocational hqmemaking teac~ers. 
The "reacher Evaluation oJ the Family Finance Game" and t;:he "Stµ .. 
dent Rating Scale for the famil,y finapr;:e (:;amf;l" were mailed to eight 
teachers and studentl:i in their c;lasses who participated in the study! 
Six teachers returned their eval~ati,on along with thc;>se of their stµ-
den,ts. Both teacher1;1 and stud.ents were favorable to the use pf the 
FamilX );ina,nce ~ as a teac;hin~•learning device. Both groups felt 
that there was a need for rool;'e i.nst:rnctions and that instructions ~ho1,1,ld 
be more clearly stated, 
An 1;1.ch;i.evement test was used to dete;i:-mine the effect;Lveness of the 
Family F.ina.nce Game af! a teaching meth9d as compared with trad:i. tioi;ial 
teaching methods. The test was sent to eight te:9-chers who used the 
Fam.Hy. :Finance .Game ip. cqnsµmer credit i;in,cl money II)anagement 'l,l.nits and 
seven, teachers who usecl tra,ditiona,l te,;1.ching methods for teaching tl).e 
·same subject matter,content. Sfx teachers of each group administered 
the test and forwa,rdecl the results to the ~nyestigato1;. The rei;ults 
showed that neither group scored differently than the other, 
If given the chance to choose, st1Jdents who experienced the Family 
Finance~ said that they wo1Jld chopse it over other ~earning activi-
ties fqr a~othe1; unit, Tea.cheri; also e~pressed. the desire to use the 
gl;l.me again. 
Cii,AFTER Vl: 
, SW®1ARY, , CONC:r.iU!ilIOJ:itS, AND RECQM;l1ENDATIO!:itS 
Recognizing the need for aU aspec;ts of consumer education, the 
author!,! of the Vocational Amendments of 1968 c;lea:dy e:xpressed t;he in .. 
tent tl;,.a t consW11er education· become. the respon~d bi 1i ty of the voca .. 
tional h.omemaking t;eachers·in.1:;:4e·secondary,s9hoolso'f: the nation. 
Consµmel,' educat:i,on sh.oµld be·· as p:racticd as poss;Lble so as. to enable 
the i,ndiv;i.dual to relate the mate:r.'i.ala direct.ly to hh own problem. 
Four areas iP. which teachers encoun.tered problems were: ( l) motivation 
.of stµdents, (2) teaching me~hods, (3) :resources ap.d materiab, and 
(4) concepts to be included. 
The writer interviewed seven businessme~ concerned with the c:redit 
and money mana~ement p:ractices o:(:·ypung people and four yourig homemakers 
I 
to delineate the cred:i.t and money managero.ei;it prol>lems of youn9 .people. 
SUillllla:rized the resuHS! of thfse ;Lq.te:t:"views wel;'e: (i) · J3oth budnessmen 
,;1nd youn~ homemakers agreed that the maj qr ;1;:tna:qcial problem of yoµng 
peoJ?le was the.lack of moneyto·f:tnance the standard of living whic;:h 
they.desired, and,,, in many. cases, to which they, had pecome accv,stomed 
in the parental home •. · (2) :B1;1nkers and retail· bus;i,ness(!l,en do e:xtend 
credit to teenager:. using som~what di;Efe:i;'ent :r,egulati,ons. (3) .. The 
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faUu.re o:f people to think tbrough t.heir · financial c;lec:i,.~3ions •. (4) Both 
bu!ilineumen and young homemakers $uggested t;eaching financ;i..al manage-
ment in such a way. that students co'l,lld see the resu,lts of J?OO!;' ma.nag~-
ment of financial resources. 
·A.sinn.ilation ~ame to·teaqh consume~ credit ap.d money.management 
seemed to .afford severc;1l ·advantages·. over methods traditiollc;lUy µsed to 
teach c.on1:1ume:t;" and homemaking educat;i.on. r;L'he 4se o;f a dmulati1,m game 
was th.ought tQ ·be n<:> more costly. ~n time and money. tl.'lc;1n tl;'adi t;l.onc;1l 
.· ' 
methods·and th~ posdbil:i.ty of pre1:1ep,t:ip.i illfQrmat;i.on in an innovc;1tive 
and mean;i..ngft;il way was considerli\4 to·ou.tweigh.the fact that more:iri-
form~tion,might; be·presented'i'p, leo time by tracl,:i.tiopal m.ean1:1 of;i,n-
Specific objeciives bf the study were: 
. 1. To write a s;i.mµlat!;i.on game incqrporaUn$·$~1ected co1;1cepts and 
g<aneraliza.tions for 1Jse in· teachin~ money and credit map.agem~nt; at the 
eleventh apd/or twelfth grade level of voi::1;1tional homemaking in·the 
secondary schools. 
2. To determine the effect:i;veness.of the·simulc;lt;ion game as a 
method of teaching as compared with tea9hing method1:1 ttadition;illy 
/used in terms of stµdent ac;hiivement o;f the selec;ted cai'tcepta and 
3, To determine·stt1den~ att;i.tudes and opinioni;. of th~ simulation 
~ame as a lear:ri.ing e;x.peJ;"ience, 
4. Ta determine :t.eacher attitµdes and op:i,nions 0£ the s;i.mµlatio\'l 
game as a tea.<::hing tool. 
5, To 1;;ecomroend areas. for revis:i,on. .and ;i.II1p:i;-qyeII1ent of the simu ... 
lation game and recofllI!lend areai;. tot ·twrt;.h~r study, 
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The·FamUrlf!nance Game was developed for use•in Homemakin~·lll 
and J;V to teach con~n.uner credit and money management. Gene'I'alizations 
selected frQITI the consumer education curr!lcul1,JID guide of the OkUhoma 
State Pepartmen:t of Home·Econamics ~ducation serve<! as a framework for 
the s~bject matter tp be·taught, 
Silt teachers and their stµqents field tested the game •. Teachen 
evaluated J:;he game as· to ifai mqtivat~opal quf!U.Ues,. relevance to the 
needs of students,. 9perabHitf, l:lnd 4tUhy.as a t~a~hing metl\od, Stu~ 
dents r,ated the game irt·the areas of motivational quaUties, relevance, 
and operability, A comparison .of :the ef:,feptiveness of the 1,i'amUy , : . 
Finance Game as c1, teaching metl+od with teaching me.th,ods traditiondly 
~
used was :tested by compar:i,.ng the ~co;i;-es o:f two ~roups of students on 
an achievement test. 
. ConcXusions 
On the bash of the find;i.ngs of this· study, the following conclu.,. 
sions are drawn in relation to the sample of teachers and student1:1 
testing t;he simulat;;i.op. game deve!opf!d f<;>:r t;qis study; 
1. Teacl;lers held generally favorable opinions of the vaJue o;f; tll.e 
Family Ji'i11ance.Game for·teac;hing consumer cred:i,.t and money manag~eqt 
units. They were especidly apprec:Jative of the motivational qualities 
and relevance of the game materials. They felt that operability c;tnd 
utility of the game co~ld be improved by adding ins~ructiops ~ha~ were 
more clearly stated~ 
2. A Il\ajority, of ~he studenti; val1Jed the Fampx Finance Game as a 
way of learning about consU!llet c:,;ed:i;t and money management •. 'fhe·stu~ 
dents deemed the motivational quaUt:i,es and the relevance of the 
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materiah to be above average; however, th.ey recoml'l\ended a reduction in 
the amount o;E arithmetic p;rqcedtires and simplificat;i.on of the gijme 
forrµs to reducia the t~dioU.sness of the game, 
3, . ';t'he Fam;i.ly Finance Game is probably best usec;i with other 
methods o;f instructiQps. · J;f nothipg ehe, the ~ame ci:+n convey to_ the 
players a feeling ;for the comple~ity of consU.mer credit and moJ;1ey 
management :in.family-finance. 
4. Stati~t:i,cal analysis showed that tbe ~roup of students exper:1.~ 
ep.cipg the Family-· Finance .. Game • scored no · diff ereJ;ltly than those e~peri-
encing traditi,~mal methods of teaching, A qompadson of the learni.ng 
experiences; of students in, dassee ta.U.ght by methods traditi.onaU:y used 
with tl;\ose tay.!?;l;lt bylearn,ing.expe:t;'iences inCOl:'porated into the Family 
'j. 1 
Finance Game revealed many of th~ same ch,aracteri.stiC$ wh,ich might 
explain the similarity in ,;1.chievemen,t, -1:or instance, the control grot,1,p 
of studentf;l filled out crecl,it applications and contracts in class which 
may, be as etfective for-learning abqu,t these forms as when the activity 
is incorporated into a game•s:i,.tuation. 
Recommendat~ons 
'l'he results of this stt,1dy · sug,gest a need, for further invest,:;i.,gatio~ 
into the development and te1:1t:i.ng of simulation games • 
. The following recqmmenclations are offered by the wr;i.j:er for fur-
ther invest;i.gation of tp.e educatiopd value of simulati.on games and 
revis;i.on of tl;\e ~amily Finance Game: 
1; The testing 9:f; the value ot simulation games for :t;'e,;iching stu• 
dents Wlrth a variety of ability levels is recommended •. Results of the 
achievemep,t test showed less variation in the score$ of students 
uo 
experiencing the gaming technique .th.an in .. the scoves of students taught 
in the traditic;mal mannel'.'. 'l'he question arieies as to whet:her the gam-
ing techn:i,.que reaches a w:i,.der range of students than the traditiomll 
methods • 
. 2 .. l'he development and evaluation of simulation games for Other 
areas of horoema1dng educ:ation migJ;it be explored.· 
3, l'he develo)?ment of an.instrµmeat. tomea.sure whether or not 
play;i.ng t:he ;Fam:i,ly fiM,n~e _<;&me dpes devdop competencies for using 
credit ;i,s an area to be in.vest;i,.gated. 
are: 
4, Recqmmended changes and additions to the Familx. F:(.nance qame 
. A.. To color cocle the·. game :forms. 
B. To review the arithme~ic &nd game forms.fo-,:- identifica~ 
t;i..on of possible Wfl.;YS·to•sim]?U.fy:them. 
C. To change the format 9:f; the game so as to reduce the :in-
convenience o:.f shufflingthro'l,1.gh wapers, 
D. TQ rev;i.ew the·st1,1.dent instructions for purppses of c:la1;i .. 
£ication and possible additions. 
s. lt is ful;'t;:l:ler recol11Il\ended Pii=lt a teacher's many.al qe developed 
t<;> include an explanation of s:LmtJliat~op games, tbei:i: apyantages and 
dhadvantages·as a teaching method, several.ideas f?I:' incorporati,ng 
the simulation games in appropriate·un;i,t.s~ exa,mples·of the proc:edures. 
and arithmetic pl:'oplen'ls inc1'1ded in· the game, . apd addi t:i,.onal and more 
Glearly·stated directions for administration of the game. 
6, A final recoriUn~ndation~ in light of stµdent and teach evalva~ 
tion,. is thfl.t other a1;eas of faJ;llily fi11ance such as ban~;i.ng procedures 
n1~ght be added to the game. These areas would be added ;i.n such a way 
lU 
that the teacher couLd \,lse po7,;tions of the ~,:ime for a pa,:rt;!..cu.lar pur-
poee 'o;r µse the complete game for an e~panded u.nit; in family· f:j:nanc;e 
and consUliler education. 
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INTRODUCTION TO FAMILY FINANCE GAME 
FOR STUDENTS 
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Within the last few years consumer credit has become widely accept-
ed as a part of family financial planning. There was a time when credit 
was used only in the case of extreme emergency. Today the use of cre4it 
is so common that it is a rare family or individual that does not owe 
somebody something, even if it is no more than the price of last month's 
telephone bil1. 
Credit may be a blessing or a burden, depending on how it is used. 
When used wisely, credit allows families to meet financial emergencies, 
to take advantage of special prices by using cash credit, and to use a 
much needed article or service while paying for it. An important rea-
son for the use of consumer credit is that the needs of a family usual-
ly reach their peak while the income of the family is still reiatively 
low. 
Credit can be a burden when the family pays too much for credit 
because the cost of credit is not considered and/or when the family buys 
too much on credit, thus finding themselves in a tidal wave of bi1ls. 
The Family Finance Game is a simulation activity designed to give 
you realistic experience in the use of credit as a part of family 
financial management. Simulation is the reproduction or imitation of 
certain features of an object or a process. An example of a simulation 
experience is the training of astr6nauts for space flight in the imita-
tion model of the space craft. 
Because the management o~ m6ney and credit is presently important 
and will increase in importance to you, we are studying family financial 
management with particular emphasis on the use of credit, Playing the 
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Family Finance Game will be a part of the learning experiences. As a 
result of this unit, it is hoped that you will learn: 
A. The use of credit involves definite responsi~ilities and ob-
ligations. 
B. The use of credit increases the cost of the product. 
C. The ease of obtaining credit encourages spending which may not 
always be advisable. 
D. The acquisition of goods and services may be limited in the 
future (including emergencies) if credit is over-extended. 
E. Credit is a valuable tool for individuals who are able to con-
trol it and use it cautiously. 
F. A good credit rating is a valuable asset for the consumer. 
When you have completed this unit you should be able to: 
1. Compare costs of cash and credit buying by computing the total 
cost of goods bought on credit and comparing the total credit price 
with the cash price of the same goods. 
2. Compare interest costs by computing the dollar costs and the 
annual percentage rates of interest. 
3. Identify the terms and conditions of an installment contract 
in order to sign a contract with.terms ~nd conditions most beneficial 
to you. 
4. Specify your financial situation by referring to your records 
kept on the Cash Flow Statement. 
5. Figure your net worth at the end of each year. 
6. Demonstrate an understanding of terms used in money management 
by · scoring 80% on an achievem·en.t test. 
7. Determine your credit rating by using the form which is fur-
nished. 
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8, Demonstrate an understanding of the principles of money and 
credit management included in this unit by a minimum score of 70% on an 
achievement test. 
The Fal'\lilY Finance Game is a simulation.of financial dec;i.sions 
which might confront you as a young married couple. Before beginning 
play of the game, read the profile of Betty and Bob Jones and review 
their financial statement. Familiarize yobrs~lf with the directions 
for playing Family Finance. Acquaint yourself with the forms that are 
to be used and the goods that are available for purchase. 
Your goal for playing the game is to maximize your net worth and 
maintain a good credit rating. This will necessitate that you purchase 
goods, using your cash and credit with care. Money.saved on.finance 





DIRECTIONS FOR PIAYING 
1 •. Collect your cash from the teacher at the beginning of each month 
of play, Your discretionary income is $77.00 (the difference be-
tween Bob's take home pay and fixed living expenses). 
2. Use a minimum of two lending agencies (retail stores,.bank, finance 
company, etc.). 
3. An unexpected event card must be drawn at the beginning of the 
fourth month of play. Thereafter~ draw an unexpected event card 
each month. The unexpected event may be settled before or after 
purchases are made. 
4. Installment; contract terms are given on each merchandise card. Use 
these.terms for filling out the credit contract. 
S. Terms of the contract must be deciqed upon by both members of the 
team. 
6. The team must sign the contract for both Bob and Betty because both 
are responsible for the debt. 
7. You may play the game at your own speed. When purchases are made, 
ail forms completed, and the unexpected event settled, you are 
readyto proceed to the next month. Begin by collectingyou~ cash 
(discretionary income of $77.00) from the coordinator. 
8. Only one application for credit, one promissory note, and one in-
stallment contract wiil be filled out by each team. The assump-
tion is made that this has been done when additional purchases are 
made. You will have filled out one with the class as a group, 
also. 
9. If a team is found to have more money than is rightfully their~, 
the amount which is not their§,.will be subtracted from their net 
worth. 
10. Do not borrow money from other players. 
Specific Directions: 
A. To make a cash purchase after money has been collected at the begin-
ning of the month: 
1, Select merchandise. 
2~ Pay coordinator for met~handise. 
3. Enter product and cost on Form E, Column I. 
B. To make sales credit purchases after money has been collected at 
the beginning of the month: 
1. Select merchandise. 
2. Deciqe on credit terms, if there is a choice. 
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3. Fill out application for credit (this step is unnecessary if 
the team has filled out one already). 
4. Fill out the installment contract (this step is unnecessary 
if the~ has filled out one already). 
5. Make cash down payment, if any, to the coordinator. 
6. Enter your purchase on Form E; Record of :Purchases, in Column 
II. Fill in all information applicable to your purchase. 
Remember to include date of final payment. 
7. Open charge accounts will be entered as having~ monthly 
payment which is the total bill. 
8. A revolv.ing charge account will be entered as an open charge 
account until the buyer decides to use the revolying charge 
method for paying for the goods. At this time the number of 
payments and the amount of each payment should be entered in 
the appropriate spaces. 
9. Durable goods will be entered as assets on the Annual Net 
Worth Statement, Form G. Non-durable goods will not be list-
ed. The balance of payments due on both durable and non-
durable goods will be listed under liabilities 
10. Only the amount of cash spent for down payments and payments 
~n credit purchases is listed under ~xpenses on the Cash Flow 
Statement, Form F. 
11. Payments on credit purchases will be made each month by giv-
ing the cash to the coordinator. 
12. Credit card entries should be handled in the same manner as 
the open cha,rge accounts. If the option for monthly payments 
is used, -the entries should be handled in the same manner as 
the revolving charge accounts. 
C. To use cash credit after money has been collected at the beginning 
of the month: 
1. Decide on the amount of money needed for purchases. 
2. Check the "Regulations and Terms for ObtainingCredit,'' page 
10, to find the type of loan for which you will qualify. 
3. Decide on the institution from which to obtain the loan. 
4. Fill out the promissory note (this step unnecessary if the 
~ has filled out one already). 
5. Enter the amount of the loan and terms on Form E, Record of 
Purchases, Column III, Cash Credit. 
6, Enter the principal of the cash loan under Other Income on 
Form F, Cash Flow Statement. Enter product or products pur-
chased under Expenses on Form F, Cash Flow Statement. 
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7. If durable goods are purchased with cash credit, enter the 
cash price under assets on Form G', Annual Net Worth. The loan, 
principal plus interest, will be entered under Liabilities on 
Forin G 9 Annual Net Worth. 
Repossession: 
1. Goods will be repossessed if the buyer is delinquent with two month-
ly payments. 
2. Repossessed goods must be removed from the assets on Form G, Annual 
Net Worth. 
3. Money spent for payments on repossessed goods will remain as a part 
of the expenses. 
Depreciation: 
Depreciation on durable goods is set up on a five year, straight-
line basis. The salvage value of durable household goods is set at 
$2.5.00. 
I. Steps to determine the depreciation of durable purchases are: 
a. Subtract salvage value from original cash price of the goods. 
b. Divide your answer from step one by five years to obtain the 
amount of depreciation each year. 
II, The first four years of depreciation for the car have been sub-
tracted before the car was listed on the financial statement. The 
remaining year must be subtracted the first year of the game. Sal-
vage value of the car is $600.00. 
The television had one year depreciation subtracted before it was 
listed on the financial statement. There are four more years 
depreciation at $25,00 each. Salvage value of the television is 
$25.00. 
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Because the home furnishings listed on the Financial Statement are 
used, it is assumed that no more depreciation should be sub-
tracted from the $500.00 listed. Home Furnishings value will re-
main at $500.00 for use on the Net Worth Statement, Form G. 
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R~GUIAl'IONS ANP·TEID1S FOR·Ql3TAJ;NJ;:NGCR.EDJ;T 
No Credit application necessaty. 
User of ~bis credit qeeds ac~epttb~e credit rating. 
Util;i.ty biUs are due the tet?,fl;l of the month. , 
There are no·servi~e charges~ 
2 •. Sales Credit: 
~1.,1,1;1t fiU oµt appl;i.cati<;>n £or i:;repi,t; • 
. t1ust have an acceptable credtt ratiihg. 
a, Re~ular £I, 3~~Df1X Charlie _Account: 
No down payment reqµired: 
-No :finance or se:Pvioe cha:i;:ges, 
Entire bill due py the tenth of the month. 
Limit on ch,arge ac;cqµpt for, thi$ game h $25.00 or less each 
month. 
b. Oet;i.on ,e!. Revolv:Ln& Cha:t:i,&e Accol;lnt; 
No ·down, pa.yment required'~ .. 
* 
lf total bill paid by tenth o~ the m9ntb, there are no·ser .. 
vice charges. 
· If yoµ decide to mal.q~ monthly payments, . there is., a· fimmce 
charge of 1~% pE:!r mo-,:1t.h on t;):).e ~npaid. balance.*'' 
Yoi.i may pay·your entite balance i,n fuU at any t;:i..me without 
incutring subsequent fipapce cha:Pges, 
Limit on revolvip.g charge accoup.t for th;i,s game is $50.00. 
-::eenaJ,t:y .... at option. o:I; cred;i.tor .... full pa.lance will become due •. 
Jlfo down payment requirecr. 
Minim\llll purchase of $2Q.OO necessary.,to use easy_payi;nent plan, 
Service charge1;1 are i,% on c;redit sale~ of $300.00 or less. 
Service charges· are 20% on cr~di t sales· of.· $301. 00. or !llOre. · 
litle to goods purchased remains with the selLe~ until fi~al 
payment. is ma,de on the contract. 
Goods may_ not be used a~ collate~al tQ obtain a,lqan. 
· lf goods are damaged or destroyed, buyer must finish pa.yin$ 
the contraet. · 
fenalty~-$2.00 ~ate charge~~repossession ot goods. 
For pµrposes of this game, most revolviqg charge acoount~ have al~ 
rec;1py been figured on·t::he merchand:l.se oar~s. ;r.f.the option to·use re .. 
velvi.ng ch,al;'ge to pa:ycredi,t Cl:lrd purchaees is exe;rcised~ Unance 
charges will hiwe to be cala\1lated l;>y the team. 
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Credit Card: 
U$ed t~arge g~s, o:i,.l, battery, tires, mino~ repairs, and 
food and lodging when traveling. 
J:otal b:Lll due by the tenth of the month. 
• finance charge is ~ade only~if bill ia not paid on time. 
l'he c:red:i,.t card may be used for si,xt;y.days without incurring 
aj_fin,nQe charge. 
!nterest :i,.s charged at the rate of 1\% per month,on the un~ 
paid balance on overdµe'biHs. 
There is no limit to the amoun1;; t;.hat; may be cha:q~;ed on the 
c:re4it card, 
Eligibil:ity. fo:r & credi_t card includes a steady source of in .. 
come and a good credit tating. 
· l?enalty. for· late payqi~-q.t. (lat~ charge).,.·5% of J::he unr>aid 
balance, not to exceed $5,00 a~d/o:r loss of credit card, 
. 3. . 8!!h I,.oans; 
~l,lSt fill out cre<;iit application. 
~y have co .. signets to get credit or to·get more favoral:>le te'rm1;1, 
Collat~:ral (security) may be used to get more favorable ter~s, 
. Co:U,;i,teral IY\USt be s:peciHed,. if ;i.t i~ used. 
a. Banks; 
S;i.nf?ile payIPient loan at 8%. iptere~t eql;lal to the 1;1.mount.of 
money;i.n the bank. 
Single payment loan at IO% interest and principal $300.00 -J.f 
car used as collateral. 
-Add.,onloan at 10% interest to be paid back in twelve equal 
pay,;nents. · May $et one stx month extension. · 
Discount loan. at 10% interest to be pa;i.d back .. in t:welve equal 
payments. May get one six month extension. 
a late fee of 5% of the unpai<;i balance or;:. $5.00 · (whichev~:i: ;is 
less) is Gharged for delinquent paymen,t • 
. Any unpaid ba~ance may. be prepaid ;in ful! at; Bli\y t;ime, , ;1.n 
which event: :rebate will be m,.~de 1,1,pqp,the finan9e charge at 
the :rate of 75%. No rebat;e on prepayme~t in f4ll will be 
made whic;.h will reduce the earned fip.ance charge'below 
$5.00, 
b. Credit Uniop.; 
Must pay$5.00 t;o join credit µnion • 
. Interest charge on,loan ii;; 1%, per moµth on the unpaid palance. 
Loan·may be no more thari $100~00 at any dme • 
. UsuaUy no coll,;lteral needed, 
Will loan to high risk ap~l~cants, therefore rates are higher, 
Thirty percent ;l.nterest on foan~ p11.:ls $io.oo handling c;ha:rgel:l 
for procesf:ling the loan. 
Pei;i.alty. for late payment is 5% .of. the up.paid amo1,.mt o~ the 
installment, not to exceed $5.00. 
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PROFILE OF COUPLE 
Bob and Bet:ty Jones were married June 15, 1969, Bob :is twenty 
years qld and Bet:ty is 19. Both have finished high school. · Bob works 
a$ a J?Ostal \;!lerk for t;he Local pose office under the supervision of 
John J. White, po$.tmaster, tl;e ha$ been working there fop Hf teen 
mont;hs. }federal and stat:e income tax,. hospitalization insurance,.and 
retirement payments are withheld ~rom his gross in9ome. 
Betty worked :for one year as a i;;ecretaryfor the fidelity. Lite 
Insurance Qompany. She 11nd Boo have dedded againet ·· her working O\lt-
side the home, at least for the present. 
Bob and Betty. rent Fin apartf!lent at U14\ Ash Street, Anyt:o:wn, 
Oklahom&~.t';rom W. O. liouston, who Uves ne?('.t, door at 1112 Ash Street, 
' 
Bob, aq,d Betty have· $100. 00 · i.n •· their checking ac;count and $50, 00 · in 
their savings account; with the First National Bank:in.Anyt:own. 
Bob's parents,.Mr. and. Mre,. J.C. Jones,.J.i.ve at; 1021 Elm Street 
;in .. AnytoWTI,, Betty's parents live at 1314 North Street in Elmtown, 
l3ob' s $odal secµr:i,t:y number h 441 .. 20 .. 6810; Betty's socid secur-
ity number is 441-22-5160, 
Bob ,and Betty's home fJ.,11;-ni~hin,gs consist of used appUances and 
other furnishings given to them by their parents, relatives, and 
fl;'iends. ';C'hfiy have purchased a. few items at the local t;ised furniture 
aµction. +hey have spent:. considerable time refinishing some of th.e 
fuJ;'niture, Cooking utensils, linens, table wa;i;-e~ and almost all 
essential !3ma,11 equipment were received at weddin~ showers. Bob own1;1d 
a portal;>le teiLevidon, black a.nd white, with a L9~in~h screen. 'l'he 
television gives good serv:i.ce;.however, they do need a new ;i;-efrigerator. 
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Both Bob c1.nd Bett;y,have an adequate supply of Gioth:i.ng for this 
year, therefore, the clothing a,llowi:!,p.ce, is prin,::ipaUy for upkeep. The 
clothing allowance may have to be increased ~or the second year, e~-
pecially for Bob. Jf Betty does not wp~k outside the homel,her cl0t4~ 
ing supply will pe adequate. 
Store~ with whom Bob artd Bet;t;ytr~de are: 
St;ephens·Department Store (for clothing, etc.) 
.·· Moore Marine and Sport.;i.ng Good~ Company 
Norman's Appli•nce Store 
Anderson Motor Company 
Smith Furniture Company 
Jones Camera Shop 
Bole!:) Pet; Shop 
RogersSewing.Machine Company 
Ga~s Service Station 
·PersonalHy Beauty Salo1;1. 
Sawyer Cra:f;ts 
Rorne's Shoe Store 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
GROSS ~COME (yearly) 




Hospitalization ($25 deduct,) 
Retirement. 
Total Deductions 
TAKE HOME PAY (monthly) 
~onthly income.minus monthly deductio11s 
EXPENSES: (monthly) 
Rent-Apartment 











Special Interests (llobbies, Recreat:lon, etc,) 
TOTAL MONTHLY FIXED EXPENSES 
PERIODIC EXPENSES: (fixed) 












Car insurance--$39,00 Payable May 30 and November 30 (125 deduct,) 
Life i11surance--$21,00 Payable Jan. 15, April 15, July 15, 




U,S, Savings Bond5 
Life Insux-ance (011dinax-y life, 2 years paid)· 
Automobile (1966 medi1,1111-priced, 2-door hardtop, vinyl upholstery, 
high perfox-mance engine, 75,000 miles) 
Home furnishings (estimated value) 





ijlSCRETIONARY INCOM!s·(lncome not COIJIIUitted to fixed expenses 1118Y be used for 
cash purchases or placed, ~n the bank chec~ing account,) 
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APPLICATION FOR C~ED1T 
Name of St;ore 
Mrs. 
Nf\ME Miss......,..._.....,......,......,......,...,...........,......,......,......,.,.,.........,......,......,......,......,...,........,......,......,......,......,.....,~......,--.......... ..,... ..... -,-......,......,..,........,......,_ 
(Pleas1;1 Print) (Fii:st Name) (Middle Initial) (Last Name)!, 
City ----------,--------·State --------·Zip Gode .-------
Married Widowed Wife's · 
Phone No. -----------Age ...... ......,......,......,....,.-Single "Divorced First Name ----
Number of How Long at 
Depe,:idents_,._,..,..._......,.....,.,......Present Address _____ O.wn ......,_..,...._Rent ___ Unfurn1shed---:Bo11td_ 
Monthly Rent or Mortgage Payments......,......,......,......,......,......,..,... 
Name of City and 
Landlord._......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,~Street Address......, .... ......,......, ..... ......,......,......,......,._..State . ......,......,......,......, .......... ......,......,......,_ 
Former Address if Less Than How 
2 Years at Present Address)......,......,.._......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......, ..... ......,_.Lon.._,......,......,......,......,......,......,._.......,--,~ 
Str1;1et Ctty and 
EJ:nployer_......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,.....,......,......, ... Address_......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,,,_......,....,...state __ ....,..,.._......,......,......,......,......,~ 
Social 'Ume Card or 
How Lon.._......,......, ..... ......,......,......,6ccupation ____ ----S1;1curity No • ......,......,,__......,......,......,_Badge No • .....,.....,.....,.....,.....,_ 
· Earnings 3 Monthly I _______ _ Weekly$--,-----
Name of Addres, of Wife's 
Wife's Employer......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......, __ w.ife's Employer ____ ......,......,......,....,........,.....,......,......,_.,,.Weekly Income __ 
· Savings_· ___ ....,._ 
Name of -Your Bank Checking, ______ _ 
·---------.....----------------------------~.,oan Acc 1 t No. ____  
Nam11 Stre11t City · - State 
Explain othei: income, if any......,......,......,......,.....,......,......,......,.....,......,......,......,......,......,.,._......,......,......,......,......,......, ...... ,.,.........,......,......,......,......,......,......,_ 
Previous Account 
With this St;ore 
Account at 





ls Account Yes__. Date Final 
Paid in Full No Payment Made ___ _ 
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, or (Name of Finn) (Street Address) (City and State) Acc't No! 
Bank l,oans, 
Finance, Etc. 2, 
Relative or 
(Name of Fl.rm) (Street Address) (City and State) Acc 1 t No .• ! 
Personal Reference__,......,......,,.._......,......,,............,......,......,......,......,......,.....,......,......,......,......,......,......,...,.......,......,......,......,,_..,..,.......,......,......,......,__,.......,......, __ 
(Name) (Street. Add rcss) · (C f.ty 1111d State) 
lo FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
ANYTOWN , OKLAHmlA 
FORM B. 
for tho purpose pf.securing credit from you, we hereby represent that the lollowing'information is true ar>d corrcict. 
NET AMOUNT . NUMBER . . 
CREDIT REQUIRED $ MONTHS_.___, __ ,--__ _ 
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Name of applicant_· ------------------------ How long at pres.ent address 7 _____ yQars, 
Previlius Address-------------------,.--,...c...,....,....,....,....,....,....,.,_...,...,,_...,. ___ .;.. ______ _ 
.. Number of 
Ag;, ____ Single ___ Marri.eil~ ~all]O of wife (or h11sl1andl ------------O)her !lependents ------
\Name and address of ne~reiit 
'relative not living with VOU-----------------------------------------
.~ife's or Husband's Parents. ____ ..,.. _____________ ...., ................ ...,....,. ..... ...,..,...... ..... ..,... ....... ...,. .......... _,,_ ____ _ 
·Emptaved by O or businpss ·u self-employed O ---------------~ for past 
t- t,ind of Your 
Z Address -----------"'"·~Phone------ ~sinQSS-. -------- position _________ _ I Present salary or net t ,. lncomo from business, $-.--.-,Pet month -,-,--.,-..,per year ____ Oate recei,ved ..,..,...._...,...,.._,. ____ -'....-----
.J ' ' 
IL Wife'i; Salary e_permonth 
.ij Other fnc0"1" (net), 
Employed By ..... ...,..,.,. ..... ...,....,..,... .......... - .......... ----How lone------













Pr~lo11s employer ---------------------------~For ...,....,....,....,....,....,....,....,.,--years. 
· Giw name and address of banks. finance .companies and i;tores which ·have Qxtel1dl!ll credit to you and furni~ -information on 
piQsent indebtedness. 
DESCRIBE DE8T TO WHOM OWED OA1£ PR£SCNT MONfHC,.Y REMARKS 
INC:\l~RED · BALANC~ PAYMENTS 
Home Mortgage 






D Where do yo1,1 b;lnk ? ___________________ .,...,,... ..... .....,....,. _________________ _ 
M11k11 all(I Model of car owned ----------------A!nount of Life lnsurani:e ------------
H11ve yoi.! ever bl;,en bankrupt. sued for debt. or garnisheed?--------------------'-------
IF CAR LOAN - Will vehicle be used 50% ,;,r more in business? 

























nee of Cash Price(7) 
need ori this Purchase(7) 
rge on this Purch~se(8). 
nts on this Purchase(9)' 
ance on Existing Account(lO) 
ymeµts(11) 
FORM C 
Price Each Ainount 
~}(.If,. 
1xiJ( 
Total of Payments payable in monthly installments of$~--------- beginning·~-------------
Deferred Payment Price of thi's°'Purchase (3 + 8) 
Annual Percentage Rate ------------------------------------------~------------
Jhis agreement provides for a series of credit sales by Seller of merchandise 
and services for my personal, family or household use, In accordance with · 
Seller's established terms, finance charge will be computed only on each new 
purchase and the amount financed plus the finance charge of each new purchase 
will be added to my existing outstanding balance, Ownership of the merchandise. 
'remains in Seller until paid for in full, My installment payments shall be 
·applied as follows: in the case of items purchased on different dates, the first 
'purchased shall be deemed first paid for, Until each item is fully paid for, 
I agree that; I have risk of loss or damage; I will not sell, transfer pas-
. session of, remove or encumber. the property without your written consent; upon 
default of the terms of this agreement, you may declare my existing outstanding 
ba~ance due and payable and you may repossess the property. · 
NOTICE TO BUYER: DO NOT SIGN THlS CONTRACT BEFORE YOU READ IT OR IF IT CONTAINS 
BLANKS, YOU ARE ENTITLED TO A COPY OF Tt{IS CONTRACT, IF YOU PAY IN FULL IN 
ADVANCE, ANY UNEARNED FINANCE CHARGE WILL BE REBATED BASED ON ''THE RULE OF 78," 
RECEIPT OF A COPY OF THIS SECURITY AGREEMENT IS ACKNOWLEDGED: 
Customers Signature x __________________ ...,.. ____________________________________________________________ ~ 
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DIRECTIONS FOR·· THE USE OF THE INSTALLMENT 
SALES CONTRACT, FORM C 
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To reduce the number of forms required for playing the Family Fi-
nance Game, only two Installment Sales Contract forms are included. A 
Space is provided in the heading to fill in the name of the store from 
which the purchase is made. 
To complete the Installment Contract: 
Line 1 • Enter the price of the meirchandise. 
Line 2 - Sales Tax differs with the locality. To·simplify the 
arithmetic of the game, Sales Tax has been included in 
the· 11 cash Price" as ·shown on·the merchandise cards. 
Line 3 - Total Cash Price is Line 1 plus Line 2. (Not necessary--
See Line 2.) 
Line 4 - Enter the Cash Down Payment, if any was made. 
Line 5 - Enter the Trade·In Allowance. In some instances, the 
Trade-In Allowance will be the down payment. 
Line 6 - Total Lines 4 and 5 and subtract from Line 3. Enter on 
Line 6 and on both Lines numbered 7. 
Line 8 - Enter Finance Charges. This will include interest, ser-
vice charges~ and/or any other charges which may be made. 
Line 9 - _Add Lines 7 and 8 ·· to obtain Total Payments on this pur-
chase. 
Line 10 ~ If you have other credit purchases at this store that 
are not fully paid for, enter balance on this line. 
Line 11 - Line 9 plus Line 10. 
The next step is to fill in the number of monthly payments, the 
amount in dollars of each payment, and date first payment is to be made. 
Enter deferred payment price which is obtained by adding Line 3 
and Line 8. Find the annual percentage tate of interest by using the 






--------------------- after date, the undersigned 
(jointly and severally if more than one) promise to pay to the order of 
SECURITY NATIONAL BANK 
at its office in Anytown, Oklahoma, the sum of 
If. this note be not paid in full within ten ~10) days after the 
maturity date, the holder shall be entitled to receive a delinquency 
charge in an amount not exceeding $5.00 or 5% of the balance (whichever 
is lesser) or a deferral charge upon the amount of the balance for the 
period of delinquency computed at the rate of loan FINANCE CHARGE for 
the indebtedness evidenced hereby as shown herein. This provision is 
not an automatic grace period and shall not preclude the holder hereof 
from declaring the note to be in default or from exercising any other 






Amount Financed •••• , • 
FINANCE CHARGE •••••• 
. . 
Less: Prepaid Finance Charge ••• 
to be paid in monthly payments of. 
or 
Amount :Financed . . . . . 
Plus FINANCE CHARGES . . . . 
Total to be repaid in monthly payments 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE . . . . . . . . 
• $ -------• $ _____ _ 
• $ _____ _ 
• $ -------
. . $ 
. $ 
of $ each -------
. . $ 
Any unpaid balance may be prepaid in full at any time, in which 
event rebate will be made upon the FINANCE CHARGE based upon the "Rt,tle 
of 78" (but no rebate on prepayment in fl.ill will be made which will re-
duce the earned FINANCE CHARGE below $5.00 if the amount financed is 
$75.00 or less or below $7.50 if the amount financed exceeds $75.00). 
This note is secured by a security interest in the following col-
lateral, and the security agreement will secure future and other in-
debtedness and will cover after-acquired property: 
Motor Vehicle(s): Make Serial No. -----Household Goods and appliances of the following description: 
Other: ------------------------------------
The undersigned hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of this pro-
missory note~ the disclosures contained herein and in the security 
agreement and separate statement if any, referred to herein. 
Addresses: Signatures: 
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FIGURING THE COST OF CREDIT 
Since Bob,and Betty are paying money for credit just as they are 
paying for the merchandise that they purchases they need to shop for --· 
for c2edit just as they shop for merchandise. Below is a form for Bob 
and ;Betty.to use for figuring the dollar cost of credit: 
1. . t1onthly. Payments tii;nes $ ea.ch.· = $ -------(Nt.imber) (Dollars) 
2. Al;id down payinent, if any (Cash and/or Trade .. In). = $ __ ....,.. ___ _ 
3. Total installment price (''on time," rpasy payment) = $ 
(Add 1'ine.s · l and 2). 
4. Subtract cash price. = $ 
5. How mµch it costs in c1.ollars to·use credit. = $ 
FIGURING PERC~NTAGE AATES'OF CREDIT 
Another aid that Bob and B~tty may µse for comparing the costs of 
credit is the Annual Percentage Rate of Credit. Since the number of 
monthly payments differ,.the Annual Percentage Rate provides a more 
precise way of comparing credit costs. 
The steps for figuring the Annual Percentage Rate of Credit are: 
.Step l. Figure the dollar cost of credit as shown above. 
Step 2. . Mui ti ply two times the dollar cost of credit. 
Step 3. Multi.ply the res1,1lts of Step 2 by the number of monthly 
. payments in one year (12). 
Step 4. Multiply the amount of credit needed by the total number 
of payments plus one. 
Step 5. Divide ·the results in Step 3 by the results in Step 4. 
The answer is your true annual percentage credit rate. 
(Don't forget to move your decimal point two places to 
the right to·state your answer as percentage~) 
/ 
DlREGTIONS FQR·USING FORl1 F, CASH 
FLOW S TATEaEN'l' 
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The Cash Flow Statement ;is deaigned to help Bob.and Betty·keep 
track of their ;i.ncorne and expenses. ·At the end of each month Bob;and 
Betty should be able to·f:lnd the amount of cash on hand by.looking at 
the ;final en.try in Column 3.,. .. Balance. This·form·wiU also·show them 
where their income·. has been spent. l'he steps• lhted below will help 
you to use this form. 
1. ·Enter·the p,ame of the month .rn·the·space provided • 
. 2. The entry, for Line· 1-a, -"Balance· Brouj?;ht Forward," has been 
made for you. Bob and Betty have·$100.0Q.in their checking account and 1 
I 
$50.00 in their savin~s account. This $150.00 is the amount of cash 
which they 1 have availabl.e or the "Balance Bro\l.ght Forward.'' For the 
remain,ipg month1;1, the "Balance Brought Forward" will be the final entry 
of the preceding .month in· Column·. 3"" .. Balance • 
. 3. Income is primarily.Bob's salary from h.isjob as postal clerk • 
.. or income·from other ·sources. ·This income will be listed in the··space 
prov;i.ded under Line c,. Column ,1. 
. 4. . :Oeductions of Federal and state tax, retirement, and hof pital-
i:/lat:i,op from,Bob's salary are enterec;l on Une b, Column 2- ... Expeni;es. 
5. Deduction1;1 from "Other Income/' L;i.ne c;, Cohimn. 1, are listed 
onl.iine c,. Column,2••Expenses. 
6 •. fixed living expenses are listed on Line d,. Column 2. Addi-
ti.and lines are provided for listing o~l;ler expenses. Other expenses 
include cash paid for merchand:tse or bills and cash spent for down pay-
ments·and monthly payments on cre<;lit purchase1;1. 
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( 
'7. Entries in Column 3 .... Balance, are figured by: 
a. Adding each eri.try,.of-income,. Cc,lu,mn 1, to the last entry 
,in Column.3 .. .,Balance, 
b. Subtracting each entry o:I; expen,se, Column 2, fr,om the 
last entry, in Column :.h .. Balance. 
FORM G 
NET WORTH STATEMENT 
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 
I, ASSE'J;S 








A, TOTAL • • 
II, LIABILITIES 




B, TOTAL • • $ • $ 
III. NEW WO!l,TH • • $ $ $ (Line I-A• 
J,.ine ll•B) 
I f <;(f~:· •,:: 
,::/. f ;~. 
ft·.' ~ ".,;., 1, 
:''•.;· '-. .. · .. -~.'~. 
DIREC'J;'IO~S FOR'CO:M:J;>Le!lNG NEl'-'WOR'l:'H 
W:L'A'.!;EM:~1'1'!1. "' FORM G 
:C,.iµeI"'a"' Enter cash on hand. Fin,d, this ai;noupt on Form F, tq.e 
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· L:l,ne· ;i: .. 1;>) ... Enter ~aturity value ·of government bonds. 
has 1:?een ,subt:racted! See "Pireotions fo-r: flaying" to 
d~te:i;minE! amount; of depl;'e,c;:i,;;ition to subtraqt, 
Lin~ l~A ~ Total all assets. 
n. Enter baic:i-1:1ce of all loans. List; -loans on.lines provide<i (a, b, 
mo+1tqly paymel:'!t;s pa;l,d f:t;'om • the. original. loc;J.n, 
Line Il .. B ... 'l;'otal aH, liabili.ties, 
HI. -E;nteJ:' Net Worth. -Determine Net WQrthby-s1.1btraqt;ing·total of 
L:1,m~ :n-.:a from total of L;i.ne r ... A. 
·· APl'F,;N:OIX )3 
Tll;A.Glfl',:R MATJUU.A,;r.,s FOR FM:J:;r..Y F;[NANCE GAME . 
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?-fANUA;r,. J:'OR. · 'l'E;A.Cl'J.ER.S 
::U1I'.PB.OPUC'J;'lON 
The Family, Jrit1,ance GaII\e • has been develop~d for use by, H;omemaking 
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··• ~I;J: and IV qlasses. · ;rt affords· simvlc11ted opportuni t;.;i.es for students · to 
make some of the financial dedsion$ faced by a roung couple with many 
, unsat;i.sfied neec;i1;1 and want.a anc;l a limited amount of re~ources for sat~ 
iefy;i.pg the;;e need1;1 and wants. l'he p~rposes of the ga!lu~ are to give 
. stu,4ents some understanding of the :i:esponsil>iU.ties and qbU,gaUons of 
using c;:onsumer sredit; a11-d a feeling of efficacy when borrowing mone;y. 
-'l'he Fai:niiy Fin,ance Game h designed to emphasize e~pex-iE:!nce.:Ln 
us;i.i;ig consuwer credit and the effects on the famU;y financial sit1,.1at;;i.on 
when one obUgate.s fut1Jre earning;s to pay for goods purchased now; The 
profUe of Bob ap.d Betty ,Jones, their financhl statement 1 and the rules 
· for playin~ the ~ame define the· s:i,m'!,1,la.ted eqvb:ronrnent iiq. which ~he 
st1,1dents make their dechiori.s •. The merchandise carcls and the forms for 
use in the game have been simplified for the game. ~s an e~ai:nple 1 all 
prices of mercl).and~liie are•st~tecl in dollan o-,;,.ly to·siropUf:y,the ma.the ... 
mat:i.cal c;alelJlat:i.ons ;i,nyolved •. 1'he credit applicat:i.on,. the c:redit con,. 
t;i:oact, and tlle prom;i.1u1ory, note have· bee~ ~implifi.ed tp reduc~ ro1,1tine 
and allow mol'e t;Lme .for other· learning activities • 
. l'he w:i.pner(!ii) o:1; the Fa!'llil;Y Finance Game is (a-re)• the tea~(s). with 
the highest net worth and the best credit ri;tting. 
' • < '• ' •• ~·" ,, 4- . 
INSTRl,1C'l'ION$ 
The teacher will act as coordinator. She will: 
. 1. Distrib1.1te the~dhc;ret,:i,ona.ry. income ($77.00)·to each team,1:he 
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first of each month~ 
2. Receive payments :!:or c;.a~h p41;cq.ase1:1 and dawn·payments and 
monthly pay1I1ent~ on credit purchases. 
3 •. Supervise drawing of the unexpeqted events. 
Preparatior:i fqr playing the game wiU include; 
l. Review ''Introduction, tq Fa.m:iJy/Finar:ice Game for St;udents 11 and 
"Direct;i.ons for· 1na.ying. the Game" (for· s1;1,1,d~nts). 
2. J.:1;1trod1..1,ce the game to the·1;1tudents. 
3. Hand the game tq·the students ft;>i;- their stu,dy. 
4. Ta].{e the clilss as a !fl:'OUJ? ·through the procedure for oµe q:i:edit 
purchase atid one 'l,i,ne:itpeated event, F:i,q out all o:f; the forms. Some 
pre ... calculat;i.op may be dqne if' a thorough e~planatitm ;i,s g:/.ven so that 
st;1,1,dents undeutand where the figures come from. 
5 •. f!ay each team·.$77.00 at the·Ur~t of each·month, '!'earns wiU 
play at .different speeds 1 hence ''pay -9,ay" wUl COI\le at di:Efe:rent times. 
Tqe speed with which, the team mak.es.dec:isions.and complete1:1 the c\l~1Jla .. 
t;i,Qns wUl determ;iqe tp.e speed of pl~y. ~ach teaw ,should biFdlowed to 
proceed at its own speed,. 
· 6. • S1,1,perv:j.se the drawin& for unexpected events. :Beginning with 
t;.he fourth month draw. an u,ne2epected evefl,t ca.rd and; draw ori.e, some time 
d1Jring the month each month thereafter. 
7. J;'romote a discussion of t;he financi~l situations qf the teams 
after e.ach play 0£ the gaII\e. Encoui:iage st;;ud~rits to analyze the situa~ 
tions. Why ~s one team in good r:t.nclnc~al c;ondition · wh:i..h anoth~;r did 
not do· so weU? i What alternative dechfons Il!ight have 'brought about 
difforent; financial cond;i,b;i.oµs? What was the e;f~ect 0£ the unexpected 
events1 ·Haw does one·p1;epare £or the unexp¢cted? What determines Jhe 
cost of; credit? 
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. CQNT:6,:NT FOR CONSUMER CREDIT UN;[T 
· INTJlODUCT;!:ON 
' , , 
A. Definition of cre4it~~to·trust the truth of; 1;,eli,eve; Credit 
is deriva.tion of ''Credo" which means "I believe." 
B, Determine defi11.ition of consume:i;- credit • 
. G. Three C's of credit. 
!~. Who uses Comiµmer Credit? 
·A. U!:ie of Coneumer Credit 1;,y,Glges••:why?. 
B,. lJ~e of Cons\lf!l.er Credit 1,y ·income· levels.,.Mwhy7 
·· UJ:, Kinds of Credit: 
A. · Service areditMMform of credit used wh.en we use utUities aI).d 
pay fqr·them a,u the el').d of the month. 
B. ~a.Jes creditM~offered by department sto:i;-es, appliance dealers, 
etc, 
1. Forms·of sales credit: 
a, •.. R¢,e;µlar, o~en, ... ~ 3Q~day charge .. acco1,n1.t. Goods 
chargeq. for du,ril.'lg the month are pa.id Jor when tJ;,.e 
buyer is· billec;r, 'Bi{ling date depen<;ls · on th.e seUer; 
a'>ci4stomary, due date for 'bills is the tenth of the · 
mqnth. :No fina,nce or service charge is made if bi+ls 
are paid with:Ln · the aJlott:ed time. 
b. Ni.nety,;oday a,ccc:nint. . Th~s is a variation of the 
thirty .. d,;1y charge accouqt. ·Th:i.s ki.fl.cl of account may 
. be divided into· three equal payµients. Usually. tli.ere 
h no·service charge. Dictiqnaries iand slacks which 
are sold through·the mails are vad.atione of this 
type of credit. Th~ difference in singl~ pay~ent ot 
the bi.11 and paying in three instaUments may, :be 
only ten or fifteen cents; however, the goods may be 
·shipped prepa:i,d U payment accompanies the order. 
l'his may amount to as much as $:L.00 on a $15.00 
otder. 
c. Option £!. __ revolving account •. The bu.ye~ has the op-
t1.on of pa,ying the entire balance wi,t;h no fip.anc;e 
charge when billed or conve:i;-ting the acc;ount to,an 
inf:itaUment plan with t;he u,sua.l Hnarice charge of 
1\% on the unpaid bafance. l'he entire balance of 
the account may,,bemade at any,time. 
d, Credit cards or retail bank cards. ,These opera.ti;! 
simila,rly to the revoiving charM account. 
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e. . Installment. plan .,(e:asy~ payment plan,. budget plan, 
"on t.;i.me/' ci:ln yc;:,u ·think of ~ther names?). This is· 
used for-large pu;rchasessuch a~ ho1,,1sehold appUances 
.and cars~ 
f. Lawawa:x;,elan. This i$ !!,Ot really credit 1;,ecause the 
merchandise remains ;i.n the·store µ,p.t;;i..1 paid for • 
. C, Cash loans or credit. 
1 •. Term . .2!, .. sin~;le Pfi:yment loans •. 'l'he interest and principal 
a'l:'e paid i11, one· lui;np sum .at ·the end of th~ · per;iod for 
which the money/is borrowed. 
2. · Installment loans. There a;re two types: 
. a. 
b. 
A,dd ... on,loan~ .. interest added to·the principal and re .. 
pa;id lq. 'a'specified m1mber o:f; payments• 
Discount loans .... ip.te'.ll'est. is sul:>tracted from princi.., 
pal of the loan~ The principal is paid back ;in a 
specified nµ,mber of eq14al payments. For instance, 
the loan, :i,s for $100.00 at 9% interest. · Nj.ne dollars 
interest is suptractec:;l :fl;'om,$100.00. The borrower 
receives $91.00, but pays back $1QO.OO-in a speci-
f;ied number of eq1,1,a.l paymenti;;. . 
. IV. Where to get credit: 
. A •. Stores 
B. Banks 
C. CreditUnions 
D. J,='ersonal OJ; Consumer r;i.nance. 
E. Compan.;i.es 
F. Sma,11 Loan Companies 
G. Pawnshops 
H. Illegal L,endets 
l, Friends or Relatives 
v. I<:i.nds of cred~t which may be-obtained frolll·~he above:·1:1ources of 
credit. 
VI. The advantages and disadvantages of the various sour!',!es of credit, 
CREDIT'CONTRACTS 
I. Contracts are legal documents. 
· A~ . Responsibilities of borrower. 
a. Sales credit co-ri.tracts takedifferent forme, but should al-
ways include the following·tnfot"ma,tion: 
:1. Pr;i.ce of what you a'l;'e·l;,uying. 
2. l'rade .. i,n allpwance,. i;f; any. 
3, Interest or carrying c4arg~$ in doUa~s,~ 
4. Insurance costs. 
5. Any other cost,· su.ch as service c;ha,rges o:i; installment 
charges. 
6. Total you must pay. 
7. Down payment. 
8. Total money you owe after down payment and trade-in 
aUowance. 
9. Amount of each paymemt: (is th!;! last payment d:i.fferent 
from the other payments? why?', balloon payments) e 
10. ·Number of payments. 
U. When each payment is due. 
12. What happens if you pa;y- late or mhs a payment. 
O. Be··sure you understand, everyth:i,ng,in·a contract a,nd that there 
are no blanks before you s:i.g;n the contracL 
II. When you borrow money, be sure that your contract includes these 
things: 
A. Total amount of money you will get. 
B. Amount of each payment. 
C. Nµrnber of payrp.ents. 
P. Insurance costs. 
E. Anyotl:\er oost such as·iservice charges. 
F •. Interest in dollars. 
G. Annual percentag~ rate. 
H. When payment is due. 
I. What \l~ppens if you pay late o-r rp.iss a paym~nt, 
J. What happens if you can't pay. 
K •. Descript:i.on of any seq1rity Uken. 
L. . i,1et;hod foi;- computing refund tor. prepa.ymeqt. 
· III. Assignment pf. credit contracts. 
· SHOPPING fOR CR~DlT 
I. Costs ot credit depend on: 
.A. Le1;1der, 
B. A.mount boi;-rowed. 
C. ~ength of time-yoµ borrow it. 
D. Your ability to repay. 
E. Risk creditor takes. 
F. Collateral of security. 
G. Your credit rating. 
·U'. Charges are stated as: 
A, Dollars and cents. 
B. Annual percentage rate. 
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III, How to figure credit costs: 
A. Doll~~• and cents, 
B, Annual percentage a::-ate. 
IV. Shop for credit a1;1 you shop for merchandise, 
V. Row to cut costs of credit: 
A, Make a large doW1;1. payment, 
B. :Sol;'.'row for·shortest 1engtli. of time possible. 
G. Shop for best credit deal, 
. D. :P1;1y promptly. 
E;. 'l'ak~ advantage of r~bate privUegea. 
· SHOULP. YOP l,JSE ·· CREDIT? 
I. Reasons for using credit: 
A,. Buy tilings when you neeq them~ but do not h1;1ye enougli. cash to 
pay, for them • 
. B, You c;:an use things while,,you pay, fo:r them. 
c •. If you stiU owe money o:n · somethi'l'\g that p.eeds repa;i.rs~, yo\,l 
may, get bet;.ter service. · · 
. D. You establi,sh a creqit rati,ng. 
E •. Conveniei;,.t to pay. biJh· once e~<:h m,onth. 
· U. Reasons for not using credit: 
A, Credit costs more than paying caeh. 
B. You may buy things you do not need. 
C, You may over,..extend your abilit:y to pay. 
D. lf you cannot pay for goods,·yol,1.lo~e them and the money you 
have paid on t;.hem. 
III. Can you afford to use credit? 
\, 
A. Ask yourself these questions before yo1,1 decide to bqyon 










Do'! need the merchandise? 
Do l need it now? 
.rs having.;Lt nc;,w worth the extra money.I must pay for 
C:r;'edit? 
Can I make the payments? 
Will I pay:too much interest? 
What good will it c;l,o me? 
Wqat will I go witli.,out to pay for' it? 
· Is . it worth the risk of losing· the money I haver p\,11; int<;> 
,it if l can't finish paying for it? 
Ani•lbuying (or bor;t"owing) from a fair and hop.est person? 
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10, Sho1Jld I risk owin~ so µiuch mon~y th.at l won't be able 
to get more if I get sick or have an accident? 
·CREDIT.MTI:NG 
· l:. . Value of good credit rating. 
;u. ijow to est:aplish a good er.edit rating. 
RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR CONSUMER EDUCATION UNIT 
Resource Materials for Teacherst 
National Consumer Finance Association "Family Money Management 
Counseling Kit~" prepared by Carl F. Hawver. 
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National Consumer Finance Association Teacher 1 s Kit, "A One-Week 
Teaching Unit on Consumer Finance," prepared by Carl F. Hawver. 
Fenstermaker,.J. Van and Keith K •. Cox, "The Impact of Consumer 
Knowledge on Installment Credit," reprinted from Business Per-
spectives, Vol. 2, No. 4, 1966, 
Kerr~ John R., "The Expanding Market for Installment Credit--A 
Look Toward the Future," Washington 9 reprinted from the Consumer 
Finance News from the following issues: December •. 1966; February, 
May• July• August, and September• 1967. 
Resource Materials for Students: 
Better Business Bureau, "Facts )'.'ou Should Know About Borrowing," 
1957. 
Better Business Bureau, "Facts You Should Know About Your Credit," 
1968. 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, "The Two Faces ;of:, D,ebt;.11, · Febr"u13-ry • 
1968. 
Cooley, John L. "How Banks Help," New York, The American Bankers 
Association, 1962. 
Savings Division of The American Bankers Association, "Personal 
Money Management," 1967. 
Institute of Life Insurance, "Making the Most of Your Money·," New 
, York, 1969. 
Student Handouts: 
National Consumer Finance Association,. "Consumer Credit and You," 
1960. 
National Consumer Finance Association, "Family Budget Planj" 1969. 
National Consumer Finance Association, "Slide Guide," 1968. 
National Consumer Finance Association, "Basic Principles in Family 
Money and Credit Management," 1968. 
National Consumer Finance Association, "It's Your Money," 1967. 
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C<:>ni;;ept: Bor1:owi,~g. (<:;o:n$umer Credi.t) 
.Generalizations: 
.A •. The use of credit involves definite responsibilities and obli-
gat;i.ons. 
B. The use o;f; credit inc:reasea the cost ot the :produc:t, 
. C. . The ease of obtaining qedit encourages spending which m!:ly not 
always be advisable. 
D. The a9quis:i,t:i,on of goods an,d Sfrvice.1:1 may l;>e lim;ited in, the 
future (iµc:luding emergencies). H cred:i,tJs over-extended, 
· E. Credit is a valuable toot for indi,viduals who ar1;1 able to con-
trol i,t and u~e it cautious~y. 
f. A good c;:redit rating is a v~l1,1able a~s~t fol;' the consumer. 
,· GENERALIZATION 
The use of credit involves definite 
r~sponsibilities and obligations. 
The 'llSe of credit increase.s the cost 
of the product• 
RECORD OF TEACHING METHODS, LEARNING EXPERIENCES, 
AND MATE.RIALS AND RESOURCES USED 










The ease of obtaining credit encour-
ages spending which may not always 
t>e advisable. 
The acquisition of goods and ser-. 
vices may be limited in the future 
(including emergencies) if eredit 
is over extended. 
· RECORD OF TEACHING METHODS, LEARNING EXPERIENCES, 
AND MATERIALS AND RESOURCES USED 
TEACHING METHODS LEARNING EXPERIENCES MATERIALS AND RESOURCES USED 
Credi.t. is .a v,duable too for 
inllividllllls,·who are .-able to c.on·-
.. -.trol·.H and'µ-.e ttdu~illµsly •. 
·. A good c.redi~ rating is a '.'lial-uable 
-· AlSSlft -for 'the ·CohSU!ller.., · 
. JIECOlUVOFC.TEACHING METJI.Ol>S, i.EARNING EXPERIENCES, 
. 'ANI>cMATERIALS -ANn RESOURCES US.ED 
··_TEACHlNG METHODS · LEARNlNG EXPERl'ENCES . MATERIALS AND USOURCES USED 
AJ?PENDJ;:}{ D 
SUMMARY OF THE; l'EACHER EVALUATION OF T:tlE 
FAJ{ILY FINANCE GAME 
154 
Name 




Years Teaching Experience: 
Vocational Homemaking Other (Please List) 
~~~~~~~~-
DIRECTIONS: Below are some statements related to the Family Finance 
Game and its use in the classroom. Indicate how you feel 
about the game and its value as a teaching method by cir-
cling the appropriate symbols. 
SA AND SP 1. 
SA AND SD 2. 
SA AND SD 3. 
SA A N.D SD 4. 
SA AND SD 5. 
SA A '.N D SD 6. 
SA AN D SD 7. 
SA AN D SD 8. 
SA - Strongly Agree 
A = Agree 
N "" Nelllltral 
D = Dis<8lgree 
SD = Strongly Disagree 
The use of the Family Finance Game·adds relevance and 
meaning to the teaching of money and credit management. 
!he Family Finance Game is too complicated for elev-
1:e!~lth and/or twelfth grade Vocational Homemaking stu-
dents" 
The Family Finance Game provides realistic situations 
for students to apply the principles of money and 
Cl(~d;i\ t · .J:\1~1\ll@jg(c)~\ill@Ot o 
The Family Financ.e Game allows the student to experi-
ence over extension of credit without having to suffer 
the consequences that he would experience in real:}ife. 
The Family Finance Game is an effective method for 
teaching facts. 
The Family Finance Game motivates students to learn 
about money and credit management. 
The simulation game technique would be one means of 
adding relevance to other areas of Vocational Home-
making in the secondary schools. 
Students of differing socio~e~onomic and cultural 
backgrounds and differing levels of ability found the 
Family Finance Game an interesting way to study money 
and credit management. 
SA AND SD 9. The forms included in the game are too complicated for 
SA AN D SD 10, 
SA AN D SD 11. 
SA AND SD 12 • 
SA A N D SD 13. 
student useo 
The game forms add a sense of realism to the game" 
Sufficient directions for playing the game are in-
cluded. 
The m11expected events create interest in the Family 
. Finance Game o 
Played periodically~ the Family Finance Game can be 
tised to emphasize principles of money and credit man-
agemento 
.SA AN p SD 14 •. The major value of the Family Finance Game is motiva-
tiond. 
sa AND SD 1.5. Pu;rchases provided for, in the Family Finance Game are 
unrealistic for high school students. 
sa a ND SD·l6. l'he unexpected events add reali~m to the Family Fina,nce 
Game. 
SAA ND SD 17. Stt1dents were able to·see the cause and effect rela-. 
tionship between their purchasing decisions and their 
financial situation i~ the game. 
SAA NP SD 18. The Fam;ily Finance Game used time that I co\,lld have 
spent using teaching methods which I have found to be 
more effective. 
SA AND SD 19 •. 1 feel at ease using the Family Finance Game to·teach 
management of money. and cred:i,.t. 
SA AND SD.20. I would use the Fa~ily Financ~ Game again to teach 
moneyand credit rnanagement • 
. SA, A N D SD 21. I wouid prefer to· i.l$e the Family Finance Game as tne 
culminating e~perience for the unit on money and cre• 
dit m.anageme!).t. 
SA AND SD 22. I found it hard to keep·track of each team's ,;tctivi-
ties • 
. If I were to use the Family Finance Game again, I wo\lld add:_,__,..~--....... -
If I were to use·the FaJ:1lilY Finance Game again,. I would leave out: 
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The unexpec;:ted events created in,terest tn·the Family 
Finance Game. 
I would u~e the Family Finance Game again to teach money 
and credit management. 
Thf;l Family Fi0rance Game motivates students to.· learn about 
money and credit management • 
. The use of the family Fin~n1ce Game adds relevance and mean-
ing to·the tea<::hing o;E mone:y 1;1.nd, credit rnanageI11ent. 
The Family Finance Game used time that I could have spent 
. using teaching methods which I have found to be more effec-
tive, 
The Family. Finance Game is too compli,cated for eleventh 
and/ or twdfth grade vocat:ic.;ma1 qomemaking students. 
The Family Finance Game provides :t;'eaUstic situatidns for 







. The·simu1ation game technique would be one means of adding 4.5 
relevance to other areas of vocationa+ homf,'lmaking in secon-
dary schools. 
The unexpected events add realism to the Family Finance 4.5 
Game, 
Purchases provided for·in the Family Finance Game ,;1re un.. 4,3 
realistic for high school students. 
I feel at ease using the Family Finance Game to·teach 4.3 
management of money and credit. 
Played periodically, the F,;tmily Firiance Game ca.n be used to 4.2 
ej:nphasize principles of money and credit management, 
The Family Finance Game allows the student: to experience 4.2 
oveJ;" extension of credit without hav;i,ri.g to·sl.lffer tqe con-. 
sequences that he would experience in real life. 
St4dents were able to·see the causf,'l and effect relationship 4.2 
between their purchasing deci~ions and their ;financial sit• 
uation in the garne. 
Sti;itements 
Studei;1ts o;E difhr:i.ng socio,.economic and i;:ultura,1 back .. 
grounds .and differing leveh of abHi ty found the Fam;i..ly 
Finance Gal'!le an.interesting way to study money an(:l. qedit 
management. 
The game fol;'!IIS add a sense of realiam to the Game. 
The Family :Finance Game :i.s an effective method fol:' ·teacJ:i .. 
ing facts. 
The forms included in the Game are too complicated, :for 
student use. 
I would prefer to use t1;i.e FamUy Finance Gam~ as the cid-
minating experience for the unit on mqne:y and credit manage-
ment, 
The major value of the Family finance Game h motivational. 
. I found it hard to keep track of eaGq team's activities. 
Sufficient directions for playing the Game are included. 
Mean Response to·All Statements 
Perfect Response was 















Sl'UPENT Ml'ING SCA.LE FQ~ FA.M;i:LY FINANCE GAf'IE, 
· A,CHI~VEMENT TES'l',. AN:P SUM:t1ARY QF RESULTS 
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STUDEWJ: :RATING ~CALE 
fa:i; 
FAM!LY ?INANCE GAME 
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Name G;ad~ Level, Date ---------------- ---- ............ _.. ..... 
Number of years of Homemaking you have ta~en ..... __ _ 
Ar:e you matried ? ___ _ 
Thh is~ a t;ei;t, b1,1t a !lleans of !i1iatb,erins.inf.ormation 111boµt the 
Famity. Fi.nan.ce Game which yo1J ha.ve l:>een \l.aing. 'l;'he · at1,swe:i;1;1 yoµ ~ive 
will.have no effect on your gr1:1-de. 
The purpo$e 0£ the raUng ·· scah h tQ help· the developer of the FamUy 
Jinance Game to: 
. l.. . Find ,!,\reas of the game which need clarification. 
2. Determ:i.ne whethe:i:' or not .t\le J:'ami~y. Fin~n,ce Game ac;l.ds II1eaning 
to the atu,dy of rponey.and orec;i;l,t managel}lent. 
3. Decide .if the Family Finance Game is a practicable way. to 
s tuc;ly money &nd creM t mana.gerp.ent, 
' 
· U it h decided that the Faillqy Fini:lnce Game h a fea1:r!.ble metb,od for 
studying money and credit management 1 your an$wers will be used as a 
g\l.ide for revis;i.n~ and. rewriti.ng tb,e game. 
DJ;REG'.C;I:ON.$1 Read e1;1.cl;l question carefi,111.y and then pia9e an•,e. in the 
space he fore the · statement that ?est desc;dbes t1.1e way you 
feel about the Family Financ~ Game. 
1, Was the family f;i.nance Game easy to play? 
"(es, the game was easy,to play. -.....--Somet:i,mes, but :i,t was sometimes tedious. __ ... 
No,, the game was hard to play. _...,..._ 
;2. Did yol!, enjoy playing the famUy,Finance GaII1e? 
_ ___,, ... Ye1;1, t;he game was an interesting way t9,learn,about money 
, and credit. 
_,........,_Sometimf;ls, there were times wh,en.itwas 1:>orin~. 
No, it was too mµch trQl!,ble to play. --,..; 
3. Were thel;"e · sufficiept directions fo1: ph1yi'(l,i;; the eiame? 
____ Yes, the amo\,lnt:; o:f; d:i,re~tio:,;i.s was ;;i.bow~ r:i.ght • 
.,_......,_Somet;i.mes a few more directions wo1,1.ld have helped me, 
No, I was often confused about what I.was supposed to'be ---do:i,ng. 
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4. Sipc;e completing the un:i,t on money and cred;i.t management~ ,wo1,1.ld yo1r1, 
feel more capable if you needec;i to l.1$e conaumer C'):'edit? 
___ Yes 1 , l, learned 1;1µ;Ef;i.cient · pr:i.nciples tp , feel capabl fi! wq.en 
using consurqer credit • 
................ somet;:lmes, but J: wo\,lld ~till ;feel unsure of IIIY. ability to use 
consumer credH. 
No, l st;i.ll don't un,d,erstand apoµt using con1,n.uner credit, ----
5, Did the drawings of the merchandise make the game more interest;i.~g? 
Yes, the pictures made me wan:t;: to buy the Il\erchandise. ---...,,...,.....,.._· Som,etimes,, the pictures helpec;i me decide what to i;nJrcl\ase. 
__ __,_No, the dr~win~s of the merchandise were of little use to me, 
6. Pid the J;amUy FinanG.e Game give y9u an appreciat:i,op. fo:r the know.-
ledge and sk:i,Us n~eded t;q manage'family,µion.ey ap,d credit;:? 
~es, the game helped me to,see that you need to Know what you 
---, are doing when you spend your money and use c:redi t. 
So~e,, I know a 1:i,ttle more about ~sing money and credit. __ ..,.. 
.,.....,... ........ ..,.~o,, i still don't think that; one can learn how to \lse money 
and credit. 
7. Uow much help did you need from others to play the Family Finance 
Game? 
----~lt was easy to understand what to do without help from others. 
Somet;l.mes l needed heip ;f;rom others. ___ .,.. 
· I needed much help from,o~hers. __ ..,. 
8, Do you believe that you wiU have oi::casion to use the, :i.nfor,mat:;i.on 
.learned while playing ,the Family:Finance Game? 
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Yes,. I think it will he1p me to use my money and credit more ---wisely. 
Some of it may be helpful. ---No, I pon't think that I will need to know how to borrow ......., __ 
money and I know how to manage my money. 
9. Did the unexpected events add interest to the game? 
Yes, not knowing what to expect added interest to the game. ---Part of the time; part of the time they were discouraging. ------,.__,,._No, the unexpected events added nothing to the game. 
10. If given the chance to choose the teaching methods for a money and 
credit man~gement µnit, would you choose the Family Finance Game 
over other teaching methods that you have experienced? 
Yes, I think the game helped me learn more about management ---of money and credit than other methods would have, 
I am not sure as there were some parts of the game that I did .,.,.... __ 
not understand • 
........ --~No, the game used too much time. I think that I could have 
learned more if other teaching methods had been used. 
11. Do you feel that the Cash Flow Statement is a practical way for 
the ingividual or the family to keep trac~ of income and expendi-
tures? 
Yes,. I think that a method similar to this would pe helpful -----for keeping track of income and expenditures. 
Maybe, but it really seems too complicated. ---___ No, it would be too much trouble. 
12. Do you think that the 11 \,lnexpected events" are :i,nc;i,dents that Jllight 
occur in real life? 
Yes, the ''unexpected events" y,7ere "real life'' incidents. __ .,.,. 
Some of tii:e "unexpected events" might really happen. ----______ No, incidents like that don't really happen, 
13. The part that I liked best about the Family Finance Game was: 
14. The part that I liked least about the Family Finance Game was: 
15. '.!,'he last thiri.g that I would like to,say c:j.bou,t tb,e Family Firi.ance 
Gc1-me is: 
PIRECTIQNS:. Read each statement caref1,1Uy, Decid.e whether or not the 
statement ;i.s ''true" or· 11fa1se." If the· statement: ;is 
''tru,e," circle the rtT"; if the· statement is "falsEi!, 11 cir., 

















1. OnE\ of the advantages of using creµit is that you can use 
th;i.ngs while paying :for them. 
2. Buying on the installment plc;tn is more expen~d.ve tha11.pay• 
in.g cash. 
3. Interest rates are qften quoted by·the month instead of 
the year. 
4. The longer that you take to pay for an item the cheaper it 
wiU be. 
5. Ban.ks 1 lpan companies, and credit unions ch.arge the same 
interest rate ;i.n Oklahoma. 
6. Gredit is beat used tor everyday expenses such as food and 
clothing. 
7. Only a few people use credit. 
8. Most inst;allment contracts inc;Ucate that the l;:n,iyer "owns" 
the item as soon as he makes a down payment. 
9. On a revolving charge account you are usually charged 1~% 
interest per month on the unpaid balance. 
10. The use of credit;: may. be an aid in budgeting. 
11, It is wise to. borrow the most money that yo1,1 can get. 
12. -The size of the down payment on goods purchased reduced 
the amount of dollars of interest which an individual pays. 
13. Paying bills promptly will safl;!guard your credit rating. 
14. Retail businesses do not usually make any service.charge 
on 30~day open accounts. 
15. Shopping for the best credit deal may save more money than 
shopping for the best bargain.in merchandise. 
16, Credit card accounts are similar to revolving charge 
accounts. 
17. Credit is an accepta~le way, to buy~large durable goods. 
1· 
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T F 18. If you bu;f a car on tilile and yot,1 have a wreck you are not 
respon~dble for the remaining payments dt,1e on the c&r. 
'l' F 19. Some people find that the best way for them to increase 
f~mily assets is thrqugh the discipline of reg~lar monthly 
. p&yments. 
'l' F 20. A revolving pharge account aUows the ind:i.vidua,l the cho;i.ce 
of paying a bill· in full with no :i,nterest or paying a part 
of the bill c;1.nd paying a specified amount of intere$t on 
the unpaid balance. 
T f · 21. The co~t: of credit h sometimes caUed ;interest and some,. 
times callee! "carrying charges." 
l" F 22. J;fi you are not able to make a payment on a televj,.~ion set. 
you have bought on the installment plan, the seller will 
pick up the set and 1:1eturn to you.the payments yo't,l·have 
made. ' · · 
DlRECTlONS; Read each qtJestion carefully and place an"~" in the blank 
before the best answer. --
23. ''Defer;ed ];>ayment Price" ;i,s: 
A, the dollar cost of credit. __ .,. 
___ ._B. cash price plus finance charges. 
C, total amount of interest paid. ---D. another name for Annual fercentage Rate. -,-..,-
24 •. J:n·which of the following·types of credit il:!·the credit cost re .. 
fleeted in the cost of the merchandise: 
____ A~ revolving charge account. 
B. credit cards, ---___ c. . 30-day charge account. 
P. Bankamericard. ---
. 2~. ''OWJJ.ership of the merchandhe rem,ains in the Seller until paid for 
in full~" in a contr&ct mean.s: 
,,_....,... ... 4. t'he lender has legal title to the goods purchased. 
__ ._B. the borrower has legal title to the goods purchased 1 _...,..._·c. goods purcha$ec;i are left in, the store until final payment 
is made. 
_____ Dr seller may demand ~ull payment at any time. 
26. The money remaining frqm income aft~r essential living costs qav~ 
been met is 
A. disc~etionary income. ___ .,,. 
_...,.....,._B. grosi; ;i,ncome. 
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____ c. take-home pay. 
D. income after taxes. ---
27. A person has over~extended his credit if 
......,.,....._A. he fails to pay his bills. 
B. his expenses are more than his income. ---c. his payments are delinquent. ---___ D. he ha,sto pay late charges. 
28. The teLephone bill is a form.of 
~. cash credit. __,..,..,.,... ... 
B, . sales credit • ................... c. service credit. _ ___,._ 
D. revolving credit. ---
29. An add-on cash loan 
______ A. has the interest added to the principal and is repaid in 
monthly.installments. 
---~B. has the interest subtracted from the principal and rep~id 
in monthly installments. 
C. has th~ interest added to the principal and ts repaid in 
__ .,...._ a single payment. · 
_,__...__D. has the interest subtracted from the principal and the 
remaindel;' is repaid in .a single payment • 
. 30, If the buyer hils to make his payments, the s~ller may 
_.,......_A. assign the loan to another company. 
;B. declare the buyer bankrupt. ---· C. raise the finance charge. -----D, repossess the merchandise. ---
.3~ •. The age group who makes the most extensive use of credit is 
1a .. i4 years. 
.3~-44 years, 
over SO·years. 
_____ D. /25-34 years. 
A. --""' B. ---. c. 
3Z. 'l'he lowest co13t interest rate on $200.00 for one year is 
- ...... ~A· .l\%.per montq on the unpaid Qalance. 
_____ B. 8% single pay loan. 
C. 8% add-on,loan. ----D. 8% discounted loan. ---
33. Which of the following usually charges the lowest rate for credit? 
.,...,. __ A. -Dealers.or stores offering installment plans. 
B. Banks. ---_____ c. Loan companies, 
~66 
D, Pawnshops. __,.,,,__ 
34. U yoµ bor;row $400.00 at a bank and at the end of one year pa.y t!he 
bank $424.00, you qave i:,dd interest at: the arm-ud rater of 
A.. 6%. --B. . 12%. --. c, 4%. --D, 24%, --
35. Suppose you buy a televhion for: $100.00 "On Time" with no down 
payment. You pay a"Ca.rtying Charge" of $9,00~ ma.king a tota.+ of 
$109.00 wh:i.cb. you pa;ir in twelve equal mop.thly pa.)'m!=}nt;s. WlJ.at 
annual interest rate are·you payins? 
A.. 6%. __ .,,. 
~- . 9%. --c. 12%. --·n •. 18'7o. --
. 36. The· 1;1ta.tement~. ''My instaUment payments shall be appli,ed, as foi-
lows: ;i.-p. tli,e case of Hems purchased on c;J,ifferent dates; the first ·. 
p'\.1:rchased shall be deemed t;he first pa.tel for," in tq.e credit c:on.-
tract means 
__ A.. aU goods n;iust be paid; for before the buyer receives 
title·to a11y of the goods. 
__,,_,..B. payments will be·applied to cqst of purchas~s in the 
orchrr purchased. 
__ c. the buyer may choose· t;he $oods he wants to fi1;1hh Pci'lying 
for first. 
_....,....D. the· seller nw.y dete:rmine tb,e order in which goods a:re 
paid for • 
. 37. When th\:! buyer of ijoods · sigµs · the ,;·credit contract he gives the 
· seller 
A,. the right to repo!:lsess goods ;i.f he faih to pay for ·them 
a.s stated in the contra(;;t:. 
:s. the right to check on·the conditiop of the goods at; any 
i . 
. "time. 
c. the r;i.ght to dern.a.nd full payrn.ent: at any,time, 
:0. the rigb,t to revi1;1e the terms·of the contract: at any time. 
gVESTIONS 38~45 are concerned,with 1;:he in;formation given below about 
· Ann and Joe, ?igure the Dollar Coat of Credit and the Annual Per~ 
centage'Rate o;f Credit for eacl.,. set of te:t:"ms (Plan I and Plan II.) 
,A.nn and Joe S~ith found that they aoµld not get a picture on their 
television. ·The repai:rman·told thero. that the picture tul;>e would have 
to be replaced at a cost of $45.00. Since ther had been wanting a 
col9red television set, they.decided to shop for a ~et. 'l'hey are con,. 
Gerned about terll!s si,;,.ce the pµrcJ;tase wo1,,1ld have to'be ma.de on credit. 
follow~ng ar~ tµe t:erma for two sets of equal val~e: 
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.Plan·l ~ Colored Television Set 
Pomi·:Payment 
Amount to be Financed 
Gash Price $400.00 
25.00 
375.00 
Terms.,. l'ayments of $13.00 fol;' 36 months. 
Plan II~ Colored Television Set 
Down'J?ayment 
Amount to be finan,ced 
Cash Price $4QQ.OO 
so.oo 
;3SQ.OO 
Terms· Payments of $18.00 :per month i;or 24 months. 
Plan l 38. Dollar cost c:>f credit __ _ 39. Annu,;1.l % Rate_-__ 
Plan ll 40. Dollar cost af credit . .....,.._._ 41. Annuai % Rate 
42. Using .the Annual Percentage Rate as a gµi(,ie, which o;E the t,wo 
plans is most advantageous? 
A. J?lan · l --..-B. Plan n: ----c. Neither ---
---
43. If a fir1:1 de~troys the television along with other pooessions of 
Ann and Joe before the tetevision is paid for 
_......,_A.. th.e seUer lI\USt GaJ;1cel theil' ins~allment payments. 
:8. Ann-and J"oe are responsible tor the remainder of the inl" --- staUment payments, 
c. .f\.nn and Joe will rece:Lve a rebate based on the ''Rule of 
__ ...,...,_ 7a" for paymenu made aft~r the teLevision set was burned. 
D. the seUer must :fur1;dsh Aq;n and Joe1 another set. ---
.44, To determine whether or not they are financially able to buy the 
television on credit,,Ann and Joe need to 
___ A.. compaJ;"e their debt load with that of a family af two wHh 
simUar · incoll}e. 
__ ..,.B, look at aU 1;>ossible·source$ of income when deterf!lining 
_their ability to pay. 
C. look at the difference between present income and e~"' --- penses to deterf!!ine their abiiity to pay. 
n, l,uy,t\le televidon set and let toinorrowtake care o:f it .. ...--- self • 
. 45. · Ann and Joe received $100.00 as an anniversary gift from their 





receive a rebate of financ;e charges ba!,led on•the "Rule of 
78". 
receive no rebate of f~nance char&e~, 
receive a rebate of finance charges as. provided for in 
their· instaUment contract. , 
receive a rebate of ~inance cb,ar&es if the seller decides 
to give th~m one, 
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DIR~CTlONS: From the answers in Colymn II choose the word or phrase 
which is best defined by trhe·stateI\lenJ;s in Column I. Phce 
the letter which identifies your answer in the space pro-
vic,led to the Left of the definition,• ColUII1n. +• All wo:t;"d$ 
or phrai;es in Cplµ!11J:l U will not be use~; none of the words 






l. . What a family or an indiyidual 
owes i;ubtracted from wh<1,t.' is 
owned. 
z. The durable goods and cash on 
hand which a family owns. 
3 •. The interest is added to the 
principal and the total is paid 





Character,. Capacity, and Col• 
lateral (Capital). 
Cash, goods, or services pro• 
vided on a promii;e to pay·ac a 
later date. 
Commodities· which are usefu.1 to 
the consumer over an e~tended 
period of t;ime. 
7. -Single payment credit used to 






Credit through which an item of 
durable·goods is bought and paid 
for through periodic payments 
over q. specified length of time. 
A cash sum of money . or a tr.'rade-
in reqµirec,l at the outset o~ an 
installment credit transaction. 
. To reclaim durable goods whlch 
have been purchased through in• 
liltaUment sales credit and for-
which payments are overdue. 
A sumo:( money earned before 
any deductions are made. 
Oblig;ations which an individual 
i,s committed to pay. 
COLW1N ll 
A. Net Worth 
B. Credit Contract 
. C. Delin.quent Payment 
~-




.. ·J. Mo:rtgage 
I(. 
L. Tal<e ijo):lle·Pay 
M. "Ru~e of 78" 
N • Credit Applia~tion 
o. Gross Income 
P •. Recession. 
Q. Balloon· Pa:yment, 
R. . Repossess 
13. An evaluation of a person's 
qualifications to receive credit. S. Down·Paymept 
14. 
15. 
A form the consumer must; fill 
out when he wants to use con• 
sumer cred;i.t. 
'l'he right of a consumer to 
change his mind about a credit 
purchase within 3 days. 










La't'ge :{!layment, usuaUy the last;i.n a sedes· w. Credit Rating 
of instaUment payments, 
. A. method for f;i.guring the r~bate on prepay~ 
ment of an .installment cont:ract 
lnstallment p~yment that ia overdue. 
Income after Federal and state income tax, 
soci,al security, and other items have been 
dedl,l.cted.. 
Legal owne:rship. 
RESULTS OF TH~ STUDENT RATt~G SCALE FOR Tij~ 
FAMILY FINANCE GAME 
Evaluation Item 
Po yo'l,l feel that the "Cash Flow Statement" is a pract:i.cal 
way for the individµal or the family to keep track of 
income and expenditures? 
Do you thi.nk that the "Unexpected !):vents" are incideI'lts 
that might occµr in "real life?" 
Did the Family Finance Game give yoµ an appreciati.on for 
the knowledge and skills needed to manag~ family money 
and c:redi t? · 
Do you believe that you will have occasion to 'l,lse the 
information leprned while playing th~ Family Finance Game? 
If given the chance to choose the teaching methods for a 
money and credit management unit, would you choose the 
)!'ami'iy Fina.nee Game over other tea.ching methods that yo\.\ 
have experienced? 
Did you enjoy playing the Family Finance Game? 
I;)id the "Unexpected Events" add interest to the game? 
Since completing the unit on money and credit: management, 
would you feel more capable if you needed to use consumer 
credit? 
Was the l!'amily Finance Game easy to pla,y? 
Did the drawings of the merchandise make the game more 
interesting? 
Were there sufficient directions for playing the game? 
How much help did you need from others to pla.y the rq.lllily 
Fina.nee Game? 
Mea.n , Response to All Items 



























































SUMMARY OF STUPENT ACHlEVeMENT ~COR~$ AND 






i\chieve- Years of 
:finance Game 
ment Grade Hom~,. Q) 
Test:: Level makiqg i;.-, ,-t Q) ...I Q) ,l!!J 
Scon;~s r-1 
Q) r-1 <lS 
,.c ,1,1 ,.c 1-1 
<lS e e 0 . 1-1 > 
0 Q) 0 <lS 
> "Cl > 4-1 
<lS :S : 8 r... 
· 47 12 4 7.:r~ 
57 12 4 2.33 
53 12 4 2.58 
49 12 4 2.00 
54 12 4 2.42 
';,7 12 4 2.42 
62 11 2 2.,58 
52 12 4 2.SQ 
45 12 4 21 33 
52 12 4 2.33 
49 iz 3 2.50 
45 12 4 2.58 
57 ii 5 2.25 
45 12 4 2.58 
51 12 4 .2.42 
52 12 3 2.58 
59 12 6 ,2.83 
55 12 4 2.4i 
57 12 4 2.00 
47 l2 4 2,08 
53 12 4 l.83 
59 12 3 1.58 
52 12 4 2~66 
55 12 4 2.66 
59 12 4 2.6E, 
52 12 4 2.66 
4.5 11 4 2,50 
53 u 4 2.66 
48 11 3 2.50 
53 11 3 2.3;3 
52 12 5 .2.83 
,51 11 3 .2.(>6 
48 11 4 .2.83 
59 12 4 Z.75 
47 12 3 2.83 
52 11 3 · 2. 58 




Opin:i,ons qf Students 
Regarding famitf 
ll'i,qance Giime 
Student /\,chieve .. Years ot 
I.D. 111ent Grt:l-de Home~ QJ >, ...-1 
~\1!'1'ber Test Level mak;i..ng 
QJ ...-1 QJ ,g ...-1 QJ ...-1 
,ll ,u ,ll 1,-j St::o:t:'es ell ell Cl! 0 
~ 1,-j 1,-j > 
0 QJ Q Cl! 
:> "Cl > 1,1.,1 
' ell :S : s:: ~ p 
043 52 n 3 2.75 
044 52 11 3 2.17 
. 045 53 11 3 2.83 
046 55 12 3 2.83 
047 57 12 5 .~.50 
048 60 11 3 2.83 
049 57 11 3 3.00 
0410 ,56 11 3 2,,50 
0411 54 11 3 3.00 
. 0412 53 12 3 2,83 
0413 54 11 3 2.58 
051 45 11 3 2.66 
052 46 11 3 . 2.so 
053 58 . 11 3 2.{>{> 
054 54 n 3 2.83 
055 5,5 '11 3 .2.92 
056 50 u 3 . 2. 66 
057 54 11 3 2.08 
.058 so u 3 2.66 
059 56 u 3 2~~3 
. 0,510 48 '11 3 2 •. 25 
osu 58 '11 3 .2.83 
0512 53 11 3 2.42 
0513 46 11 3 2.so 
0514 55 u 3 2.s~ 
051,5 55 1l 3 .2.n 
0516 53 11 3 .2.75 
0517 49 11 3 2.58 
.0518 49 11 3 2,58 
. 0519 64 11 3 2.58 
0520 56 11 4 .2.s8 
061 SE'! '11 3 2,66 
. 062 57 12 5 .2.66 
063 44 · 12 4 2,75 
064 ~8 11 3 2,08 
065 48 12 3 2.66 
.066 62 12 4 2.{>6 
. 067 . 54 11 3 2.58 
.068 48 u 3 2.83 
069 52 11 4 2.66 
0610 38 p 4 2.83 
0611 49 '11 3 2.42 
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Oklahoma Stat~ University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Classroom Bqi/ding 402 
AC 405, 372,6211 
Extension 6204 
Office r;,f the .Director 
Thank you ~or agreeing to coqperl;ltew;i.th me in.my research in Consumer 
Education. I hqpe that the experience w:l.ll·ben!;lfit both of us, the 
students, and J;lome Econqmics Education in general. l amin the process ot 
pilot testing the unit in the Stillwater Schools. Mrs. Alberta ~G:rand h 
also \!Sing the unit. 
Revbions will be made after the pilot t;est and the unit will be ready for 
yo1,1r use and evaluation. 
Our conference for orientatic;:m to the use of simulation g8.Jlles has been set 
for March 7, 1970, in the offices of the State Department of J;lome Economics 
Education, located in the Will Rogers OfficeB1,1ilding at the State Cap:Ltol. 
Dr. Charles Hopkins will be helping conduct the conference. 
Both travel and noon meal expenses wi,U be reimbursed. You will need the 





Speedometer reading when yo1,1 leave home~ 
:>peedoi;neter reading when you arrive in Oklahoma City (at the 
offices of the State Department of Home Economics). 
Dinner expense (please keep t:i,cket). 
Social Security Numbe:i:-. 
I am looking fo:rward to working with you and believe that the conference 
will be an interesting experieqce. A schedule of activities is enclosed. 
17~ 
:Please check the inforIQation on the enclosed postal card and return as soon 
as possible, 
Thank you very much. 
Sincerely, 
Ji('.-"J-t.i_ (!,e~ -'>--.-~e-~-~ 
(Mq;.) Irene Clements 
Research Assistant 
IC:cb 
cc: .Mr. l{e~l).eth Cronkhite 
Enclosui-es 
Enclosure: 
There are girls and boys in the class in 
which the ~er credit ~will be taught. 
I will need_ (Number) of evaluation forms for the 
consumer credit unit on last of April , 1970. 
It is understood that thi.s is an approxiinate date. 
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Office of the Director 
February 12, 1970 
VOCATIONAi,. RESEARCH 
COORDINATING UNIT 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Classroom Building 402 
AC 405, 372-6211 
Extension 6204 
My research is concerned with methods of teaching Consumer Education in the 
eleventh and/or twelfth grade classes of Vocational Homemaking in the 
secondary schools. In a recent tdephone conversation Mrs •. Selmat agreed 
to cooperate :i,n this research. 
Teachers are asked to teach a two weeks' unit on Consumer Credit using 
generaUzations selected from the Consumer Education Curriculum~ pub-
lished by the State Department of Home Economics Education. A part of the 
teaching methods for this unit is a simulation game which creates realhtic 
situations in which teauis of students make decisions about the use of 
credit. 
It is hoped that the simulation game will prove to be a motivating factor 
and that students will learn to use credit in a realhtic setting. 
I would appreciate it if you would_ indicate your willingness for Mrs. 
Selmat to participate in this project by.signing and returning the enclosed 
postal card. 
Thank you very much. 
(Mrs.) Irene Clements 
Research Assistant 
IC:cb 




TO WHOM IT MA¥ CO~CERN: 
Mrs. has my permission 
to participate in the research on Cons1,UDer Educa-
t;l.on for secondary school students being conducted 




I have · girls and · .. · ·boys in the class in 
which the Consumer Credit"'u'iiit will be taught. 
I will need . (number) of evaluation forms for 
the Consumer~it Unit on , 1970. 




Office of the Director 
April 20, 1970 
VOCATIONAL RESEARC .. 
COORDINATING UNIT 
Oklafwma Seate University 
•;u//water, 0/dalwma 74074 
Classroom Building 402 
/\( 405, )72-6211 
Enclosed'are the'forms far teacher and student evaluation of the Family 
Finance Gapie as a classroom experience for learning about the management of 
money an~edit. 
You will find: 
14 instruments for student evaluation of the Family Finance~ as a 
learning experience, 
14 achievement tests for the evaluation of student attainment of ob-
jectives for the unit, and 
1 instrument for teacher evaluation of the Family Finance Game. as a 
method of teaching. 
Upon completion of the unit, please fill out the evaluation forms and return 
to me using the enclosed mailing label. You will note that I have also 
enclosed postage stamps for your convenience. 
Sincerely, 
J.~ z l..(,.. e u-,,-;;,-..£'-e :L 




Office of the Director 
February 11, 1970 
VOCATIONAL RESEARCH 
COORDINATING UNIT 
Oklahoma Stale Universi!jf 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Class.room Building 402 
AC 405, 372-6211 
Extension 6204 
Thank.you for agreeing.to cooperate with my research in Consumer Educa"". 
tion. l would l,ike for you to serve as one of the control teachers for the 
experiment. Enclosed are the concept and generalizations selected as· a 
basis for this particular study. 
Will you please do the following: 
l. Teach a uni~ in consumer credit using these generalizations, 
using any teaching methods, materials, resources, and learning· 
experiences that you wish to use. 
2. Keep a record of methods used on the enclosed form. 
3. Administer the evaluation instrument which will be mailed to you. 
Please indicate on the enclosed postal card the number of evaluation forms 
you will need and the· approximat.e dat·e that you will -need them. 
Thank you very much. 
Sincerely, 
-~-~ ~~~~24 






011/ce of the Director 
?,larch 20, 1970 
VOCATIONAL RESEARCH 
COORDINATING UNIT 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Classroom Building 402 
AC 405, 372-6211 
E~t,,n,inn 6W4 
Enclosed are the evaluation forms for the unit on Borrowing. I certainly 
appreciate your taking part in this study. 
I am enclosing a key for checking the tests because I think that you and 
your 'students would like to know their scores. However, if you do not wish 
to check the papers, I will be happy to c~eck them. 
Postage is enclosed for returning the "Record of Teaching Methods, Learn-
ing Experiences, and ~terials and Resources Used," and the tests. 
Thank you vc:ry much. 
Sincerely, 
r ~q~.J-? ( l. {! c-> :r'l ~,· -7"'7:z, 







Oklahoma Stale Universify 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 7407'3 
Classroom Building 402 
AC 405, 372-6211 
Extension 6204 
Office of the Director 
February ~.~~ 1970 
My research is concerned with methods of teaching Consumer Education in the 
eleventh and/qr twelfth grade classes of Vocational Homemaking in secondary 
schools. In a recent telephone conversation, Mrs. Seymour agre~d to cooper-
ate in this research. 
I am asking Mrs. Seymour to serve as a member of the control group of the 
research project. 
As a member of the control group she i.s asked to do the following: 
1. Teach a consumer credit unit based on six generalizations selected 
from the Consumer Education Curriculum Guide published'by the State 
Department of Home Economics Education.~ ' 
2. Keep a record of teaching methods, learning exper:Lences, resources, 
and materials used to teach the unit. 
3. Administer the evaluation instrument which will.be mailed to her. 
I would appreciate it if you would indicate your willingness for Mrs. 
Seymour tO participate in this project by signing and returning the enclosed 
postal ca.rd. 







TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
Mrs. has my permission to participate 
in the research on Consumer Education for secondary 
school students being conducted by Mrs. Irene Clements. 
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